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the

erally facing the target, thrust is applied to

operator translates toward or away from the

produce a forward \"elocity proportional to

stant-amplitude

snaking oscillation as

the range to be flown. As soon as this ve

target.
The foregoing procedures first appear com

locit�· is achieved. yaw 90" away from the

plicated and overly sophisticated. In actual

oris.dnal attitude and coast toward the tar

practice. the pilot never consciously thinks of

.�tet. The line-of-sight drifts of the target can

the rules while using the Hand Held Ma

be eliminated b�: using the up-and-down and

neuvering

fore-and-aft translational thrusters. Just
prior to ar "riving at the target, yaw back t o

Unit.

Application

of

the

pro

cedures may be compared with the actions
and reactions required to ride a bicycle. The

the original attitude facinA" the target and

�killed operator of the Hand Held Maneu

apply bra ki ng t hrust.

vering Unit look� direct!�· at the target. The
control loop i:; closed clirectly from the tarj!et
motion to the eye:-: ;•nd brain of the operator.

This control procedure involves only two

di:-:crete .vaw rotations and no roll or pitch
rotations. The control procedure minimizes

with resulting error signals feeding the op

attitude-control fuel

erator's muscular command system. The con

the inertia of the extravehicu lar pilot is at a

requirements because

trol system of the Hand Held Maneuvering

minimum about the �·aw axis. Al�o. the con

Unit is a personal aclapti\"e control system.

trol procedure is probably the �implest for a

The accuracy of this s�·:;tem in space with all

maneu\'erin�t unit that does not have lateral

the G rlegrees of freedom active is not yet
known,· inasmuch as the planned Gemini
flight evaluations did not cover this point.

translation CaJHtbility.

On the 3-degree-of-freedom air-bearing fa
cilit�·, using any one of the three rotational

The most important requirement fot· an

axe:; and two translation axes, the accuracy

air-bea1·ing- facility. and the mo�t clifficult to

of a skilled operator is within less than 1 inch

of the intended tarj:!et

(from distances of

approximately 25 feet ) . At longer ranges,

m:hie\"e and mC\intain. is a flat. hard. smooth
11<klr. The floor of the Air-Beal"ing Facilit�· at
the Manned Spatecraft Center consists of 21

the same rlegree of accuracy could be main

tast-�teel machinist's la�·out table� each !1

tained because the control logic is a termi

feet wide h_,. 8 feet lon.�t. Eath table wei�th�

nal-guidance type. Abo, the operator's axis

t�hnut 2200 pound:; and is tlat to within ap

direction of motio n while using the Hnnrl

proximate!.'" 0.0002 inch. The pattern is
�even tables wide and three table:; long com

Held Maneuvering Unit. The operator must

prisin�t n total f1oor area of 21 br 24 feet.

sv
. stem does not have to be alinerl with the

physi cally see the target and point at the tar

get while keeping the thrust force through

After lc\"eling-, the joints between acljacent
tables Hre accurate to about 0.0004 inch. ancl

his center of gravit�·. With regard to ease of

the overall floor is estimated to he flat \\"ithin

w�e. the Hand Held Maneuverinl! Unit was

approximate!.'" 0.002 inch. The levelinJ.!· pro

designed so that when held in the operato•·'s

cedure

right hand with the thrust line along- the op

months. tlue to settling- of the building- foun

erator's X-axis. the muscles in the ri�tht arm

must

be

repeated

about

every

6

dation. This de�tree of floor accurac�· allows

and hand are in a complete!�· un-<trained

free movement of simulators with air cush

position.

ion s approximately 0.001

inch thick. Such

low flight a ltitudes are desirable because the
required airtlow is quite low. ;uul the atten
The control log-ic preferred b�· the pilots
of Gemini IX-A and Gemini

XI r follows.

From an initially stabilized position. gen-

dant possible turbine-blncle ( j et prop ul�ion )

effect resulting- from une,·en exhau::<t of the
air from the air bearinl!t' is ne!-!li!-!ihle. This
turbine-hlmle etfe<:t is extremely undesirable
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because it confuses the results produced by
low-thrust jets such as those of the Hand
Held Maneuvering Unit.
Figures 9-10 to 9-13 show some of the
air-bearing simulators utilized for extra
vehicular training during the Gemini Pro
gram. Figure 9-10 shows the Gemini X pilot
on a yaw training simulator in preparation
for that mission. In this particular case,
compressed air for the Hand Helcl Maneuver
ing Unit. for the pressurized suit, and for
floating the air-bearing equipment flowed
from a 130-psi service air supply through a
dual umbilical identical to the one used in the
Gemini X flight. A skilled technician wa);
employed to minimize the effect of the um
bilical drag during training.
Figure 9-11 shows the Gemini VIII pilot
during a yaw traininl! session prior to the
mission. The Extravehicular Support Pack
age was supported by metal legs: three sup
porting air pads were utilized for the
necessary added stability because of the large
combined mass and volume of both the Ex-

FIGURE 9-11.-Three-pad air-bearing simulator for
yaw-axis

trainin� with

harkpack-supported

ma

neuvering devices.

FIGURE V-10.-Sin�le-nad air-hearin� simulator for

FrGURE !1-12.-Thrce-pacl nir-hcarin� simulator clur

yaw-axis trainine with Hand Hdrl Mancuvct·in..:

in�: nitc::h-uxi" tt·aininr:: with fiancl

Unit.

vcl'ing Unit.

Held ;\1arwu
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looking at the ceiling while translating to the
side. The latter case is important because i n
normal use of the Hand Held Maneuvering
Unit, rolling velocity should be kept at zero
while translating and looking forward.
Types of Trainin!(' Runs

FIGURE 9-13.-Three-pad air-bearing simulator dur
ing roll-axis t1·aining with Hand Held Maneuvet·

ing Unit.

travehicular . Support Package (backpack)
and the Extravehicular Life-Support System
(chest pack ) . In the simulator, . compressed
air for floating- the platform is carried in an
oxygen bottle mounted on the platform; and
compressed air for the Hand Held Maneu
vering Unit is carried in a high-preS!'lure
bottle located inside the Extravehicular Sup
port Package (as on Gemini 'VIII). No um
bilical or tether was utilized. This .simulator
was al:)o used in training for the Astronaut
Maneuvering- Unit.
Figure 9-12 shows the Gemini X pilot in
pitch-axis training on a different type of
simulator. The cot is made of lightweight
aluminum tubing which doe:; not appreciably
change his inertia in pitch. Three pads are
used to provide ·.satisfactory tipping sta
bility. The compressed air needed to power
the Hand Held ManeuYering Unit, to pres
surize the suit. and to float the air-bearing
equipment i:; supplied by the service air sup
ply through the :11:-inch-inside-diameter um
bilical (fig. 9-12). This umbilical contains
small air-bearing supporters which allow
more accurate simulation of the in-space
effect of a similar umbilical.
Figure 9-13 shows the Gemini X pilot in
roll-axis -raining on the same simulator.
Roll-axis training was practiced by looking
at the target while translating to it, and by

The following is a representative list of
the types of training runs made on the air
bearing- equipment in preparation for extra
vehicular activity maneuvering. The runs
were mctde in the yaw and pitch morles: mo�t
were also made in the roll mode.
(1) Familiarization with air bearing.
(2) U11e of mu�cle povver to control atti
tude.
(3) With Hand Held Maneuvering Unit in
hand, control attitude while being towed to
targ-et.

(4) With

hip-kit compressed-air bot tle
from point A to a
�.:ullision with point B. The points A and B
a re an)· two specific points in the t raini n g
:tnd

no umbilical, translate

area.

( 5) Repeat preceding step, out completel.'·
stop 1 foot in front of point B.
( 6) With initial rotatioual velocity at
point A, �top rotation, proceed to point B, and
stop completely I foot in front of point B.
(7) With IJoth initial random rotation and
translation in \'icinity ot' point A. stop both
initial rot<ttiou ;mel translation. proceed to
point B. an d stop completely 1 foot in front
of point B.
(R) Starting from rest al point A. inter
cP.pt a tar),{et m'1ving with cun:-;tant \'elocit�·
at right angles to the line nf :-;i).{ht.
(9) Make pn�cision attitude chan).{v:-; of 45
and 90 , stopping any translation existing at
end of run.
( 10) Without the Hand Held Manett\'t�ring
Unit. practice pu shing off Jrom �imulated
spacecraft and :-;toppin}! completely by gently
snubbing the umbilical.
( 11) Practice hand walking the umbilical
back to the simulated spacecntft, being care�
ful not to generate exces:->i vc tran�lational
velocity.
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(12) ·Investigate elasticity and wrap-up
tendencies of umbilical by bitting end of
umbilical with various initial translational
and rotational velocities.
Amount of Training

Air-bearing training received by the prime

pilots of Gemini IV. VIII, IX-A, X, and XI

follows:

Training,
hr

Mission

IV

................................................................

VIII

.

IX-A
X

XI

.

.

12

;...............20.5

............. . . ........ ..................

..... . ..

..................... .....

.

.

. ...

. ........... 3

.......

.

... ....................... .. ....... ..... ...................

. .

.

... . .. . .

....

.. ..

.

13.25

.. 20

. .. .................................. ......

..

The 6-Ut•�:n•c-of-Frcedom Sim11lator

In addition to the � hours of a ir-bearing
training with the Astronaut Maneuvering
Unit in preparation for Gemini IX-A extra
vehicular

activity, the pilot completed ap

proximately

11 hours of training on the

Mann�d Aerospace Flight Simulator

(fig.

9-14). Thi� simulatm· consisted of a produc
tion-type Ast•·unaut Maneuvering Unit with

controlR wired into a hybrid computer fa
cility. The simulator provided the subject
with sma ll-amplitude pitch, roll. and yaw
rotations and

up-and-down translation ac

celt!t·ation cues which later �ere damped out.
The visual disphl�' simulated clouds over an
ocean, and a horizon with blue and red dots
representing the front and rear ends of a
tarJ,tet vehicle. These were all projected on
tht!

inner

surface

of

a

spherical

screen

mounted nhout 8 feet in front of the pilot.

The dots varied in size to represent

a

target

vehicle at ranges from approximately 250
feet to essentially zero range. The object of

most training J-uns was to aline the two ends
of the spacecraft

(superimpose the dots),

and to move in lo a simulated <�rrival posi
tion with respect to the target.

Fu:uu�; 9-14.-The �annt!d Al't·ospace Flip;ht Simu
lator used durin�:" trainin�r with the Astronaut
Manuuvt•rin� Unit.
ln�·rtiu Cnuplilll! 1'rninin).!-t\id Model

l>lu·ingo tht! G emin i VIII extravehiculaJ
lraining, the que:-;tion aros� as to whether
contnJIIcd t·otation:; about one axi:; of an ex
lravchkular pilot might lend to uncontrolled

rotations about the other two axes dut! to
inertia cuuplinJ,t m· product-of-inertia effects.

To �wi n a qualitative i(lea of the possible

seriousness of these effects, a l-to-4.5 sl'ale
model of the Gemini VIII

pilot was con

structed and mounted in a set of extremeb·
liJ.!ht gimbals. The model

(tig. 9-15) was

uasecJ ll(IOII thrce-\'iCW scale photographs Of
the pilut in a pressurized suit, and carved
from wood. The scale weight and center-of
J,!ravity position of the pilot. the Extrave
hicul:u·

::-;uppurt

PackaJ,te, and the

Extra-
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Frcuru: 9-15.-Inel'tia coupling trainin�-aid model.

,·ehicular Life-Support System were closely
duplicated, althouyh no attempt wa:> made to

mea:;tu·e and duplicate the moments of inertia

of these item:>. The gimlJal arrangement i::;
shown in titrure 9-16. The yaw axis is at the

top; the half-pitch gimbal is next; innermost
is the roll giml.Jal. which consisted of two ball
bearing-s inside the body of the model. The
yaw and pitch ).dmlJal:-; were also mounted on
ball Gearing-s. Th�:: g-imlml weig-ht was only
about 0.2 that of the model.

FH;URE !l-IG.-IneJ·tia couplin.c- training-aid model
showin�t gimbal suspension system.

Investigations <Jf inertia coupling effects

were c�nductecl h)' rotating the model about

tiona I n!lo<:it.'·

(because of giml>al-bearing

one of the m:ijor axes while holdin� the other

friction) without exhibiting inertia coupling

two axes fixed, then by suddenly releasin�

tendencies of an�· kind.

the two fixed �im h<tls. The following result::;
we1·e obser\'ed.

(1) Following a pure yaw rotational in
put, when the pitch and roll gimbals were

(:n Following a pure roll rotational input.

relea;-;e of the pitch and yaw gimuab imme
diately result('d in a confused pitching-, )·aw
ing, and rolling tumbling- motion.

released, slow up-and-down chang-es in pitch

The IJeha vior of the model wm; obviously

attitude resulted. As the motion slowed due

in con,.;unancc with the olJ;-;en·ed shape of the

to gimbal-bearing- friction. the model rotated

90 in roll so that the original .vuwing motion

became a pure pitching motion. This attitude

then was stable because no coupling- was evi

model. For example. the mas;-; distribution of

tht• modl'l, and also of an extravehicular pilot.

are almo;-;l ;-;ymmetrical about the YZ plane:

therefore, practically no rollin).! or �·awing

denced if the model wa;-; again spun about the

moments are generated due to the effects of

orig-inal axis of rotation.

centrifugal

force

acti l1J.!

upon

loc<tl

mass

Following a pure pitch rotational in

;!symmetr.'· when the model is pitched. How

put, the mod�! merely slowed to zero rota-

ever. the model with backpack and chest pack

(2)
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i s considerably asymmetrica.l about the YZ

plane ; therefore, it is not surprising that

Hahd HeJd Maneu,•ering Unit Flight
Perf�rmance 4nd Comparison With

large pitching and yawing moments resulted

Ground Training

from pure roll.
The tests performed with the model re
sulted in adoption of the following simple
maneuvering rules for the

extravehicular

pilot. The rules are designed to eliminate or
reduce greatly the chance of encountering
inertia coupling effects.

(1) Never roll. Always establish the atti

tude toward the target by yawing, then pitch
ing. Never roll while translating.

(2) In case inertia coupling effect� are en
countered, always stop the rolling velocity
first, the yawing velocity

The Gemini IV pilot made the first powered
extravehicular maneuvering in histo1·y. Fig-

ure 9-17 is one of the many photograph�
taken by the command pilot and shows the

extravehicular pilot in the perfect posture
for maneuvering- with

a

Hand Held Maneu

n>ring Unit. The pilot described his experi
ences with the Hand Held Maneuvering Unit
and with the umbilical a:s follows:

I

left (the spacecraft) entirely under the influ

second, and the

ence of the gun, and it canied me t·ight straight out.

In connection with possible inertia cou

maneuver over to your [command pilot's) side, but

pitching velocity last.

pling effects, two final comments should be
made. First, the extravehicUilar pilots were
not unique in being subject to inertia coupling

a little higher than I wanted to �ro.

I wanted to

[ maneuvered out of the spacecraft and forward

and perhaps a little higher than I wanted to be.

When I I!'Ot out to what I estimate � probably one

half or two-thircl:; the way out on the tt>ther. I wn::;

effects. Airplanes and spacecraft are also sub

out past the nose of the spacecraft.

ject to such coupled motions. Second, it i s

to the left with the gun and that's when I reported
that the I!'Un really worked quite well. I believe that

difficult to understand how these effects could
be encountered by an extravE!hicular pilot at
th� end of an umbilical or te1ther. In such a

I started a yaw

I stopped that yaw, and I sta1•ted translatin)? back

toward the spncllcraft. It was either on this trans

lation or the one followinl! this that I got into a bit

case, the umbilical or tether should effectively
eliminate all large rotations other than those
about the axis of the umbilical or tether. This
observation strongly suggests that tether and
umbilical reels, controlled by the extravehicu
lar pilot, should be developed as soon as pos
sible. Air-bearing tests indkate that body
rotations which can cau!'le um(bilical wrap-up
about the subject tend to be eliminated rap
idly by the umbilical as long as the subject
does not already possess transilational velocity
toward the spacecraft umbilic:al attach point.
The reason for this action is that the rota
tional energy causing wrap-up has to be con

verted to translational kinetic energy in order
for wrap-up to continue. The proportionality

factor for energy transformation in this di
rectiou i s qualitatively very Jlow. Therefore,

the practice of always operating at the end

of a straight umbilical may help eliminate
undesirable angular rotations about the two
hody axes not coincident with the axis of the
umbilical.

FIGURE 9-17.-Extravehiculal' activity durinl!' Gem
ini IV.

Note classic posture exhibited by pilot for

maneuverin� with Hand Held Mnneuvel'in,; Unit.
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of a combin�tion of pitch, roll, and yaw together.
I felt that I could have corrected it, but I knew that

was mounted on a plane oblique to the angle in
which I wanted to translate. I remember from our

it would have taken more fuel than I had wanted to
expend with the gun, so I gave a little tug on the

from the

tether and came back in. This is the first experience
I had with tether dynamics and it brought me right
back to where I did not want to be. It brought me
right back on top of the spacecraft. by the adapter
section.
This is the first time it had happened. I said [to
command pilot]: ''All t•ir::-ht, I'm contin�r back out
[to front of sparecraft] ar::-ain." This is one of the
most impressive uses of the srun that I had. I started
back out with the gun, and I decided that I would
fire a pretty �rood burst too. I started back out with
the gun, and I literally flew with the �:un ri,:rht down
along the edJ,!e of the spacecraft, riJ,!ht out to the
front of the nose. and out past the end of the nose.
I then actually stopped myself with the j:!'Un. That
was easier than I thoul!ht. I must have been fairly

air-beari�l!' work that every time you got an angle
perpendicular where your tether was
mounted, it [the tether) gave you a nice arching

trajectory back in the opposite diJ·ection. You're
actually like a weight on the end of a string. If you
push out in one direction and you're at an angle
from the perpendicular, when you reach the end of
a tether, it neatly sends you in a long arc back in
the opposite direction. Each time this arc carried me
right back to the top of the adapter, to the top of
the spacecraft, in fact, toward the adapter section.
One thinl! though that I'll say very emphatically
there wasn't any tendency to recontact the spacecraft
in anything but very gentle contacts. I made some
quite interesting contacts. I made one that I recall
on the bottom side of the right door in which I had
kind of rolled around. I actually contacted the bot
tom of the spacecraft with the back of my head. I

fortunate, because I must have fired it right throu)!h
my cg. I stopped out there and, if my memot·y serves

was faced away from the spacecraft. and I just

me right, this is where I tried· a couple of yaw ma
neuvers. I tried a couple of yaw and a couple of

ta'cted it. I rebounded off. As long as the pushotfs
are slow, there just isn't any tendency to get in an

pitch maneuvers, and then I started firing the gun
to come back in [to the spacecraft]. 1 think this was
the time that the gun ran out. And, I was actually

uncontrollable attitude.

able to stop myself with it out there that second
time too. The lon)!est firing time that I put on the

.gun was the one that I used to start r,>Ver the doot·s
up by the adapter section. I started back out then.

I probably fired it for a 1-second hurst or somethinJ!'

like that. I used small bursts all the time. You could
put a little burst in and the response was tremen

dous. You could start a slow yaw or a slow pitch.
It seemed to be a rather efficient way to operate. I

drifted rig-ht up al!ainst it and just very lightly con

(;emini X Extrnehicular

Acth·ity

It was intended that the Gemini X pilot
perform an exten::\ive e\·aluation of the Hana
Held

Maneuvering

Unit

including

precise

ang-ular attitude changes and tran!'ilations.
Howeve1·, the tiight plan for the

extravehicu

lar activity required a number of other ac

would have liked to have had a 3-foot bottle out
there-the bigger the bett<'r. It was quite easy to

tivities prior to thi!'i evaluation. One of the

control.

targ-et

'J'he technique that 1 used with the gun was the

technique that we developed on the ait·-hcarin�r plat

form. I kept my left hand •Hit to the side [fiJ.!. 9-17)
and the gun as close to mr center of Jl'ravity as I

could. I think that the tt·aining I had on the air

plannen acti,·ities was to translate to the
\'ehicle

at

very

short

range

using

Ex
SOlO Agena Micrometeorite Col

manual forces alone and to retrieve the
periment

lection package attached near the docking
cone. The pilot descrihe<i the use of the Hand

bearing tables was very rcprc�Pntative especially in

Heln Maneu,·ering- Unit at this time as fol

yaw and pitch. I felt quite confident with the �run

lows:

in yaw and pitch. hut I felt a little less confident in
roll. I felt that I would have to use too much uf my
fuel. I felt that it would be a littll• more difficult t1>
cont1·ol and I didn' t want to usc my fuel to take out
my roll combination with the yaw.
As soon as my J.!Un run out [of ful.'l] I wusn 't auII.'

to control myself thl• wuy I <·nulcl with the I:'Un. With
that gun, I coulcl clecide to I!O to a part of n spac<•

craft and very confidt•ntly J!O.

Now 1 was working on taking some pictures and

wot·king on the tether dynamics. J immediately rea

lized what was Wt'OIIJ!. I realized that our tethl'l'

Okay. W<''r<' in this EVA. I J.!Ot back and stood up

in tht· hatch and dtl'du·d uut the )!Un and madl' sure
it wa� squit·ting nitrog:<•n. That's the only gun check

out T did. In the nwantinlt'..John maneuvl'red the
spacl.'craft OVt.'l' toward thl• end of the TDA, just as
w�· had plannt.>d. He J.!Ot in sut'h a position that my
ht•ad was 4 t11 5 ft•t·t from the dut·kin�: cone. It was
upward at ahuut a 45• angll'. just as we plannl'd.
f l>t>lit•V(' at one time thl'rc YOU said YOU hnd trouhle

seeinl! it, and 1 r::-ave you [command pilot) some in

stntdions ahout "forward, forward." "stop. stClp."
So I nl'tually sort of tnlkt•d .John into position.
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I translated over by pushing off from the space
craft.

I floated forward and upward fairly slowly

and contacted the Agoma. I grab�ed hold of the dock
ing cone as near as I can recall, at about t h e 2 o'clock
position. If you call the location of the notch in it,
the 12 o'clock, 1 was to the right of that-at about
the 2 o'clock position and I started crawling around.
No, I must have bel!n more about the 4 o'clock posi
tion, because
ing

cone

I started crawlinJ!' around at the dock

counterclockwise,

and

the

docking

cone

itself, the leading edge of the docking cone, which
is very blunt, makes a v£>ry poor handhold in thost'

pressure glpves. I had great difficulty in holding on

to the thing. And, as n matt�t· of faet, whl'n I �COl
over by the

SOlO

packa�re and tried to stop my mo

tion, my inertia (the inertia of] my lower horly, kept

me right on moving and my hand slipped and I fell
t;off the Agena.
When I fell off, I figured I had either one of two
things to clo. I could either pull in on the umbilical
and l!'et back to the spacecraft, or I could use the
gun. And I chose to use the gun. lt was floating free
at this time. lt had come loose from the chestpack.
So, I reached down to my left hip and found the
nitrogen line and started pulling in on it and found
the gun, and unfolded the arms of the gun

and

ward pitching moment.

So

I did damp out the pitch.

I converted that downward pitch moment into an
upwat•!l pitching moment, and then I was able to
stop my pitch entirely. But in the process of doing
that,

I

developed

an

inadverU>nt

whtch ncal'ly caU:sl.'rl me

to

up

translation,

miss the A�ena. As a

matter of fact. I came very close to passing over
the top of the A�t<·na; and I was just barely able to

pitch down with thco gun and snag a hold of the

dockin� c:on£> as I w(!nt by the J<econd time.

Durin!,( further technical debriefings, the
Gemini X pilot made several other comments.
Conc�rni ng- the respon�e characteristics of
the Hand Held Maneuvering- Unit, he �tatecl
that the thru�t levels of 0 to 2 pounds were
aiJout ri).!ht. These levels provided adequate
translational re:-�ponse without making the
rotational response :-;eem overly ;.;ensitive. The
Gemini IV pilot made the :-�arne comment.

With respect to ability to transfer the con

trol skills acquired on the :�-degree-of-free

dom air-hea1:ing- :-oimulators to the 6 degrees

of freedom existing in space, the Gemini X

Started looking a1·ound. ( picked Up the spacecraft

pilot stated that the transfer was easy and

in view. I was pointed roughly toward the space

natural. He was, perhap� a little surprised

craft. The spacecraft was forward and below.me on
my left. The Ag-ena was just abol.).t over my left
shoulder and below me, or down on my left side and
below me. I used the gun to translate back to the
cockpit area.

N ow

,

I

was

trying

to

thrust

in

a

straight line from where I was hack to the cockpit,

but in leaving the Al!<!na [ had developed some tan

gential velocity, which was bringing me out around

the side and the rear of the Gemini. So what hap

pened was, it was almost as if [ was in an airplane

that the pitch de�rce of freedom gave more

ctmlrol trouble than the yaw-deg-ree of free
dom. Oue to a very low body inertia about the
yaw axis, yawing- motions g-enerated with the
Hand Held Maneuvering- Unit are naturally
much faster than either pitch or roll motions.
Finally.

in

answer to

the

question

of

whether he had acquired any rolling motionl-i

on down wind fo1· a landing, and in making- a left

during- brief periods of maneuvering- with

descending turn, and llew right into the cockpit. It

lhc Hand Held Maneuvering- Unit, the Gemini
X pilot :<tated that nu rollinv; moti(ms what

hand pattern I flew at·ound and made a 180"

left

was a combination ·of just luck, 1 think, being able

to use the gun. At any rate, I did return to the
cockpit in that manner, and John al!ain maneuvered

the spacecraft. Whl'n

I I!Ot to tho! cockpit, I stood

up in the hatch and h�tld un to the hatch. John ma
neuven•d the �pacl.'cruft again up m·xt to the As:cna.

This time we Wet·c. r think, slightly farther away.
bf.!cause I felt that rather than tryin.l! to push otT l

would use the ,I!Un and translate over. And I did, in

fact, squil't the �run up, depat·t the cockpit and trans
late over to the dockin�:r cone usinJ! the gun as a
contt·ol device. The �run �COt me there. It wasn't ex
tremely

accurate.

What

hap[lt!ned

was, as I was

�oing ->Vet•, I I!Uess in leaving the cockpit, l some

how developed an inadvertent pitch-<.lown moment,

cv�r had been experienced. Thhi is si1miticant
for two reasons:
(I)

nased upon indications of the inertia

eoupling- model, and upon the Gemini IV ex
lra,·chicular activity, the Gemini X pilot had
I rained

spccitically to a\'oid rolling- motions,

and to stop lh!!m immediately if they should

occur.

( 2) If rolling- motions can he totally elimi
nated. then control with the Hanel Held Ma
ueU\'l•rinJ.! Unit is reduced practically to a
simple ::-dcg-ree-of-f1·cedom situation involv

and when I conectcd this out with the gun, I de

ing- �·awing- and pitching- 1·otations. and linear

VI))oped an upwnn.l tt·anslation as well as an up-

translation!'.
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Concluding Remarks

As a result of work with a gimbal-mounted
scale model of an extravehicular pilot, it ap

Based upon the short periods of extra

pears that confused tumbling motions due to

vehicular maneuvering during two Gemini

inertia coupling effects are likely to occur

missions, the Hand Held Maneuvering Unit

during extravehicular maneuvering if exces

is a simple device suitable for translating

sive simple rotational velocities

easily between selected points on a spacecraft

rolling velocitie::;) are attained. Therefore, it

or anywhere in the general vicinity of the
spacecraft. Thru:-:t values ranging from 0 to

is rl.-'commended that until additional extra

2 pounds are desirable for present-day Hand

gained, rolling velocities be maintained close

Held Maneuve�ing Units. Controlled move

ment about

a

spacecraft on a fixed-length

umbilical without a maneuvering device is
difficult, if not impossible. However, such

(especially

vehicular maneuvering experience has been
to ze1·o during extravehicular maneuvering,
and the extravehicular pilot mass distribu
tion be kept nearly symmetrkal.
Three-degree-of-freedom air-bearing simu

maneuvering does not appear to result in

lators are

uncontrollable attitudes if car:e is taken to

,·ehiculm· maneuvering ground training. A

avoid large translational velocity inputs when
leaving the spacecraft.

satisfactory

devices

for

extra

minimum of 10 hour·s of such training is
recommended.

10.

MEDICAL ASPECTS OF GEMINI EXTRA VEHICULAR
ACTIVITIES

By c. fR£0 KHL.Y. H.n.. Medical Operations Office. A��� Mnnnetf Spnucrnft Center: and n. OwEN
CooNs . M.D. . Hedica/ Operations Office, N tlSA 1/mmt•d Spacecraft Center
Medical E" a l uation of Extravehicular

Introduction

Activities
The medical aspects of Gemini extrave
hicular activities are principally concerned
with

the

workloads,

phy�iological

response.-.

to

high

high thermal stresses, and low

fatigue tolerance. Analysis of physiological
data. from

inst•·umentation

extravehicula1·

flights and training operation:; contributed
significantly to the understanding of extra
vehicular workloads and the means of con·
trolling these workloads.

During
Gemini

the

ext r3vehicular

IX-A and

portions

of

XL excessive workload

appeared to be a limiting factor. An evalua
tion of ftight data indicated that there may

have been an exce!lsive thermal load imposed
upon the extravehicular

pilot during these

activities. The high respiration rates encoun
tered

during

Gemini

XI

indicated that

a

buildup in the carbon-dioxide level may have
been a problem. Since there were no actual

<lata on thermal conditions, oxygen, or caJ·
hon-ciioxide levels, and no direct measure

Back�round

of

met abolic load, a quantitative evaluation of

The success of the Gemini IV extravehicu

lar activity provided the initial confidence
that man

could

operations easily
physiological

accomplish

co nstrai nts .

Although there wm� no dil·ect measure of

extravehicular

and with a minimum
The

Gemini

thl' pot�ntial problem areas was not possible.
metabolic

load.

the

electrocardiogram

and

of

impedance pneumo�ram provided some use

IV

ful information, but only if certain limita

mi:�Rion also tended to in dica te that elaborate

tions and inaccuracies wet·e considered. These

required. Accordingly, medical in�trumenta

�real many physiological

tion requirements for future extravehicular

lt•sts under widely varying conditions. This

physiological instrumentation would not be

parameters have heen

monitored durin� a

and psychological

activities were kept to a minimum. The re

information t·econfirm!\ that heart rate re

Ql1irements included one lead for an electr·o

sponcis to psychological.

c.ardiogram ami one lead for obtaining respi

pathological conciitions. There is considerable

ration rate. Becau:.ie the pilot was able to

individual variation in these respon:-;es. How

monitor the suit pressure, this measurement

ever, in the absence of a more scientific ap

was deleted for Crl!mini

IX-A and subsequent

physiological, and

proach to the problem. and hecause u quan

ftights. Other instrumentation which would

t i tative inciiccltion of the workload nctunlly

have been desirable included carbon-dioxide

experienced in flight appeared to be of pri

concentration and body temperatures: how

mary

impm·tance, the

I:!Ver. feasible means of measuring these pa

heart

rate us

rameters were not readily available.

workloaci W:t!'\ inve!'tigateci.
107

H

feasibility

of using

quantitative indication of
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On Gemini IX-A, X, XI, and XIl, preflight

and postflight exercise tests using the bicycle

time lines during simulation� and preflight
planning. The use of heart-rate and respira

pilots.

tion-rate data. when coupled with voice con

measured amount of work in increasing in

acti\·ities, proved an extremely important and

ergometer

were

performed

on

the

During the tests. the subject performed a
crement!-; while heart rate, blood pres�ure.
and respiration rote were monitored : peri
odic samples of expi red gas were collected
for analy�is. The data were tran�lated into
oxygen
plot:-:

utilization cu rves and

tact and

an

understanding of

programed

useful method for real-time monitoring of
extravehicular pilots.
The major factors which apparently pro
duced the highest wot·kload prior to Gemini

heat-energ,v

X I I were high �mit force�. insufficient body

( fig. 10-1 ) . u�ing the plots and the

position restrai nts, and thermal stress. This

heart-rate dat<� obtained during each flight
( figs. 10-2 and 10-:3 ) , an approximate work
load curve was plotted against the time line

for the extravehicular activity. The derived

ctata were not entirely believable, sinct� there
is no method to account for the effect on heart
rate re�ti lting from thermal or other environ

mental variations. Also, the psychogenic ef
fect of a new and different environment could
certainly increase the heart •·ates without a
corl'e,.;ponding change in metabolic rate. The

plots were useful in evaluating the workloads
fot· the Gemini XII extnwehicular activity.

The accuracy of the plots may be expected to

increase as the oxygen consumption increases
toward maximum oxygen

utilization. This

nliue varies with individual� and with the
degree of physical conditionin�. and is de
pendent upon the amount of ox.vg-en which
can be transported from the environment to
the body tissues.

The area of ma.ior interest in evaluating

workload� during extravehicular activitie� is
d u.ring high workload periods. Furthermore..

any error introduced by

unknown factors

would increase the olJserved heart rate for
a given workload level. This tends to increase

thE' usefulness of such a plot for preflight
planning and for inflig-hl monitoring of extra
\'chicular activities. When data from previous
flights,

altitude

chamber

tests.

1!!

walk

throughs, and underwater zero-� simulations
are examined in this manner, a quantitative
indication may be derived of work expended
on various tasks ( fig. 10-4 ) . This is impot·
tant in the postflight assessment of the rela
tive physiological cost of various task�. and
in determining- acceptable tasks and realistic

was indicated when the Gemini XI pilot ex
pended an exceptionally high pffort in attach
ing the ... pacccraft 'target-vehicle tether to

the docking bar. Difficulties in maintaining
bocly position in the weig-htless environment
made the task much more difficult than had

hePn expected.

The pilot used the

larg-e torso and

leg

muscle� in attemptin� to straddle the i'pace
craft nose and found that he had to work

a).m inst the pr·essurize<l space l'uit in order to
force his le�s into an unnatural po�ition. The
high workload subjectively described by the
pilot was contirmed by heart and respiration
rates ( tig.

10-2 (d ) ) . The high respiration

rates also indicate the possibility of increaserl
carbon-dioxide

level.

Life-Support S.vstt!m

The

Extravehicular

was not de�igned to

handle workloads of the magnitude indicateil
�,,. these rate� in terms of either thermal con

trol or carbon-dioxide removal. I t i� probable

that the thermal and cnrbon-dioxide buildup,

along- with psychog-enic factors which were
certain!.\'

present. contributed to the high

heart rates recorded. However, this would
makt: heart rate and rc."piration rate data no
less useful in the real-time monitoring of a

crew during flig-ht if stress or potential dan

ger wt•re in fact pre�ent.

In planning for Gemini Xli, it was deemed

important to avoid workloads which would

��xceed the capacity of the Extravehicular
Life-Support Sy,.;tem. It had been determineci
that the Extravehicular Life-Support S.vstem
\\'as capable of handling 2000 Btu hr while
maintainin� a carbon-dioxicie level equal to

approximately 6 mm of mercury. During the
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ized space suit. Both arms were brou ght from
the neutral position to the sides of the helmet
once each second for 60 secumls. An attempt
was made to correlate heart rate during these

200
180

inftight exercisl! periods with pt·eftigbt exer
cise test:-; ( tig-. 10-5). Wh�n compared i n this

!X·A
-- x

--

-·X1
----- Xll

SO

2000
Btu/hr

HiOO

3000

4000

( a ) c�mini IX -A thi'OU,:!'h Xll pretli�rht sturlies.
f ua: lit: I ti-1.-Conclurlerl

--tudies (fi�. 10-5 ) , the
122 beats per minute
was 2000 Btu hr. It
should be noted th:
a total heat capacity
hi�her than :WOO J : ' t • i11· was possil>le for
short periods of linw a 1 1 d that sustained heal
dissipation of a pl IT• ·n t ag-e of thermal load
produced by hig-hH lc\·cls of work was also
within the capabilities of the Extr:l\·enicular
Life-Support System. Beeause of these and
other factors which are known to cause i n 
creases, heart rates ahoVl' 1 2 2 beats per
min ute were expected and ohst>rved during
the planntc>d extravehicula1· activities 1111 Gem
in i XII. Fi g-u 1·e 10-3 (e) is a graph of h eart
l'ate related to events during the G1•m i n i X l l
mnbilical extra vehicular activity. Only once
did the pilot's heart r<tte l"Xceed expected
levels. This occurred durin� a period of un
:-:chechaled activities when psychog-enic factors
contributed heavily to the heart rate. When
the pilot was asked to decrea�� the activities,
heart rates returned to a resting- lt•vel in le�s
than 1 m i nute.
pretlight erg-omet.

pilot heart rate \\
when the worklo;

.�
·

'

During each period of sta ndup extrave
hicular activity in Gemini XII, two sessions

of programed exerc i se were pet·formed. the

�xercises

con:)isted of moving- the arms
against the restrictive forces of the pressur-

manner. there <llJpeared to be no significant
ditfcrenct• between the heart-rate data for
thl• exercises performed before Hight and
those performed in flight. Only qualitative

huw�\-el'. can bt! drawn from
<lata. QuantitatiYe and scientiticall.r
\'alit! eoncluHions must await t he result:> of
m(\re dt:!t ailed and precise!_,. implemented in
flh: h l medical expt•rimentation i n which con
trolled con<iitions are po:-:sihle and ad equat e
data colll•Ction is ft•asible.
Certain other factors are considered sig
nilkant in the medical aspects of the Gemini
exta·a\'ehiculat' activitie:-:. On e of these fac
tors. the arl nf conscr\'ing energ-y, ha:; been
CPHclusioHs,
t hest•

hrictly mentioned. and was demonstrated hy
the pilot of Gemini X l l . The pilot uf Gemini
X I I was ahlc to l·onclition himself to relnx
t:omplclel,\' within tht> neutral position of the
suit. Ht• cons<:iousl�· tried to determine when
,, J,!roup of musdL•s was found to be tense
while pct·ftwmin)! no usl:'ful work. ancl then
l ril'<l tu sul,jectin•l,\- relax these muscles. All
mCJ\'t•ments we n· slow and deliberate. When
small mon·ment of tht! ting-ers was sufficient
In

pe1·f11rm a task. thl· pilot used only the
Jll'CL'ssary muscle:-:. If a restraint strap would
,qd1st i tute l'11r mn,.;l'le action. tht> pilot would
rl•ly on t ht.• restra int strap to maintai n posi
t inn. and would rdax the muscles which
would Plht• t'\\'ist! h:t\'1" ll�o•en required for this
ta,.;k.

( 'hronic fatig-ue and dcg-nult!d physical con
dition mar han• hl'l'l1 a prolJiem clu l'ing- extra
,.'-· hil·u lar acti\·ity. SIL•ep during the tirst n ig-ht

of each lli!!ht was inadequate. and prepara

ti•lll adiYities for l'Xtl'a\'ehicular manem·ers
\\'c•n· detailed an<i
fatig-uinJ.r_ Ful'thermure.
th<· pal'\' or pret1ig-ht acti\'ities and the pres
sures of p la nn i ng-, tmining-, and preparation
to meet a tlig-ht schedule predispo:-:ed the crew
to fatig-ue. Durin� the tinal weeks of prepa
ra t io n for a tlig-ht. each crew found that time
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SUMMARY OF GEMINI EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY

By REGINALD M. MACH I::LL. Office of Spacecraft Mmzap:emcnt. Gemini Program Office, NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center; LARRY E. BELL, Crew System$ Division NASA Manned Spacecmft Center;
NORMAN P. SHYKEN, Seni(ir En{!ineer, McDnnne/1 Aircraft Corp.: and ]AMES W. PRIM Ill, Office aj
.

Spacecraft Mana{!ement, Gem.ini Program 0/fictl, fVliSA Manned Spacecraft Center

Introduction
The Gemini Program has provided the first
experience in extravehicular activ}ty in the
U.S. manned space effort. The original objec
tives included the following:
( 1 ) D.evelop the capability for
vehicular activity in free space.

extra

(2) Use extravehicular activity to increase
the basic capability of the Gemini spacecraft.

(3) Develop operational techniques and
evaluate advanced equipment in support of
extravehicular activity for future programs.
I n general, these principal objectives have
been met. Some of the problems encountered
during the equipment evaluation caused the
emphasis to be shifted from maneuvering
equipment to body-restraint devices.
The initial Gemini design guidelines con
templated missions with 30 to 60 minutes of
extravehicular activity with very low work
loads and metabolic rates (500 Btu/hr ) .
Various ground simulations subsequently in

p1rocedures by which the workload and the
metabolic rates could be maintained within
the desired limits.

One of the most difficult aspects of develop
ing an extravehicular capability was simu
lating the extravehicular environment. The
combination of weightlessness and high vac
uum was unattainable on Earth. Zero-gravity
aircraft simulations were valuable but occa

sionally misleading. Neutral buoyancy simu- .
lations underwater u1timately proved to be
the most realistic duplication of the weight
le,ss environment for body positioning and
re•strai nt problems. The novel characteristics

of the extravehicular environment and the

lack of comparable prior experience made
intuition and normal design approaches occa
sionally

inadequate. The accumulation

of

flight experience gradually Jed to an under
standing of the environment and the tech
nique:-; for practical operations.
Extravehicular Mission Summary

dicated the need for longer periods of extra
vehicular activity and greater heat-dissipa

Extravehicular activity was accomplished

tion capabilities if significant useful results

on
of the 10 manned Gemini missions. A
total of 6 hours 1 minute was accumu

were to be obtained. The design criteria for
the

5

extravehicular life-support equipment

lated in five extravehicular excursions on an

wP-re ultimately set at a mission length of
140 minutes with a normal metabolic rate of

umbilical (table 11-1 ) . An additional 6 hours

1400

Btu/hr

and

a peak rate of 2000

24t minutes of hatch-open time were accu
mulated in Rix periods of standup extra�

Btu/hr. The flight results indicated that in

ve!hicular activity including two periods for

several instances this metabolic rate was un
intentionally exceeded. The final mission,

jettisoning equipment. The total extravehicu
lar time for the Gemini Program was 12

Gemini Xll, demonstrated the equipment and

hours 25 minutes.

Preceding page blank
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11-l.-Summa?'?J of Gemini Extravehicula1· Activity Statistics

TABLE

:VIission

Life-support

system

\LM

IV

!
I

Umbilical
lengt h , fr

ELSS. ESP

VIII

I

Umbilical
extravehicular
activity time,
hr:min

Maneuvering
device
I

:!5

Hand Held

:!;j

Hand Held

1I

0:36

.Maneuvering

I

Unit
Maneuvering

ELSS, :\ M U

,,..)

.-\stronaut
Maneuvering

X

ELSS

50

Hand Held

XI

ELSS

:10

H and H eld

XII

ELSS

:!5

None

Unit

M aneuverinl(
Unit

M aneuvering

:-Jone

I

:-Jone

:!:07

I

1

I

Total

extravehicular
acriviry time,
hr:min

0:36

:-Jone

:!:07

O::m

0:50

O:;J:J

:!:10

:!:�:!

:!:06

:.1::!4

.3:30

6:01

6:24

12:2ii

Unit

Totals for Gemini Program

:-lone

:-lone!

Unit·

IX-A

•

Standup
time.
hr:min ·

1::!!1

Includes mission equipment jettison time.
Gemini IV

propulsion without artificial stabilization was

Two of the objective:-; of the Gemini IV

mission were to estal>lish the initial feasi

"bility of extravehicular activity and to eval

tt!ntatively indicated. although the 20 seconds

of available thrust were not enough for a de

tailed :-<tabilit�· and control evaluation. The

uate a simple maneuvering device. The life

:-;upport �ystem was a ::;mall chest pack c alled

the Ventilation Control Module, with oxygen

:-;upplied through

a · 25-foot

umbilical hose

assembly (fig. 11-1 ) . The Hand Held .Maneu
v�>ring Unit was a :-;elf-contained, cold-gas
propulsion unit which utilized two 1-pound
tractor jets and one 2-pound pusher jet. The
G4C space suit was worn with a n extra

vehicular cover layer for micrometeorite and
thermal protection. While outside the space

craft, the pilot also ,,·ore a special sun visor

designed for visu a l p •tection.

The Gemini IV pilot was outside the space

craft for 20 minutes and followed the timt!
line ::�hown in figure 1 1-2. The results proved

the feasibility of simple extravehic ula r ac

tivity without diRorientation. The ut1.1ty of
the Hand Held Maneuvering Unit for self-

FIGURE 11-1.-Gemini IV extravehicular system.
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Oay
Night

after

completion

of

the

extravehicular

period ; however, no continuing aftereffects

were n oted. Because of the previous hatch

Ground elapsed lime
04:15

closing problems, the hatch was not opened

for jettisoning the extra\'ehicular equipment.

Hatcn open
Install 16-mm camera
Install umbilical guard

04:10

The intl.ight experience _.;howell that sub

stantially mo1·e time and effort were required

to prepare for the extravehicular activity
04:25

04:30

04:35

Standing In seat. Preparing Hand Held
Maneuvering Unll

J

E.gress from spacecraft using Hand Held
Maneuvering Unit
Hand Held Maneuvering Unit evaluation
Hand Held Maneuvering Unit out of propellant

than had pre\'iou�ly been anticipated. The
increased hazards uf extravehicular actidty

dictated meticulous care in the inftight check
out before the spacecraft was depre::.surized.
The flight crew found the use of detailed
checklists

a

nece��at·y part C>f the prepara

tions for .ex.tr<t\·ehicular activity. The Gemini

fV mission prO\'ed that extravehicular ac

Umbilical evaluation

tivity

04:40

was feasible. and

indicated several

nreas where equipme11t ped'ormance needed
impr!]vemt!nt.

Smeared command pilot's window

(;.,mini YIII

04:45
Standing on spacecraft surface

04,50

The

next

extravehicular

activity

was

planned for the Gemini VIII mission and wag

Standing in seat. starting ingress

intended to ·evaluate the Extravehicular Life
04:55

Support System. This ::;ystem was a chest

Hatch closed

pack with a substantially greater thermal

FIGURE 11-2.-Gemini I V extt·avehiculat· time l i nt!.

capacity than the Ventilation Control Module
u�ed durin!! Gemini IV, and had an increased

extra\'ehicular pilot evaluated the dynamics

re�en·e ox�·gen �upply. In addition. the extra

of a 25-foot tether, and was able to push from

\'ehicular activitr was intended to evaluate

trol. The umbilical tether caused the pilot to

pack unit containing an independent oxygen

the surface of the spacecraft under �rpss con

move back in the gener�l direction of the
spacecraft. The tether provided no means of

the Extravehicular Suppoet Package. a back
�uppl�· for life �upport ; a larger capacit�·
pt·opellant supply for the Hand Held Maneu

body positioning control other than as a dis

rerin�

tance-limjtjng device. Ingress to the cockpit

radio packag-e for independent voice t:nm

difficult than anticipated because of the high

planned on the Hand Held Maneu,·ering L:nit

and hatch closure was substantially more

Vnit;

and

nn

ultrahig-h-frequenc�·

munications. A cletailecl evaluation \\·a::; :ll::;o

forces required to pull the hatch fully closed.

while the pilot wn::; on a 75'-foot lightweil!ht

The hatch-locking mechanism also malfunc

tether.

The

extravehicular

equipment

i�

ingres:$.

shown in figure 1 1-3. The Gemini VIII mis

Efforts by the extravehicular pilot in coping

�ion wa::; terminated before the end of the

tioned,

complicating

the

taRk

of

with the hatch-closing problems far t!Xceeded

fir::;t day because of a �pacect·a ft controJ-,.;.,·�

the cooling capacity of the Ventilation Con

tem malfunction. and no extravehicular ac
tivity wa� accompfishecl.

trol Module. The pilot was overheated at the
completion of ingress, although he h<td been

Equipment clesiJ:."ll became very complicated

cool while outside the spacecraft. Several

during- preparntion fot· the Gemini VIII mis

hour� were required for the piJot to cool off

sion becau�e of the need to provide the pilot
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communications. The mission 1
for the extravehicular activity
lar to the profile intended for
a

The hatch was to be opened

daylight period ·when good Cl
could be established with the

tions in the continental UnitE
first daylight period was t o
familiarization with the em·in
performance of preparing sim)
and

experiments.

The

succ

period was to be spent in the ;
ment section of the spacecraft
and

donning

the

Astronaut

Unit. The second daylight per
spent evaluating the Astronam
Unit. At the end of this period

to return to the cockpit, disca

naut Maneuvering Unit. comJ.
scientific photographic experit
gress. The equipment for extr:
tivity during Gemini IX-A i:-;
ures 11-4 and 1 1-5.
The Gemini IX-A extra,-ehi
FIGURE 11-3.-Gemini VIII extravehicular- system.

proceeded essentially as planne
daylight period. and is indicatt

with connections to a chest pack, a backpack,
several oxygen and communication l i nes, and
a structural tether. Acceptable de!;igns and
procedures were established ; however, the
handling procedures were more difficult than
was desirable.

Although

the Gemini

VIII

extravehicular equipment was not used in
orbit, its use in training and in preparation
for flight provided initial insight into the
problems of complicated equipment connec
tions.

line of figure 11-6. The pilo
higher fotces than expected i :
hatch i n the partial!�· open po�
condition did not cau!:e any in·.
culties.

While outside the s1:
pilot discovered that the f;tmilia

and evaluation:' required more
fort than the ground �imulati•
minor clifficultieR were experit
trollinsr body po!'\ ition. Prior to
first orbital day. the pilot pn•·
�pacecraft adapter and be�an

c;cmini IX-A

The prime objective of the Gemini IX-A

tions for donning the Astr0

,1:

ing· Unit. The task of prepari'
naut Maneuvering L'nit requ i :

extravehicular activity was to evaluate the

work than had been anticipatt'•

Extravehicular Life-Support System and the

becam;e of the difficulties in mait

Air Force Astronaut Maneuvering Unit. The

po�ition on the foot bar and th

Astronaut Maneuvering Unit was a backpack

At appr·oximately 10 minute:'

which included a stabilization and control

the ,·isor on the extravehicular ;

system, a hydrogen-peroxide propulsion sys

beg-an to fosr. The fog-gin!! incr•

tem, a life-support oxygen supply, and an

erage and severity until the ere''

ultrahigh-frequency radio package for voice

to discontinue the acti\·ities wir
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Ftr.URE

11-5.-Gemini IX-A adapter pt·ovisions fot·
extravehicular activity.

Postflight

evaluation

indicated that the

Extravehicular Life-Support System func
tioned normally. It was concluded that the

FIC:URE

11-4.-Gemini lX-A extravehicular system.

Astronaut

Maneuvering

tasks and

the lack of adequate body re

straints

had

resulted

Unit

in

preparation

high

workloads

naut Maneuvering Unit. After sunrise, the

which exceeded the design limits of the Ex
travehicular Life-Support System. Vi::;or fog

fogging

J..ri ng was attributed to the high respiration

decreased

slightly,

but

increased

again when the extravehicular pilot expended

rate and high humidity conditions in the hel

any appreciable effort in his tasks. Although

met. The pilot reported that he was not ex

the ·Astronaut Maneuvering Unit was iinally
donned, the extravehicular activity was

eontluded that the performance of the Extra

ces:-<ively hot until the time of ingress. It •vns
Life-Support

System

heat

ex

terminated early because of the visor fog

vehiculm·

ging, and the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit

changer rna:.· have been degraded at this time

was not evaluated.

because the water supply of the evaporator

The

pilot experienced

further difficulties in moving the hatch i n
the

intermediate

position;

however,

the

forces required to close and lock the hatch

became depleted.
As

a

result of the problems encountered

during the Gemini IX-A extravehicular ac

were normal. The overall time line for the

tivity, several corrective measures were ini

Gemini

tiated. To minimize the susceptibility to visor

IX-A

extra\lehicular

shown in figure 11-6.

activity

is

fogg-ing, it was determined that an antifng-
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solution should be applied to the space-suit
helmet visors immediately prior to the extra
vehicular activity on future missions. Each
extravehicular task planned for the succeed
ing missions \\'as analyzed in gTeater detail
Day
Night

..

Day
Night
Ground elapsed time

..

Ground elapsed time
49:20

49:25

for the type of body restraints required and
the maJ.-rnitude of the forces involved . .An
overshoe type of positive foot restraint was
installed in the spacecraft adapter and was
d�signed to be used for the extravehicular

Hatch ooen
Stalld in seat
Equipment jettisoned. Deploy handrail
Retrieve Experiment S012 package. Sunrise
Position debris cutters

49:30

50 5
:2

l

50:30

50:35
Mount 16-mm camera

49:35

70-mm pictures

Stopped work on tether hook. Astronaut
Maneuvering Unit inspection
Unslow attitude control arm
Unstow translational control arn,
Reoorted v1sor togged. Rest
Unstow oxygen hose
Opening oxygen supply
Oxygen valve open. Release nozzle extens1ons
Back into Astronaut Maneuvereng Unit. Visor
togged. Rest

50:40
Switch to Astronaut Maneuvering Unit
electrical cable

49:40

50:45

t.ttach docking bar mirror
Umbilical evaluation

50.50

Velcro hand-pad evaluation

50:55

Return to cabin
Rest

S unnse

Hand 16-mm camera 10

Astronaut Maneuvenng Un1l actrvities termin
ated. Wa1t1ng for visor to clear

Install 16·mm camera
Stand in seat

Switch back to umbilical
Pilot out of Astronaut Maneuvering Un1t

Close hatch

Pilot back at hatch. Resting

Move to adapter. Release handbars

V1sor 40 percent fogged
Remove docking bar mirror

Standing on loot bar
Position mirrors
Unstow penlights
Connect black tether hook

Visor fogging mcreased. Taking pictures
Ingress started

Pilot reported hot Sj)ots
Rest
Connect orange tether hOOIC
Sunset. H1gh llow on Extravehicular lite
Support System

51:30
FIGURE

LJ 'Jay
Hatch closed

1 1-(i.-Gt:mini IX-A cxtravt-hicular time line.

• Night
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tasks planned for Gemini XI and XII. The
analysis showed that all extravehicular tasks
planned for the Gemini X. XI, and XII mis
sions could be accomplished satisfactorily.
As another corrective step, underwater sim
ulation was initiated in an attempt to dupli
cate the weightless em•ironment more accu
rately than did the zero-gravity aircraft
simulations.
Gemini X

The prime objective of the Gemini X extra
vehicular activity was to retrieve the
Experiment SOlO Agena Micrometeorite
Collection package from the target vehicle
that had been launched for the Gemini VIII
mission. The package was to be retrieved
immediately after rendezvous with the Gem
ini V I I I target vehicle, and the umbilical
extravehicular activity was to last approxi
mately one daylight period. In addition, it
was planned to continue the evaluation of the
Hand Held Maneuvering Unit ; to retrieve
the Experiment S012 Gemini Micrometeor
ite Collection package from the spacecraft
adapter·; and to conduct several photographic
experiments. Photography was scheduled for
1 'h orbits during a period of stand up extra
vehicular activity.
The extravehicular equipment included the
Extravehicular Life-Support System. the im
proved Hand Held Maneuvering Unit, and
the new 50-foot dual umbilical. One hose in
the umbilical carried the normal spacecraft
oxygen supply to the Extravehicular Life
Support System. The other hose carried
nitrogen for the Hand Held Maneuvering
Unit. The umbilical was designed so that the
Hand Held Maneuvering Unit and all oxygen
fittings could be connected before the hatch
was opened ; however, the nitrogen supply
for the Hand Held Maneuvering Unit had to
·
be connected outside the spacecraft. cabin.
The configuration and operation of this um
bilical were simpler than the complicated
connections with the Gemini V.Ill and IX-A
equipment. The 50-foot umbilical had the dis
advantage of requiring a substantial increase

in stowage volume over the 25-foot single.
umbilical assembly used on Gemini VIII and
IX-A. The extravehicular equipment for
Gemini X is shown in figure 11-7. For the
_,tandup extravehicular activity, short exten
sion hoses were connected to the spacecraft
Environmental Control System to permit the
pilot to :;tand while remainjng on the space
craft closed-loop system. The pilot also used
a fabric-strap standup tether to take any
loads required to hold him in the cockpit.
The standup activity commenced just after
RunRet at an elap!'led flight time of 23 hours

�,..l.,.... .
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FIGURE 11-'i.-G�mini X t>xtruvehicular system.
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24 minutes. and proceeded normally for the

crew elected to termin::�te the �tandup.activity

first 30 minutes ( fig. 1 1 - 8 ) . The pilot was

at this time.

well restrained by the standup tether, and

The eye irritation subsided gradually after

since there were no unusual problems with

ingre::;s and hatch closure. The cause of the

body positioning, ultraviolet photographs of

eye irritation was not known. but was be

culty. Immediately after sunrise, both crew

of both compressors in the spacecraft oxy

,·arious !'tar fields were taken with no diffi

members

experienced

vision

interference

caused by eye irritation and tears, and the

lieved to be related to the simultaneous use

gen-supply loop to the space suits. The crew

verified th::�t. prior to the umbilical extrave
hicular activity. no significant eye irritation

Day
N1ght

was experienced when only one suit com

pressor was used while the cabin was de
compressed.

c,ound elapsed time

'!: 23:20
23:25

23:30

23:35

The Gemini X umbilical extravehicular ac
tivity was initiated at an elapRed flight time
of 48 hours 42 minutes, immediately after

Sunset
Hatch open
Equipment Jettisoned
EXjlenment SOU camera mounteo
• Pilot standing In open hatch

rendezvous with the Gemini VIII target ve
hicle. The sequence of events is indicated in

figure 1 1-9. The pilot retrieved the Experi

Expenment S013 phot()(Jraphy

ment S012 Gemini Micrometeorite CoiJe·ction

Left Shoulder strap restraining pilot
Pilot feeling �arm

package from the exterior· of the �pacecraft
adapter, then moved outHi<le to connect the

Eight exposures for Expenment SOI3

turned to the cockpit. Meanwhile. the com

nitros:ren umbilical supply line for the Hanci

Held Maneuvering Unit. The pilot then re

23:40

23:45

23:50

mand pilot wa� flying the llpacecraft in close

Pilot starts to cool off

formation

with

the

target

vehicle

( fis:r.

1 1 - 1 0 ) . With the docking cone of the target

Twelve out or twenty Experiment SOl.!
phOIO<Jraphs obtained

vehicle approximately 5 feet away, the pilot

Body positionmg no prOblem

the outer lip of the clocking cone. In movins:r

pushed off from the spacecraft and grasped

around the tars:ret vehicle to the location of
the Experiment SOlO Al.!ena Micrometeorite
Collection pacbge, the pilot loRt his hold on

23:55

the smooth lip of the docking cone ::�nci drifted

Sunrise
EXjleriment SOI3 completed

away from the target vehicle. He used the
Hand Helcl Maneuverin,l:l' Unit to translate

24:00

24:05

24:10

Experiment SOI3 camera handed to command pilot
Pilot lowered sun v1sor and received
Experiment M410 color plate
Phot()(Jrapheo color plate

approxim::�tely 15 feet back to the spacecraft.
The pilot then used the Hanel Held Maneu
,·ering Unit to translate to the target vehicle.
On his �econd attempt to mo,·e around the

Eye �rrilation lirst reported
Color plate diScarded

docking cone, the pilot used the numerous

Experiment S()IJ bracket 01scarded
Hatch closed

handholds. and was able to maintain satis

24:15

wire bundles and struts behind the cone as

0 Day
• Night

factory control of his body position.

trieval

of

the

Experiment

SOlO

Re

Ag-ena

Micrometeorite Collection package was ac
FIGURE 11-8.-Gemini X standup extravehicular

time line.

complished without difficult�'. While carrying
the package, the pilot UHed the umbilical to
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Day
N1gnt
Grouno elaosed lime

F
F

r

48J5

r-48:40
8•
.

4 ... 5

[xtraveniCular ure Suopor1 System on medaum IIOW
Sunr�se
EX�Jwment SOlO
package

Hatcn open
Handrai1 deployed

E�penment S012 retrieved from adapter
48:50

FIGURE

Nitrogen quick-disconnect hookup an1t1ated

11-10.-Beginning of the Gemini X
extravehicular transfer.

N1trogen nookup completed
Pilot checked out Hand Held Maneuvering Unit
at hatch
"�-Pilot pusned ofl from spacecraft to target vehiCle
'\.Pilot ret go of target vehicle. Translated to spacecraft with Hand Held Maneuvering Un1t 115 reell
49:00 Extravenicular Life Support System on high flow
l Translated to target vehicle with Hand Held
Maneuvering Unlt (about 12 feetl
48:55

1

49:05

49:10

49d5

49:l0

hpenment SOlO removed from target veh1cle
Hand-over-nand return usang umbalicaf
Loss ol 70-mm still camera repor1ea

Hand Held Maneuvering Unit nitrogen line
disconnected near !'Iaten
Ingress commenced
Pilot untangling umi)ilfcal

Hatcn ClOSed

49:25
Sunset
49:30
FtCURE

0 Day

•

Night

ll-9.-Gemini X umbilical extravehicular
time line.

pull him�elf back to the cockpit. At this time,
the !\pacecraft propellant supply had reached
the lower limit allotted for the extravehicu
lar activity and the station-keeping opera
tion, and the extravehicular activit�· was
terminated.
During the first attempt to ingress, the
pilot became entangled in the 50-foot umbili
cal. Several minutes of effort were requirecl
by both crewmembers to free the pilot from
the umbilical �o that he could ingress. The

hatch was then closed normally. Fifty min
utes later the crew again opened the right
hatch and jettisoned the Extravehicular Life
Support SyRtem, the umbilical, and other
miscellaneous equipment not required for the
remainder of the mission.
During the umbilical extravehicular acti "ity. the pilot reported the loss of the 70-rnrn
�till camera. The camera had been fastened
to the Extravehicular Life-Support System
with a lanyard. but the attaching screw came
loose. It was also discovered that the Experiment S012 Gemini Micrometeorite Collection
package had been accidentally thrown out
or hac! driftecl out of the hatch. The package
had been stowed in a pouch with an elastic
top, but appeared to have been knocked free
while the 50-foot umbilical was being un
tangled.
The principal lessons learned from the ex
tt·aveh icular phase of this mission included
the fo llow ing :
( 1 ) Preparation foi· extravehicular ac
ti\'ity was an important ta�k for which the
full-time attention of both crewmembers was
desirable. Combining a rendezvous with a
pas!'ive target vehicle and the extravehicular
activit�· preparation caused the crew to be
rushed, and did not allow the command pilot
to give the pilot as much as:-istance as had
been planned.
(2) The tasks of crew transfer and equip
ment retrieval from another satellite could
be accomplished in a deliberate fashion with
out excessive workload. Formation flying
with :mother satellite could be accornplisbecl

·
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readily by coordination of thruster operation
between the command pilot and the extra
vehicular pilot.
( 3) Equipment not securely tied down
was susceptible to drifting away during ex
travehicular activity. even when precautions
were being taken.
(4) The bulk of the 50-foot umbilical was
a greater inconvenience than had been an
ticipated. The stowage during normal flight
and the handling during ingress made this
length undesirable.
Gemini X I

The prime objectives of the Gemini XI
extravehicular activity were to attach a 100foot tether between the spacecraft and the
target vehicle, and to provide a more exten
sive evaluation of the Hand Held Maneuver
ing Unit. In addition, several experiments,
including ultraviolet photography, were
scheduled for standup extravehicular ac
tivity. ·The umbilical extravehicular activity
was scheduled for the morning of the second
day so that the spacecraft 'target-vehicle
tether evaluation could be accomplished later
in that same day.
The equipment (fig. 11-11) for the Gem
ini XI extravehicular activity was the same
as for the Gemini X mission, except that the
dual umbilical was shortened from 50 to 30
feet to reduce the stowage and handling
problems. An Apollo sump-tank module was
mounted in the spacecraft adapter section,
and incorporated two sequence cameras de
signed for retrieval during extravehicular
activity. The Hand Held Maneuvering Unit
was also stowed in the adapter section. A
molded overshoe type of foot restraint was
provided for body restraint while perform
ing tasks . in the spacecraft adapter (fig.
11-12-) . .
The Gemini XI umbilical extravehicular
activity was initiated at an elapsed flight
time of 24 hours 2 minutes. Almost imme
diately, there were indications of difficulty.'
The first significant task after egress was to
position and secure the external sequence

..
•

� 1··,.
.,

-

l

'

---

_,

-�

,

, ·,

J

FIGURE 11-11.-Gemini X I extravehicular system.

camera. After the camera was secured, the
pilot indicated that he was fatigued and out
of breath. The pilot then moved to the front
of the spacecraft. and assumed a straddle
position on the Rendezvous and Recovery
Section in preparation for hooking up the
spacecraft target-vehicle tether. While main
taining position and attaching the tether, the
pilot expended a high level of effort for sev
eral minutes. After returning to the cockpit
to rest. the pilot continued to breathe very
heavily and was apparently fatigued. In view
of the unknown effort required for the re-
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Day
Night
Ground elapsed time

Z4:00

Seven minutes after' sunrise
Hatch .open

Z4:05

Standing in hatch
Handrail deployed
E�per1ment 5009 retrieved
Extravehicular camera moonteo

24:10

Pilot at spacecraft nose
Resting
Attaching spacecraltltarget-vehicle tether
Tether on

24:15

Tether secured
Return to hatch
Resting

Z4:20

Start film change

24r.25

Resting while standing in hatch

FIGUJU: 11-12.-Foot restraints installed in the
adapter section for Gemini

XI and XII missions.

maining tasks, the crew elected to terminate
the extravehicular activity prior to the end
of the first daylight period. Ingress and
hatch closure were readily accomplished. The
time line for the umbilical extravehicular ac
tivity is shown in figure 1 1-13.
The Geminj XI standup extravehicular ac
tivity was initiated at an elapsed flight time
of 46 hours 6 minutes, just prior to sunset.
The crew began the ultraviolet stellar. pho
tography as soon as practical after sunset,
and the photography of star patterns was
readily accomplished. The extravehicular
pilot operated at a very low work level, since
he was well restrained by the standup tether.
As in the Gemini X standup extravehicular
activity, the crew had little difficulty with the
standup tasks. After completing the planned
activities (fig. 11-14 ) , the pilot ingressed
and closed the hatch without incident.
Discussions with the crew and analysis of
the onboard films after the flight revealed
several factors which contributed to the high
rate of exertion during the umbilical activity
and the subsequent exhaustion of the pilot.
The factors included the following:
( 1 ) The lack of body restraints required a
high level of physical effort to maintain a
straddle position on the nose of the space
craft.
(2) The zero-gravity aircraft simulations
had not sufficiently duplicated the extrave-

Film change complete

24:30
Extravehicular camera demounted
Ingress complete

24:35 "Hatch closed

L4:40

Seven minutes before sunset

Frt.UR£ 11-i:J.-Gemini

0 Day
• Night

XI umbilical extravehicular

time line.

hicuhtr environment to demonstrate the dif
ficulties of the initial extravehicular tasks.
(3) The requirement to perform a mis
sion-critical task immediately after egress
did not allow the pilot an opportunity to be
come accu!'ltomed to the environment. This
factor probably caused the pilot to work
faster than was desirable.
(4) The high workloads may have re
sulted in a concentratipn of carbon dioxide
in the space-suit helmet high enough to cause
the increased respiration rate and the appar
ent exhaustion. Although there was no meas
urement of carbon-dioxide concentration in
flight, there was an indication of an increase
in concentration at high workloads during
te:iting of the Extravehicular Life-Support
System. For workloads far above design lim-
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47:15

46:05

Stanaing by for sunset

Hatch open
46:10

46:15

46:20

Standing in hatch

Experiment SOU camera installed

47:20

47:25

Sunset
EJtperiment 5013 photography
Pictures of S hau Ia

47:30

46:25

47:35

Crew napping

46:30

47:40

Looked for stars. Not VISible
Sunset

46:35

Pictures of Antares

47:45

Agena Attitude Control System on

47:50

46:40

Pictures of Orion
46:45

47:55

46:50

48:00

Pictures of Shaula

Sighted tires in Australia

Sunrise
48:05

46:55

Pictures of Orion

Pictures of Houston
47:00

48:10

Experiment 5013 photography completed

General photography
47:05

48:15

Hatcn closed

48:20

S•Jnrise

FJGUnF. 1 1-14.-Gemini X I standup cxt rnvl·hirulat· tinw line.

0

Day
• Night
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its, this concentration could reach values that
would cause physiological symptoms, includ·
ing high respiration rates

and decreased

work tolerances.
Gemini XII

The results of the

Gemini

XI mission

raised significant questions concerning man's
ability to perform extravehicular

activity

satisfactorily with the existing knowledge of
the tasks and environment. The Gemini X
umbilical

activity

results

had

established

confidence in the understanding of extrave
hicular restraints and of workload ; however.
the Gemini XI re�ults indicated the need for

FtC:URE 11-16.-Gemini XII extravehiculat· work
station on Tan.re.t Docking Adapter.

further investigation. The Gemini XII extra

vehicular activity was then redirected from
an evaluation of the Astronaut Maneuvering
Unit to an evaluation of body re:straints and
extravehicular workload. Attachment of the
spacecraft 'target-vehicle tether and ultra
violet. stellar photography were other objec
•

tives. The extravehicular equfpment for the
Gemini XII mission included a new work

The flight-crew training for the Gemini

XII extravehicular activity was expanded to
include two period� of intensive underwater
�imulation and training

(fig. 11-18 ) . Dur

in!! theRe simulations, the pilot followed the
intended flight procedures, and

duplicated

the planned umbilical extravehicular activity

station in the spacecraft adapter (fig. 11-

on an. end-to-end basis. The procedure� and

15) , a new work station on the Target Dock
ing Adapter (fig. 11-1 6 ) , and �everal added

were u�ed to schedule the final inflig-lit task

body restraints and handholds. The pilot'R
extravehicular equipment (fig. 11-17) was
nearly identical to that of Gemini IX-A.

times for each event were establi�hed, and
sequence. The underwater traininl! supple
mented extensive �round training and zero
gravity aircraft simulations.
To increase the mar)!in for success and to
pmvicle a suitable period of acclimatization
to the environment before the performance
of any critical ta�ks, the standup extrave

hicuh1r activity was scheduled prior to the
umbilical activity. The planned extravehicu
lar

activity

time

line

was

intentionally

interspersed with 2-minute ref't periods. Pro
cedures were also established for monitoring
the heart rate ancl re�piration rate of the
extravehicular pilot ; the crew were to be

advised of any indications of a hil!h rate of
exertion before the condition became serious.
Finall.v, the pilot was trained to operate at a
moderate work rate, and ftil!ht and l!round
personnel were instructed in the importance
FIGURE 11-15.-Gemini XII adapter provisions for
extravehicular activity.

of workload control.
The fir:-;t stanclup extt·avehicular activit.'·
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0

'

'

\
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FIGURE 11-18.-Underwatel· simulation of Gemini
XII extravehicular activity.
FIGURE 11-17.-Gemini XII l'XtJ·avt'hit'ulal' system.

was ver,,· �imilar to that of the two previou�
miRsions. AI'. indicated by the time line in
figure 11-19. the ultraviolet stellar and the
synoptic terrain photograph�· experiments
were accomplished on a routine basis. During
the standup activity, the pilot performed sev
eral tasks desismed for familiarization with
the environment and for comparison of the
standup and umbilical extravehicular activi
ties. These tasks included mounting the ex
travehicular sequence camera and installing
an extravehicular handrail from the cabin
to the docking adapter on the tar!!et vehicle.
The standup activit�· was completed without
incident.

The umbilical extravehicular activity prep
arations proceeded smoothly, and the hatch
was opened within 2 minutes of the planned
time ( fig. 11-20). The use of waist tethers
during the initial tasks on the Target Dock
ing Adapter enabled the pilot to rest easily,
to work without great effort, and to connect
the spacecraft/target-vehicle tether in an
expeditious manner. In addition, the pilot
activated the Experiment SOlO Agena Micro
meteorite Collection package on the target
vehicle for possible future retrieval. Prior to
the end of the first daylight period, the pilot
moved to the spacecraft adapter where he
evaluated the work tasks of torquing bolts,
making and breaking electrical and fluid con
nectors, cutting cables and fluid lines, hooking
rings and hooks, and stripping patches of
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Day
Ntght

Ground etapseo time
19:25

19:3D

Hatch open
Install Experiment SDI3 camera

Oay
Ntglll
Grounc elapsed ttme
20:4)

20:50

Evaluate standup dynamtcs
19:35

20,;5

19:40

?1:00

19:45

Sunset

21:05

Relrteve extraven•cular camera
19:50
Expertment 5013 photography

Sunset

19:55
Expertment 5013 photography
20:00

20:05

20:10

20:15
Sunrfse
20:20

20:25

Install extravehfcular camera
De,Jioy handrail
Take down Experiment 5013 camera for
grating change
Retrieve Expert men I SD1 2 micrometeonte package

- 21:40

- 21:45
Sunnse

20:30

Install handbar to larget Docttnq Adapter cone
Install Experiment 5013 camera

20:35

21:50

21:5)
Hatch ctoseo

Retrieve Gemini Launch Vehicle contamtnatton dfscs
20:40

20:45

General photography

22:00

22:05
FH:URE 11-1!1.-G..mini XII first >�Lamlup cxlt'aVt•hkulur tinlc line.

0 Day
• Night
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Day

Day

N1ght

Night

....

Grouno elapsed lime

42:35

Ground elapsed �•me

43:45

43:50

42.40

J

Dtsconnectmg and connectmg
electncal connectors
Rest
Removing cutters from pouch

43:55

42:45
Sunrese

42:50

42:55

Cutting w1re strands aM fluid hose

Loosening Saturn bOll

Hatch Ojlen. Extravehicular ure
Support System 1n h1gh flow

44:00

J F<emoved feel from loot restraints.

Standup familiarization
Rest
Evaluate extravehiCular camera mstallat1on

44:05

43:05

43:10

Saturn boll installed
Saturn bolt tight
Evaluating h004<S ana rings

Rest

43:00

Evaluatmg waist tethers
Saturn bOll removed

Move to nose on handrail
Attach wa1st tether to handrail. Evaluate rest posillon
Hookup spacecrall/target·veh•cle tether

44:10

Pulling Velcro strips
Connecting electrical connectors

44:15
Tether hOOllup complete

Activate Expenment SOlO m1crometeor�te
on target verucle

Rest

Feet in foot restramts
Retrieve adapter tamera. Sunr1se

44:20

i

Prepare Target Dockmg Adapter work stat on

43:15

44:25

Move to cockpit
Install extravehicular camera
Move to Target Docking Adapter
and hOOkup waist tethers

Rest

43:20

44:30
Observing hydrogen vent outlet
Return to hatch area and rest
Hand extravehiCular camera to command p1tot

43:25

Disconnect and connect electrical
and fluid connectors
Evaluate Apollo torque wrench

44:35

Pick up adapter camera from command pilot

43:30

Move to adapter section
Position feet In fixed foot restraints
I nst.all adapter extravehicular activity camera

44:40

Rest and general evaluation of loot restramts

Disconnect one watst tether and evaluate
bolt torQuing task
Jettison wmt tethers and handholds
Evaluate torquing task with no waist tethers
Wip1"19 command p1lot's wtndow

43:35

Return to cockpit
Observ.ngthrusters tiring

Unstow penlights

44:50

43:40

Start1ngress

43:45

Sun set
Torquing bOithead with torQue wrench

FIGURE 11-20.-Gemini XII

44:55

Hatch closed

umbilical t>xtravehicular time line

[J

i:ay

• Night
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Velcro. The tasks were accomplished using
either the two foot restralints or the waist
tt;!thers, and both ::;ystems o1f restraint proved
�atisfactory.
During the second daylig·ht period of the
umbilical activity. the pilott returned to the
target vehicle and performed tasks at a !'mall
work station on the outsidle of the docking
c:one. The tasks were similar to those in the
spacecraft adapter and, in addition. included
an A·pollo torque wrench. The pilot further
evaluated the use of two waist tethers, one
waist tether, and no wafst tether. At the end
of the scheduled extravehicular activity, the
pilot returned to the cablin and ingres11ed
without difficulty.
A second standup extravehicular activity
was conducted (fig. 11-21)1, Again. this ac
tivity was routine and without problems. The
objectives were accomplished, and all the
attempted tasks were satisfactorily com
pleted.
The results of the Gemini XII extravehicu
lar activity showed that all the tasks at
tempted were feasible whe:n body restraints
were used to maintain position. The results
also showed that the extravl�hicular workload
could be controlled within desired limits by
thi> application of proper procedures and in
doctrination. The final. and perhaps the most
significant. result was the ,confirmation that
the underwater simulatio1n duplicated the
actual extravehicular environment with a
high degree of fidelity. It was concluded that
any ta�k which could bt:! accomplished readily
in a valid underwater simuilation would have
a high probability of success during actual
extravehicular activity.

missions demonstrated the ability to control
the extravehicular workload and to maintain
the workload within the limits of the life
support s.vstem and the capabilities of the
pilot, Standup and umbilical extravehicular
operations were accomplished during eight

Oay
Night

Ground elapsed time

't' 66:05

66 ,10

Hatch open

Equipmenl lellfsoned

Sunset

61i!20

Ultraviolet photography ot stars

66:25

66:30

Exertfse

66:35

66:45
Ultraviolet photO<Jraphy ot sunr•se
66:50

Extravehiculat· Capahiliti4�s Demonstrated

In the course of the Gemini missions. a
number of capabilities W4!re demonstrated
which met or exceeded the 01riginal objective!-�
of extravehiculat· activity. The basic feasi
bility of extravehicular activity was well es
tablished by the 1 1 hatch openings and the
more than 12 hour:-; of ope1rations in the en
,·ironment outside the space,craft. The Gemini

67:00

Hatch closed

D Oay
• Night

Frr.un£ 11-21.-Gemini Xll second standup extra

vehicular time line.
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:;eparatt! nil!httime periods to confirm the
fea:-:ibilit�· of extravehic.ular operations at
ni�ht.
The need for handholds for transit over
the extel"ior surface of the spacecraft was
shown. and the use of several types of fixed
and portable handholds and handrails was
satisfactorily demonstrated.
The capabilitr to perform tasks of varyin�
complt.>xity was demonstrated. The character
,,( practical tasks was shown, and some of the
f<tct1>rs that limit task complexity and diffi
culty were identified.
Several methods were demonstratt>d for
crew transfer between two space vehicles and
include : ( 1 ) surface transit while docked. ( 2 )
fn>e-floating t1·ansit bet ween two undocked
,·ehicle:-: in close pt·oximity, (3) self-propul
sion between two undocked vehicles. and ( 4 )
tethet· or umbilical pull-in from one undockecl
,·ehiclt- to another. All of the!'ie methods wet·e
accomplished within a maximum separation
ciistance of 15 feet.
The Hand Held Maneuvering Unit was

ties on three missions and the extravehicular
sequence photograph:-; taken with the camera
mounted oub;ide the spacecraft cabin.
The dynamics of motion on a short tether
were evaluated on two missions. The only
tether capability that was demonstrated was
for use as a distance-limiting device.
Tht! requirements for body restraints were
established. and the capabilities of foot re
-;tntints and waist tethers were demonstrated
in considerable detail. The validity of under
water simulation in solving bodr restraint
problems and in assessing workloads was
demonstntted in fli�tht and further confirmed
b.\' posttlight evaluation.
In summary. the Gemini missions demon
strated the basic techniques required for the
nt·oductive use of extravehicular activity.
Prohlem areas were defined sufficiently to
Indicate the preferred equipment and proce
clures for extravehicular activity in future
spac•' programs.
E'\t raveh icular Limitations and Solutions

e,·aluated brietl�·. but successfully, on two
diffet·ent missions. When the maneuvering'
unit was used. the extravehicular pilots ac
complished the maneuvers without feeling'

While most of the Gemini extravehicular
acti\'ities were successful. several areas of

disoriented and without loss of control.
Retrie\'al of equipment from outside the
spacecraft was demonstrated on four mis
sions. One equipment retrieval was accom
plished from an unstabilized passive target
vehicle, which had been in orbit for more
than 4 months.
Gemini X demonstrated the capability for
the command pilot to maneuver in close prox

Space-suit mobility restrictions constituted
one basic limitation which affected all the
mission results. The excellent physical capa
bilities and conditions of the flight crews
tendE:d to obscure the fact that moving
arounci in the Gemini space suit was a sig
nificant work task. Since the suit design had
alreaciy been established for the flight phase
of the Gemini Program, the principal solu

imity to the target vehicle while the pilot was
outside the spacecraft. The close-formation
flying was successfully accomplished by coor
dinating the thruster firings of the command
pilot with the extravehicular maneuvers of
the pilot. No damage nor indication of immi
n�nt hazard occurred during the operation.
Photography from outside the spacecraft
was accomplished on each extravehicular
mission. The most successful examples were
the ultraviolet stellar spectral photographs
taken during standup extravehicular activi-

:<iJ.!nificant

limitations

were

encountered.

tion was to optimize the tasks and body re
straints to be compatible with the space suits.
For the 2-hour extravehicular missions, glove
mobility and hand fatigue were limiting fac
tors. both in training and in flight.
The size and location of the Extravehicular
Life-Support S�rstem chest pack was a con
stant encumbrance to the crews. This design
W<ts selectt>d because of space limitations
within the $pacecraft, and the crews were
continuall�· hampered b�· the bulk of the
chest-mounted system.

SUMMARY OF GEMINI EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY

The use of gaseous oxygen as the coolant
medium in the space suit and Extravehicular
Life-Support System was a limiting factor
in the rejection of metabolic heat and in pilot
comfort. The use of a gaseous system re
quired the evaporation of perspiration as a
cooling mechanism. At high workloads, heavy
perspiration and high humidity within the
=-uit were certain to occur. These factors were
evident on the mission� where the workloads
exceeded the planned values. AI' in the case
of suit mobility, the cooling system design
was fixed for the Gemini Program ; hence,
any corrective action had to be in the area
of controlling the workload,
Work levels and metabolic rates could not
be measured in ftight : however, the ftight re
sults indicated that the design limits were
probably exceeded several times. Infiight
work levels were controlled by providing
additional body restraints, allowing a gen
erous amount of time for each task. and
establishing programed re�t periods between
tasks. These steps, coupled with the under
\Vater simulations techniques, enabled the
Gemini XII pilot to con�rol the workload well
within the design limits of the Extravehi�ular
Life-Support System.
The Gemini XI results emphasized the
limitations of the zero-gravity aircraft simu
lations and of ground training without
weightless simulation. These media were use
ful but incomplete i n simulating all extra
vehicular tasks. The use of underwater simu
lation for development of procedures and for
crew training pro,·ed effective for Gemini
XII.

The sequence in which extravehicular
event� were scheduled seemed to correlate
with the ease of accomplishment. There ap
peared to be a period of acclimatization to
the extravehicular environment. The pilots
who first com)lleted a standup extravehicular
�cth·ity seemed more at ease during the
umbilical activity ; therefore, it appears that
critical extravehicular tasks should not be
scheduled until the pilot has had an oppor
tunity to familiarize himself with thE> en
,·ironment.
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Equipment retention during extravehicular
activity was a problem for all items which
were not tied down or securely fastened. By
extensive use of equipment lanyards, the loss
of equipment was a\·oided during the last two
mil<i'\ions.
Concludin� Remarks
The results of the Gemini extravehicular
acti ,,ity Jed to the following conclusions :
( 1 ) Extravehicular operation in free space
is feasible and useful for productive tasks if
adequate attention is given to body restraints,
task sequence, workload control, realistic sim
tdations, and proper training. Extravehicular
activity should be considered for use in future
missions where a specific need exists. and
where the activity will provide a significant
contribution to science or manned space
flight.
( 2 ) Space-suit mobility restrictions were

si�nificant limiting factors in the tasks which
could be accomplished in Gemini extravehicu
lar activity. For future applications, priority
efforts should be given to improving the mo
t,ility of spacQ suits, especially arm and glove
mobility.

(:.1) The Extravehicular Life-Support Sys
tem performed satisfactorily on all Gemini
missions. The necessity for a chest-mounted
location caused some encumbrance to the
extravehicular pilot;;. The use of gaseous
coolin� is undesirable forth� increased work
loads which may be encountered in future
extravehicular activity.

( 4 ) Underwater !'limulation provides a
hil.rh-fidelity duplication of the extravehicular
environment, and is effective for procedures
rlevelopment and crew training. There is
strons.r evidence indicating that tasks which
can he· readily accomplished in a valid under
water simulation can also be accomplished in
nrbit. l'nrlerwater simulation shoulct be used
for procedures <levelopment and crew train
ins.r for future extravehicular mission.,q,
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(5)

Loo:o;e equipment must iJe tied down at

all times during- extravehicular activity to

capabilities or limitations of thi::; equipment.
Fu r·ther evaluations i n oruital flig-ht should

a ,·oid Joss.

l>e conducted.

prumh;ing- as a JH:!l'sonal transportation device

foundation

in fret· space : howe\'el'. the eval uation� to

knowledge on which to uase future extra

( G ) The Hand Held Maneuvering Unit is

date have l>een too l..11·ief to define the full

( 7 ) The Gemini Program
of

technical

has provided a

and

operational

vehicular activity in ::;uusequent programs.
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RADIATION ENVIRONMENT AT HIGH ORBITAL
· ALTITUDES

Uy PETER W. HrcctNS .Spnce PhyJics /Jivision, Science nnd Applications Dircctornle. NASA Manned Spact!·
craft Center; ]OSF.r>H C. LILL, Spflce Physics Divi.fian. Scienre flnrl Applications Directorate, NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center; a!fd TIMOTHY T. W 1 1 1n:. Spnce Ntysics /)ivision, Sciellce and Applica·
•

lions Directorate, '\'AS.4 Manned ;;pacecrnft Crn/t•r

Introduction
The Gemini X and XI space flights were
highlighted by high-altitude apogees achieved
by firing the Primary .Propulsion System of
the Gt!mini Agena Target Vehicle. In both
flights, the docked spacecraft; target-veh�cle
combinations were carried much higher into
the Van Allen trapped radiation belt than
ever before in manned space flight.
This paper deals with the radiation envi
ronment at these altitudes anli the effect of
the environment on the two missions. An
attempt will be made to .describe the premis
sion radiation planning for the flights, the
inflight radiation measurements, the results
of the postflight data analysis, ancl the pre
liminary conclusions.

t:lectron� has been decaying. The decay fol
low� the relationship
e-MI-r
(1)
where �t is the elapsed time in days from the
test. and r is the decay parameter. The energy
of these trapped electrong ranges from sev
eral thousand to several million electron volts.
but with a fast dropoff in intensity with
erer�y. The electrons are especially hazard
ous to lightly shielded �pacecraft.
Figure 12-2 shows the spacial distribution
of protons. These protons result from natural
cause� and seem to remain relatively constant
in intensity with time. The energy of the pro
ll'ns ranges from a few thousand electron
\'Oit� to hundreds of million electron volts.
August 1964: omnidirectional flu�.
elec/ cm21sec: energy > 5 MeV

0.

Mission Planning Radiation Analysis
Environnu.•nt Model

The radiation environment at the altitudes
under consideration was previously mapped
by unmanned satellites. The environment is
composed of electrons and protons trapped in
the Earth's magnetic field. Fhrure 12-1 shows
the electron di::�tribution. A large portion of
the P.lectrons were injected into space by a
high-altitude nuclear test conducted by the
United States in July 1962. These electrons
augmented the natural electrons by several
orders of magnitude and produced a dan
gE.>rous radiation environment in near-Earth
space. It has been observed that, fortunately,
the intensity of these artificially injected
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12-1.-Eiectron distribution in the Earth's
field.
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FIGURE 12-3.-South Atlantic anomaly diagram.
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Ft.c;unr. 12-2.-Proton distribution in the Earth's
field.

the tilt of the dipole t·otates the region of
do,.;e approach southward from the equator
to the general vicinity of the South Atlantic.

The hil!her energy proton� a1·e quite pene
tratin![ and would contribute
within a l mo�t any spacecraft.

a

radiation

Electron and proton inten:-;itie::; and spectra

for near-Earth space have been carefully ana
lrzed and all of the recent !;atellite data have
heen assembled into an environmental model
( refs. 1 and 2 ) . Since the electrons are time
dependent, the environment was presented
as that which would have exi:-;ted in August
1964. With the use of equation ( 1 ) , thi::; envi

ronment can ue mociified to apply to other

times.

South Atlantic Anomaly

Although the spacial distribution of the
trapped radiation is generall�· symmetrical
in azimuth, the exception to thii'> is quite
important at lower altitudes. It should be
n�called that the magnetic field of the Earth

Since thf' Earth':-; maj.l'netic field rotates with
the Earth, the region remains in thil\ loca

tion. ;mel has been named the "South Atlantic
anomal�·." In this location, the radiation belt
extends to the top of the atmosphere. Figure

12-4 shows the South Atlantic anomaly as
\'iewed on a constant altitude contour of 160
nautical miles.
The radiation fluxes and as:-;ociated spectra

of the trapped electron:-; and protons in the
South Atlantic anomaly have been measured
by the following experiments flown aboard
several Gemini flights :

Experi
ment no.

Subject

M404 ......... 1 Proton�lectron
SJX'ctrometer
M405 .........'Tri-axis ma!"netometer
M408 ......... Beta spectrometer
M409 ......... !Bremsstrahlung
spectrometer

Mission
IV, VII
IV, Vll, X, XII
X, XII
X, XII

is approximately that which may be described
by a dipole magnet at the center of the Earth

These experiments

(fig.

spacecraft radiation environment during all

12-3 ) . Actually. this idealized dipole

measured

the exterior

magnet is both displaced from and tilted with

four flig-hts and the interior cabin radiation

respect to the rotational axis of the Earth.

em·ironment during Gemini X and XII. The

Because of the displacement of the imaginary

prelimina1·y results of these experiments pro

diJ.JOle location., a region of trapped radiation

duced a \·aluable ciescription of the radiation

( i ndicated by dots in fig. 12-3) is closer to

levels in the South Atlantic anomaly at Gem

the Earth's surface on one side. In addition,

ini altitudes. At these altitudes the previous
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FtC:URF: 12-.J.-Location of t•adiation Auxes in the Snuth Atlantic anomaly for !GO-nautical-mile altitude, 28.5'
orhital �('round track.

:;atellite model environments relied on very
limited clata and were consequently inaccu

ahou t

••

point on the body of a crewman i�tro

dnce:o: another error factor i nto the calcula

tion:-�. In the ca:;e in point. the shielding atten

rate.
The experiment �·e:;ults obtained duriN{
Gemini IV anci VII were used in the pre

ualit:n produced by the Gemini spacecraft.
I

he shield i n � �eometry is quite complex. The

mission planning of the Gemini X and XI

..;hielding- dt';o;l·ription re:o:ultin�r from an ex

cial electron belt ctec-a.v.

cal drawi n�:; is estimated to he accurate onl\·

ftisrhts to define a reali:o:tic time rate of artifi

amination of the Gemini spacecraft mechani
to within a factor uf

2 in the :o:ub:;equent ca]

culation of radiation dose within. F i nally .

llacliul iun-1 lmw ( 'alculal iuns

a fter a:;sumpti\111 of an enviro11ment and the

RHcliation-dosc calculation:; are made hy cle

atteii Wition of the en\'ironmcnt U,V tht! S}>ClCt'

wrmininsr the t·adiation environment within

cra ft :o:hielding-, a prohal,le error re:-;u)b i n

the :;pacecraft and it:-: re:o:ultant effect on the

the calculation o f

crew. The exterior environment, the attenua

mt-mhcr. Tlw · el'l'Or a ri:;es from tht' ttncer

lion IJy the spacecraft, and the. res po nse of

thl· hod.v to the radiation must all be con

:o� id c red in the calculations. In practice. th e

calculation of radiation dose is performed at

11

tissue dose to a crew

t;linl,\' that as an ind i v id u al ,,..ulon or elec
tron

pro� t·cs:;e:; into the human body. it wi\1
a cl!r tai n volume of the

depos it its ener�y in

ti:;sue, and fmm t he uncet·tainty that the

interval:-; along- the :;pacecraft trajectory and

lis:;llt' will re:o:pond in a preci:;c biological wa�·

tht!ll summed to expt·e:o::-; a total do:;e.

to the <lose. The conversion

A p rec i:o:c calculation of radiation do�e re
cei \'ed hy u �rewman i:; prohibited hy the
unce rtain factor:-: i n the �alculations. The

detinitiun of the radiation environment used

is t•:;timated to repr�:;ent the actual envi ron
ment only to within

a

fador of 2 or :�

when the vm·iutions of pa di clt flux, energy,
and direction of motion are con:;idcred. In

addition,

the

description

of

the

shielding

f rom tlux at the

do:;e point to du:;c in the Gemini calculation:
i:; a l:o:o estimated
fal'tor of 2 or :t

tu he a�curate to within a

The uncertainties just rlesc1·ilred rarely add

at th� :;amt> point in the calculation. Instead,
t!ach uncertainty may ue tt·eated a:; a mathe
matical distriiJution with the fnctor men
tiuned a:; a deviation from the mean. In any
Hilt' t·alculation for an inc\ivichml particle, the
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resultant error approximates a random sam
pling- from each of tlw three distributions.

the Gemini X pn>.iected dose was within tht:
alluwablt· 1·adiation limits for space flight.

In the encl. all the uncertainties mentioned

The predicted close for the two-revolution

t·oml>ine to produtl..' an uncertaint�· factor of

hig·h-altitucle portion of the Gemini X I mis

al10ut 3 i n the pul>lished dose.

sion was Jess than 1 millirad. and indicated

In tlg-un· 12-5. the preliiyht estimate of the

radiation dose per re\·olution is
orbital position for

e�

<1

function of

1 60-nautical-mile ci r

culm· orbit. The dashed cun-e represents tht•

that

tht•

Gemini

XI

high-altitude.

passes

would suiJ.iect the tlight crew to an insignifi

cant amount of radiation. This seemed rea
sonable sintt> the Gemini X I flight would

dose using the A UJ
.ntst J 964 modt'l without

ac.:hie,·e atHJ)!ee awe��· from the anom a l y but

c:onsideration of rlecay : the solid line shows

not

the dose rlectt�'ed to time of tlight. The orbitl-i

regions of trapped radiation.

are identified h.v

a

,

high enough to penet1·ate the

intense

s�·muol which is used again
l'mlt•t·t inn uf �UU!l Exrwriml'nt Packal-(('

to denote the dose per re\·olution for eath
reYolution. The effect of the South Atlantic

The hi)!h-altitude excur!->ion of Gemini XI

anoma\�· is clearl�· indicated. At this altitude.
drtl•ally all of tht• radiation dose is receiYecl

was not expected to pose a crew safety prob�

durin!! the six orbits passing through the

lem sintt• the radiation doses were anticipated

anomaly.

Io

be \·ery l o w : however, the exterior flux of

The preflight estimate of the radiation dose

protons at these high altitudes presented a

per re\·oJution is shown in figure 12-6 for the

thn·e�t to an important onuoard experiment

Gemini X high-altitude orbits. The close as of
August 1!164 ctnd the close decayed to the time

Fli)!ht Center; Nantl Research Laboratories

of fti}.rht are plotted. Figun� 12-6 ill ush·ates

pac.:ka)!t'. The packa)!e was the Goddard Space

c.:osmk-nt�· detector designated as scientific

high altitude;; in the anomaly. In this case.

Experiment· S009, N u clea r Emulsions. If the
t•xperimcnt were successful, an unshielded.

the cleca�·ed dose increased br a factor of up

time-differentiated. nuclear emulsion would

the dramatic increase in dose due to achieving

to 50 in comparablE-> revolutions : howeve1·.

bt- expu:-;ecl at several magnetic latitudes out-

---undecaye<l dose/rev

Flr.URE 12-5.-Variation in radiation dose in South At.antic anomal�·. Circular orbit. lnO nautical miles.

RADIATION ENVIRONMENT .\T HIGH ORBITAL

--

15�

ALTITUDES

Deuyed dose I

rev to 7117/66

--- Undecayed dose/rev

FIGURE 12-6.-Val"iation in radiation ilosc in the South Atlanti(• anomaly fol' Gemini X. O!'btt, 160 hy 400

nautical miles.

·

side the Earth's atmo$phere for the first time.

i n tht! !:iouthet·n Hemisphere over Au::.tt·alia)

Suh�equent identification of the cosmic rays

:-;atistied tht- minimum l> roto.n ttux condition

recorded in the emulsions was considered of
prime scientific importance i n determming
the composition of cosmic rays. Therefore, i t
was

considered

i mperative· that

ultitude excurl:lion of Gemini

the

high

XI not jeopard

ize the success of this experiment by exposure

to the higher fluxes of Van Allen belt protons
(fig. 12-2)

present at the higher altitudes.

These protons could have rapidly ruined the
emulsion in the experiment by producing' an

and the ttil!ht-plan constt·Hi nt:->. The n u merical
results of this analysis are i nd icated in fi�u re
1�:-7. A thi rrl re\'olution \\'as considered as a

;o;afety fncto r

in the event that descent to a

,

lo wer altitude harl to ue post po nerl for one

revol u t iun.

The electrons were not expcctt'd to prod uce
a hnck).!rcntncl in the

e

mu lsion uecause .�he

l'Xpet·iment packa).!e, located on the exte1·iot·
surface of the spacecra ft adupter. was to be

intense. background from which the charac

•·clrievecl

teristic cosmic-ray tracks could not hu ve been

pluced i n thl' crew ,..t atiun fuotwell uefur·e th�

diMtinguished.

hiKh-HIWJ.!eC

In establishing the ttight plan for Ge mi n i

:-:hiclclinl!

the

h,\'

I!Xlravehicular

orbi ts.

provic lt•rl

IiJ.!htly

pilot

The relatively
b�· the footwell

and

heavy
woulcl

XI, many possible locations for firing the

slTl•en thl'

target-vehicle Primary Propulsion System to

\\'11Ulcl nut completely attenuall' the pmtuns.

p�:net rati Ill! t!lectt·on:-;, but

achieve the high-altitude orbits were exam
ined for potential proton exposure. The hil!h
altitude damage threshold of the Experiment
S009

package

was

established

a
s

2 X 10:.

Duri nl! the Gemini X a nd X I missions. an

proton/em� within the emulsion. Upon exam i 

at'tive

nation,

enhance ttil!hl

most

of' the possible locations for

initi ating the firing had to

be discarded. The

result of this analysis showed that initiating
the high-altitude maneuver over the Canary
Islands (so that the apogee would be achieved

radiation dosimeter was utilized to
afety IJy provi<lin�.r a real

:�

time meusurement of the radiation dose and
-

vantage uf t he hil!h
u lti tu cle portion l)f the tt il!ht to outai n valu
alllt! ra d iation d:1l11. This i nst r umen t ( tij!.
d ose rate, anci to t11ke

11d
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Orbit 26
11.47 X l04J

West

-+-

East

Longitude. deg

Fir;URE 12-i.-P•·oton flux for Gemini XI

12-8 ) .

which

w as

tl e�i g-natecl

the

Gemini

R;•dicttion Monitoring System, wt-�s designed.
de,·eloped,

an<l fabricated

at

the

Manned

these flights.
The (�emini Radiation Mon itoring S�·!'>tem
Spacecraft f'entel' especially fur

<·onsisted of two separate dol'imeters ,c;harin�t

the !'>arne packa ge . Eal·h

dosimeter had

an

ion

t'hamuer. el ectron i ts and uatteries. One dosi
,

meteJ· sensecl the dose rate between

0.1 and

l 00 racb 'h r and the reading was inclicateci

on the large meter face. The other dosimeter
was an

i ntegrati n g sensor that accumu1ated

the close in racls with time. This reading- was

indicated on the small registe r and ran g-eel

from 0 .01

to 99.99 rads. The switch in the

center was used to snub the cJo;.;e-rate meter

I

\

needle to prevent launch vibration damage
to the delicate meter movement. The reading-s
from the Gemini Radiation Monitoring S�·s
3 INCH[ S

tem approximated the skin close at the loca
tion of the instrument. No direct measure
ment of the depth dose was made

in real time.

FtCURE 12-8.-Gemini

Radiation Monitoring System.
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During the two high-altitude flights, the

presents the inflight crew radiation reports

Gemini Radiation Monitoring System was

of the readings from the Gemini Radiation

stowed aboard the spacecraft until shortly

Monitoring System. In neither mission did

before the maneuver for attaining the high

the readings have any influence on the flight.

apogee orbits. After the Gemini Radiation

since the reported values were well below

Monitoring System was unstowed, it was

the preplanned miRsion allowable dose limits.
Passive dosimeters have been worn by

placed at head height between the crewmen

on the Gemini X mission, and was affixed to

the inside of the left hatch on the Gemini XI
mission. In either case, the instrument was

crewmembers

on

all manned Gemini flights.

The passive dosimeters were packaged
plastic

in

( fig. 12-9) and contained : thermal

read before the high-altitude excursion in

luminescent powder which, when heated, ra

order to establish a baseline reading. Subse

diates visible light proportionate to the radia

quent re�J.dings were made near the hi�h

tion absorbe d ; and various nuclear emulsions

apogees, and the dose values were reported

which, under microscopic analy�is, determine

to the ground flight controllers. Table 12-1

the extent of radiation exposure. The meas-

TABLE 12-I.-Su.mmary of Gemini Radiation Monitoring S·w�tem Readings
Greenwich mean
time, hr:min

Mission

3:34

X.

4:49
4:59
5:17

14:53..
Postflight
19:49

XL

7:52
10:02

)

Ground elaosed
time, hr:min

Dose, rad

flose Knol Vt:ctor

0.00

8:20

Ro.�e Knot Vic/or

.18

8:37

Tananarive

6:54

8:09

..

Reading netw.ork �;tation

Ro�>e Knot Victor

.04
.:.!3

18:14

2!1:0!)

41:14
4;l:i:l

Pogtflight

.78

.91

Rose KJWt Villtor

.00
.02
·J
ow

Carnarvon
Carnarvon

I
I

I

•

.03
c

AfLer background
removed)

ured dose::; approximated a normal skin dose

at the location of the dosimeter. A summary
of the measurement!> for aU manned Gemini

---

..... ,

I

, J,I,r, l 1r

I

r.l.1 121 d I.,J '3

-

fli�thts is provided in table 12-11.
�

Po�-;tfH�ht Analysi� of Radiation Data
The Gemini IX-A readings (table 12-Ill)
are representative of Gemini miRsions nof
attaining the high altitude. The table con
trasts the increase in dose due to the Gemini
X high-altitude passes through the South At

FtGUR£ 12-9.-Gemini passive dosimeter.

lantic anomaly with the neg1igible doses re
ceived on Gemini XI after a much higher

J5(i
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TABLE

12-ll .-Passive Dosinwte1· Results

[01· Gemiui Mamted Flights

Mi;:�ion

I >uraliun uf

mission

3 revolution;:

111

4 days

IV

v

8 day�

VI-A

1 day

14 days

VII

11 hours

Vlll

OusP I o left chest
of command pilot,
nul

0.0:!0
.040
.1!10

The proton environment calculated for the
high-altitude orbits of Gemini XI could not
be confirmed by inflight measurements. The
proton spectrometer data required for this
comparison were not obtained on the Gemini
XI flight. However, the Experiment 8009
package indicated that the background of
protons in the emulsion was within toler
ance limits.

.0:!5

.1 !I:!

Undecayed dose

AII dosimeters
read less lhan
0.010

IX-A

3 days

.018

X.

3 day�

.770

Xl .

3 days

.025

xn

4 days

Electron dose decayed
to 7117166

.015

altitude flight opposite the anomaly in the
Southern Hemisphere.
Figure 12-10 is a comparison of Gemini
X i nflight readin gs from the Gemini Radia
tion Monitoring System with the decayed and
undecayed calculational model. The dose read
ings were made by the crew during the first
and seventh high-altitude revolutions. The
readinJrs in the first revolution established
that the environment at that altitude would
not endanger the mission, and the crew was
advised to begin a sleep period. After awak
ening, the crew reported the reading for the
seventh revolution. Because of the lack of
data, it is difficult to reach any definite con
clusion based upon the relationships shown
in figure 12-10.
TABLE

Decayed doSe

0

IX-A•

X" .

Time after

XI

•.

.,.._ ..

• Readings based
•

·

0.30
17.3

I

inilation of high-altitude maneuver. hr

FIGURE 12-10.-Comparison of the Gemini X Radia
tion Monitoring System readings and the calcu·
lation model.

12-III.-Accumulo.ted Radiation-Dose Comparisons

Aug. 1!164 e<timate,
rad

..

Gemini radiation
measuring system
readings

Rldiation doSe

M easured

Calculated
Mission

o =

0

.303

Decayed estimate,
rad

0.090
1.4
.091

Passive dosimeter,
rad

I

Gemini Radiation
Monitoring S)'lltem,
rad

0.018

Not applicable

.770

0.910

.025

.030

upon 161-n.-mi. circular orbit for 3 days.
Readings based upon 161- by 400-n.-mi. orbit for 12 hours. and 161-n.-mi circular orbit for 2� days.
Readings based upon 161- by 750-n.-mi. orbit for 3 % hours, and 161-n.-mi. circular orbit for 21h days.
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calculations and the measured values of ra
diation dosa. The differences are explained

One of the most important results of the

when the uncertainties of making these cal

bigh-altitude flights of Gemini X and XI is

culations are considered. It is anticipated

that manned space flight at higher altitudes

that the shielding breakdown description for

is possible with a minimum of radiation dose.

the Apollo missions will be more accurate

This is due to the confirmed continuing de

than the description used for Gemini. An

cay of the artificially injected electrons and

operational environment sensor is to be in

to careful planning of the trajectory. Extra

cluded on the Apollo missions ; consequently,

vehicular activity, for example,

would be

the radiation calculation should agree more

possible during many high-altitude orbits if

- closely with the measured values. As a result,

not performed while the spacecraft is pass

greater confidence is provided for further ex

ing through the South Atlantic anomaly.
Gemini X demonstrated the effect of the

ploration of the relatively unknown radiation
environment in space.

South Atlantic anomaly on the rapidly in
creasing dose rate at the higher altitudes of
approximately 400 nautical

miles. On the

other hand, Gemini Xl attained the highest
apogee, 742 nautical miles, over Australia
and was still free from significant radiation
doses.
Another important result is the reasonable
amount of agreement between the preflight
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Summaa•y
One of the primary objectives of the
Gemini Program has been successfully
achieved, that of controlling the landing
point by modulating the direction of the in
herent lift vector of the spacecraft during
reentry. The program has utilized two re
entry guidance techniques which providecl'
steering commands based upon a logical as
sessment of current and predicted energy
conditions, This paper presents a brief Qe
scription of t_hese two sets of reentry guid. ance logic, and a detailed descripti9n of the
results obtained from each Gemini spacecraft
reentry. During the Gemini Program, suc
cessful landing-point control has been ac
complished from Earth orbits varying from
an apt>gee/perigee of 110 by 45 nautical
miles to an apogee/perigee of 215 by 161
nautical miles. The Gemini spacecraft has
been flown with an average lift-to-drag ratio
of approximately 0.1 9. This has resulted i n
an average reentry manet�ver capability of
300 nautical miles downrange and ::!:27 nauti
cal miles crossrange. The average footprint
shift due to the retrofire maneuver has been
25 nautical miles, and the averag-e navigation
accuracy has been 2.2 nautical miles.

·

Introd uction
One of the major objectives of the Gemini
Program was to demonstrate accurate touch
down-point control through the use of tra
jectory-shaping techniques during reentry.
This trajectory control was used to compen-

Preceding page blank
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sate for dispersions caused by unpredicted
retrofire maneuvers. by atmospheric varia
tions, and by uncertainties in the aerody
namic characteristics of the spacecraft. Fur
ther. trajectory control greatly minimized
the recovery task for emergency reentries
such as occurred on Gemini VIII.
This paper describes the results of the re
entry phase of each Gemini mission. How
eve!', a brief review of the aerodynamic
characteristics of the spacecraft and the
guidance log"ic used during Gemini will be
helpful in understanding the reentry results
of each flight.
Aerodynamic Char-actet·istics

Aerodynamic lift is established on a sym
metrical body, such as the Gemini vehicle,
by placing the center of gravity so that the
resultant trim angle of attack provides the
desired lift characteristics. To maintain the
least amount of aerodynamic heating on the
spacecraft hatches and windows during re
entry, the spacecraft was flown inverted with
the center-of-gravity offset toward the pilots'
feet (fig. 13-1 ) . In .this inverted position, the
spacecraft was rolled to the bank angle re
quired to utilize the lift vector for downrange
and lateral range-control capability. The
range control, or touchdown footprint, pro
vided with the Gemini reentry center of
gravity was approximately 300 nautical
miles down range and 50 nautical · miles
lateral range. When the maximum range was
clesired, the spacecraft maintained a heads
down or zero-degree bank angle (fig. 13-1 ) .
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FIGURE 13-2.-Reentry maneuver capability as a
function of elapsed time from retrofire.

Reen try control concepts.

-

the effective lift portion of the trajectory in
order to achieve accurate touchdown control.

Minimum range was obtained with either a

A qualitative summary of the stability char

90" bank angle or a rolling reentry to null

acteristics of the spacecraft indicated that

the effects of the lifting force.

good static and dynamic stability were pres

The 1·esponsivenes!' of the spacecraft to
the requir·ed maneuvers for accurate touch

ent in the region of most significance. At
lower Mach numbers, the stability charac�

down on the target

point was dependent_

teristics were from marginal to unstable, but

upon the static and dynamic stability of the

the range errors were minimum. The drogue

spacecraft in the reentry region where the

parachute was deployed at 50 000 feet to

range-control capability was most significant.

. avoid the unstable dynamic stability charac

When a stable vehicle was not provided. the

teristic. Results of the first few Gemini re

correct bank angle could not adequately be

entries

maintained

accuracy of the aerodynamics; however, the

for the correct response,

and

raised

questions

concerning

the

thereby created touchdown errors. The most

analysis of the last seven flights indicated

significant amount of

capa

reasonably consistent aerodynamic charac

bility existed while the spacecraft was in the

teristics for the Gemini reentry configuration.

range-control

upper reaches of the atmosphere (fig. 13-2) ;

80 percent of the range-control capability ex

Guidance Logic

isted between an altitude of approximately

250 000 and 170 000 feet. The total reentry

time from start of retrograde to deployment

of drogue parach\ite varied from 29.0 min

Two different reentry steering techniques
were developed and used during the Gemini
Program, a rolling reentry technique and a

utes for Gemini VI-A to 32.5 minutes for

constant bank-angle technique. Both utilized

Gemini XII, and depended on the particular

a predicted range computed from the range

retrograde orbit of each flight. Only 2.5 min

to-go of a reference trajectory, and from the

utes were available for utilizing the lift capa

range contribution that was realized from

bility

to

accurately

adjust

the

reentry

the deviation of navigated flight conditions

trajectory. The necessity for accurate com

from

mands and spacecraft responses during that

The reference ranges and the range-to-flight

time was clearly indicated.

condition sensitivity coefficients were stored

It was essential that the spacecraft ex
hibit

good

stability characteristics during

corresponding

reference

quantities.

in the onboard computer memory as a func
tion

of

a

parameter

relating

navigated
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velocity and measured acceleration. Figure

the target ; RC is the crossrange component;

13-3 illustrates the rolli11g reentry technique

and RP is the predicted zero-lift range. A

technique was based on a zero-lift reference

ratio of RC !1N-RP. The control technique

employed during the Gemini Program; this
trajectory. The control logic commanded the
direction of the spacecraft lift vector neces
�ary to steer to a zero-lift trajectory which

bank angle BC i:.; commanded based upon the
simultaneous]�·

11ulls

the

downrange

and

crossrange traj ectory errors by continuously
updatinl( BC based upon the ratio of range

would terminate at the target. A lifting pro

errors,

file was flown until a zero-lift trajectory co

flP is equal to the downrange distance to the
target Rll/. At this point, if the crossrange

incided with the target point. At this point
a

conxtant

roll

rate

waF-

commanded

to

until

the predicted

zero-lift range

error is greater than a 1-nautical-mile dead

neutralize the effect of the inherent lifting

l>and, a

capability of the spacecraft.

direction depending on the sign

no� bank angle is commanded, the

( plus or

Figure 13-4 ill ustrates the guidance logic

minus) of the cro�sranl-!e error. When the

is the downrange component of the total

zero-lift trajectory is initiated by command

for the rolling reentry technique where RN
range between the spacecraft position ancl

cro�srange error is within the deadband, a
ing a constant roll rate. The rolling portion
of the trajectory i� interrupted occasionally

in order to
'

Zero·tilt
Iraje lory
c

'·

'

\

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
I
I
I

Tarqet._

/_Full·lift
,. traJectory

./

.

.
'

additional

lift

purposely

biased

early

in

the

reentry

to

alwa.\'S place the spacecraft in an undershoot
ccmdition. thereby eliminating the need for
negative lift in order to reach the target.
This guidance logic was used on Gemini III.

TV, VITI. TX-A. X. XI. and XII.

Figure 1�-5 illustrates the constant bank

an$!le reentr�· techniquE'. Thi's technique is

l
"").

capab11ity

FIGURE 13-3.-Gemini rolling reentry technique.

•

any

jector�·· The predicted zero-lift trajectory is

·.

Ranqe

command

neces..:;ary to steer back to the zero-lift tra

Pre e t
ot

s n position
spacecraft

,/

Half-lilt :'..
trajectory:

'

'

\

Zero·litl ·,
tra,ectory·

\
\
\
\
I
I
I

,·Full-lift

/ trajectory

T,trgel\,1

/
Zero·lilt point
Range
FIGURE 13--4.-Rollin�r reentry guidance lol!'ic.

\

Maneuver
capability

Ftr.URE 1!!-5.-Gemini constant bank angle reentry
technique.
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l>a�ed upon a half-lift reference trajectory.
The control logic commandl' a con!'tant bank
angle which re::.ult:-; in a lift profile that will
provide the proper longitudinal range for
landing at the tc:rget point. Thil' i1'! accom
pli1'1hed b�· determininl! the difference be
tween the ran)!e to the target and the half
lift reference-tra.iecior�· range, and by com
paring the diffetence with a 1'!et of 1'1tored
reentr�·-manenver-capnhilit�-

data

in

the

�pacecraft computer.
Figure 13-6 shows the guidance logic used

b�· the con1;tant bank-angle reentr�· tech
nique. Tn thi1; technique. RN i� defined as the
downrange component of the total rangE' be
tween the spacecrnft position anci the target :
RC is again the c1·ossrange component; but

RP is now the p1·eciicted half-lift range. A
bank commanci i� j!enerated depending upon
the ,·alue of RN-RP. If RN i1; equal to RP.

a constant 60° bank angle is commanded ; if
RN is greater than r.P. a more shallow bank

angle i1'1 commanded ; and if RN is les!'l than
r.P. a !'teeper bank angle is commandeci. The
magnitude of this hank angle is determined
by the l'tored downrange-extem;ion capabil-

it�· of the spacecraft, .).R. The crossrange
error is controlled by reversing the direction
of the bank angle when the crossrange error
RC is equal to the crossrange c.apabilit�· of
the spacecraft. The crossrange capabilit�· is
again based upon the stored maneuver
capability data. This guidance ::;ystem was
flown on Gemini V, VJ-A, and VII.
Present position
./ of spacecraft

Rett·ofi re Perfurman ce
In order for the guidance �ystem to steer
th<� spacecntft to a desired landing point, an
accurate deorbit maneuver had to be per
formed. The spacecraft retrofire system con
:-;i:-;ted of four solid-propellant retrorockets
which produced a velocity increment for de
orbit of approximately 320 ft 1 !-lec. The space
craft <tttitude was manually held at a pre
determined conRtant inertial-pitch attitude
throughout the maneuver, while the rates
about the pitch. roll, and yaw axes were
damped by the automatic control system.
Excellent
retrorocket
performance
was
achieved on each of the missions, and the
crew was able to hold the pitch attitude
within approximately 2°.
Reentt·y Summary
The Gemini Program accomplished 1 1
successful reentries and showed that con
trolled reentr�· was an operational capability
(fig-. 1�-7 and table 13-I ) . No reentr.v was
attempted during the Gemini I unmanned
orbital flight Gemini II was an unmanned
subarbital flight designed as a spacecraft
heating test and as a check of the guidance
<tnd na\'igation system. The rolling reentry
�uidance logic was programed into the com
puter; however, this logic was bypassed and
the reentry was flown open loop by continu-

e
c

}0 r-

�tlO0

�€20

-90�

-

�
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c:r> .&:
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E

FIGURE 13-6.-Constant bank angle reentry
guidance logic.
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TABLE 13-I.-Gemini Reentry Swnma1·y
Mission

Miss dis�ance,
n. m1.

IL.
III .... .... .

14
60

,
1 .

!H
7

H4
<!.5
:.!.3

VI-A............ .. .
VIL....... .
VIIL.
IX-A... .
X ..
XL..
xu... .... .........

I

.8

44

IV . .
V................ ,...

6.4
1.4
.38

:!.2

4

3.4
2.65
2.6

Significant comments

Navigation error,
n. mi.

•I

�.0

2.4

ously rolling the spacecraft from the point

Footprint shift
Lift-drag reduction
Footprint shift, inoperative computer

..

Invalid position update
No radar below 180 000 ft

Lift-drag reduction

I

i

the

Emergertey reentry

Automatic reentry
Auwmatic reentry

downrange

or

crossrange

error

was

of 0.05 g until an altitude of 80 000 feet was

nulled, the crew would fly the commands

attained. The zero-lift point �hifted 14 nauti

generated by the spacecraft computer. The

cal miles due to the retrofire maneuver, and

Gemini

the spacecraft landed 14 nautical miles from
the planned touchdown point. The footprint

shift was caused by a combination of a pitch

attitude error of 3.2° during retrofire and a
retrograde-velocit}L in<:rement · that WM 1.1

percent low. Postflight analysis showed that
the navigation accuracy at guidance termi
nation was 1 . 2 nautical miles.

III

�pacecraft

expet·ienced

Program was Gemini III, a three-orbit mis

sion. To assure spacecraft reentry in case of
retrorocket failure, a preretrofire orbit ma

de

lift-to-drag ratio. resulting in a loss of ap�
pt·oximatel,v 160 nautical miles in the down
range maneuver capability. The !oRR in capa
bility, combined with the l'hift of the foot
pt·int due to the deorbit maneu\'er. caused the
tar,:!et to be on the eclg-e of the maneuve1·
envelope of the spacecraft.

The firl'lt manned mission of the Gemini

a

crease of approximately :�5 percent in the

Following the

planned procedure. the �pacecraft landed 60
nautical miles from

the tat·get.

Postflight

anal.vsig inrlicated that if thE> crew had fol
lowed the commancts ,generated by the Rpace

propulsion system.

neuver was performed with the �pacecraft
This maneuver wa�' com

crnft computer rluring thP entire reentry. a
mi::�::� dista nee of approximHtely � nautical

sulted in a vacuum perigee of 45 nautical

curac�· on this mi:o;sion was 0.8 nauticnl mile.

miles. The combined retrofire anci preretro

Gemini TV was a 4-da.\· mission. A plannect
preretrofire maneuver was to he followed 12

pleted 1·2 minutes before retrofire and re

fire maneuver resulted in a footprint Rhift of
48 nautical miles. The retrofire maneuver
accounted for 24.9 nautical

miles of this

shift. Before the cteorbit maneuver. the tar
get point was situated on the 60° contour
line of the footprint, and waR offget from the

miles would have occm·r<>ct. Na\'igation •:tc

minutes later by

a

normal retrofire. Ba!'ed

ttpon the results of Gemini III. it was plmmed
for the crew to ttRe tht" t•olling reentr�· guict
ance logic and to manuall�· follow the com

mancts from the spacecraft compu-ter durin�

centerline appt-oximately 10 nautical miles

the entire reentr�·. Howen:•r. hecause of an

toward

inoperative computer, it was necessary to

the south.

The

planned

guidance

technique waR to fty the backup bank angle,

fly open loop hy manuall�· rolling the spaee

which would simultaneously null the cross

rrnft throu�hout reentr�·. The preretrofire

range and downrange errors. When either

orbit maneu\'er anfl the •·etl'Otire proctucect
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a footprint shift of 50 nautical miles, 1 0
nautical mile!> resulting from the retrofire
maneuver. The spacecraft was to l.Je rolled
at a rate of 15 deg :-;ec ; however, because tht:!
roll-rate gyro had been turned off, the yaw
thruster produced an acceleration in the roll
dirr·ction which was not damped. This caused
the roll rate to build to a maximum of 60
deg sec ; the spacecraft wa:-; stiII rolling
more than 50 deg sec at drogue parachute
deplo�·ment. With the open-loop reentry.
there was no way to compensate for the pre

retrofire and retrofire errors; thus, the space
craft landed 44 nautical miles from the in
tended landing point.
Gemini V was an 8-day mission and was

the first mission scheduled to use the con
stant bank-angle reentry guidance logic. As
stated previously, the constant bank-angle
logic commands were IJased upon a compari
son of the · range differences (actual range
minus predicted half-lift range) with a set
of stored maneuver-capability data. Because
of the large reduction in the lift-to-drag
ratio experienced by the Gemini spacecraft,
the set of stored data was no longer valjd ;
therefore, erropeous commands were gen
erated by the spacecraft computer. Because
of the short time between missions, it was
impossible to update the constants in the
program .for Gemini V and VI-A. However,
the computer calculations of the range errors

(RC and RN-RP) were displayed to the
crew and, as a result of preflight training,
the crew could interpret these calculations
to obtain the correct bank angle needed to

update wa� sent to Gemini V, the range
angle wa� in error by 7.9c. This caused a
navigation error in the Gemini V computer
of approximately 474 nautical miles. There
fore, throughout the reentry the computer
displayed erroneous range data, and by the
time the crew determined that the computer
was in error, the spacecraft did not have the
maneuver capability to steer to the target.
The spacecraft landed approximately 91
nautical miles from the tar�et. Postflight
analysis indicated that after compensating
for this initial-condition error. the naviga
tion accuracy was 2.5 nautical miles. The
footprint shift due to retrofire was only 5
nautical miles. The velocity increment pro
duced b.'· the retrorockets was 0.2 percent
lower than predicted.
Gemini VI-A was a l -day rendezvous mis
sion; the constant bank-angle guidance logic
was used in the same manner as on Gemini
V. Retrofire occurrect in approximatel:-r a
1 61-nautical-mile circular orbit with a re
sultant footprint shift of 22 nautical miles.
The shift was due to a 0.6-percent high in
crement in the retrorocket velocity. The
spacecraft landed 7 nautical miles from the
target, and postfli�ht evaluation indicated
the navigation accuracy was approximately
2.5 nautical miles.
Gemini VII was a 14-day missit>n that em
ployed the constant bank-angle logic. Modi
fications m;tde to several of the guidance
constant..c:; improved the usefulness of the
bank command generated b�· the spacecraft

computer ; however. the primary crew dis

attain a small miss distance. Therefore, it
was planned for the crew to modulate the

play was still the range-error display. Retro

spacecraft lift veC'i.or ba:".ed upon the displa�·
of these range error�.

cal-mile circular orbit with a resultant foot

fire occurred in approximately a 161-nauti

The Gemini spacecraft normall�· required

print shift of 4 1 nautical miles. The space

a navigation update before retrofire. This
consisted of an Earth-centered inertial posi

craft touched down approximately 6.4 nauti
cal miles from the target, and the navigation

tion and velocity vector, and a range angle

accuracy was 2.3 nautical miles. A 40-nauti

through which the Earth had rotated from

cal-mile loss-of-maneuver capability was due

the initial alinement of the Earth-centered

to an overprediction of the movement of the

inertial system (midnigh t before lift-off) to

center of gravit.\' during the 14 days of the

the time that the vector wa� valid. Wher. . he

mission.
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Gemini VIII, a scheduled 3-day rendezvous
mission, was terminated by an emergency re
entry into a: secondary landing area. The
reentry was ordered after the flight crew
were forced to use the propulsion capability
of the Reentry Control System to stop a high
roll rate caused by a yaw-thruster anomaly
in the primary spacecraft propulsion system.
Because of the requirement for the propul
sion capability of the Reentry Control Sys
tem to control the spacecraft attitude during
·reentry, one of the mission rules required
that activation of the Reentry Control Sys
tem would require spacecraft reentry in the
next planned landing area. The Gemini VIII
spacecraft landed in the Western Pacific zone
(area 7-3) in the seventh revolution.
The rolling-reentry logic was used for
Gemini VIII and all subsequent Gemini
flights, and enabled the crew to manually fly
the bank-angle commands generated by the
spacecraft computer. Retrofire occurred
from approximately a 1 61-nautical-mile cir
cular orbit and caused a 12-nautical-mile
footprint shift. The spacecraft computer cal
culated that the spacecraft was 1.4 nautical
miles from the planned target at drogue
parachute deployment, and the spacecraft
was sighted on the main parachute by the
recovery aircraft. BeC<.�use of the area in
which the spacecraft was forced to land, no
reentry tracking was pos.sible; therefore. no
navigation accuracy was determined for this
flight.
Gemini IX-A, a ;{-da�· rendezvous mission,
used the rolling-reentry logic. The retrofire
maneuver produced a footprint shift of ap
proximately 55 nautical miles. The rather
large footprint shift wa." caused by a retro-·
rocket velocity that was 1.06 percent high
and by a spacecraft pitch-attitude error of
2.3°. The crew manually flew the bank-angle
commands generated by the �pacecraft. com
t>uter and landed 0.38 nautical mile from the

target. Postflight evaluation showed a navi
gation accuracy of 2.2 nautical miles.
Gemini X was a 3-day rendezvous mis11ion.
Retrofire oc·curred from an orbit of 161 by

215 nautical miles. The footprint shift was
approximately 43 nautical miles, and the
spacecraft landed 3.4 nautical miles from the
target with a navigation accuracy of 4.2
nautical miles. The rather large navigation
error was caused by a yaw misalinement in
the inertial platform.
Gemini XI, a 3-day rendezous mission, was
the first to use the automatic mode of the
attitude-control system coupled with the
guidance commands to �teer the spacecraft
to the target. Using the rolling-reentry logic,
the spacecraft landed 2.65 nautical miles from
the planned target with a navigation ac
curacy of 4 nauticaJ miles. A comparison of
the bank-angle profile flown by the automatic
system on Gemini XI with the profile man
ually flown on Gemini VIII and X showed
only minor differences. The automatic sys
tem responded · immediately to any change in
the direction of the bank angle commanded
by the spacecraft computer, whereas a time
lapse occurred between command a11d re
sponse when the flight crew manually flew
the bank commands. This time lapse, how
ever, had no · noticeable effect on the final
landing point of the �pacecraft.
The last flight in the Gemini Program,
Gemini XII, was a 4-day rendezvous mission.
Gemini XU used the rolling-reentry logic
and was the second mis�ion that employed
automatic reentry. The spacecraft landed
approximately 2.6 nautical miles from the
planned target, with a navigation accuracy
of 2.4 nautical miles. For the fifth time dur
ing the Gemini Program. the spacecraft
descending on the main parachute was
sighted by the recovery forces.
Concluding · Remarks
The reentrie� performed during the
Gemini Program hove showrl the following :
( 1 ) The guidance technique had to be de
signed to be insensitive to large changes in
spacecraft lift capability. The use of the con
stant bank-angle guidance technique wal'
rlependent on an accurate eRtimate of maneu
ver capability. It waR, therefort-, int-ffectin�
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for a miR!'ion

of long duration where a large

center-of-gntvitr ,·ariation
where

spacec1·aft

was

present or

aerod�'namic

charactf'r

were lltH.:ertain,

istics

m;

on Gemini VII. The

•·oil i ng-1·eent r�· guidam:e technique did
rel]Uire a knowledge
capability. and

not

ol' the spacecraft lift

would steer to a particular

error did occur, as

011 Gemini X. the effect

of the etTor on touchdown miss distance was
small,

uecause

navigation

errors

built

up

slowly before the region of maximum load
factor, then increased sharpl.v ; at the same
time. the maneuver capability decreased to a
small

fraction of the total near-maximum

target aR long as that .target was within the

loacl factor. Although the control commands

footprint.

were incorrect late in

reentry. because of

( 2 ) Di!'pht�·s had to l>e available so the

lar�e navigation errors, the commands could

l'rew could entluatt· the performanl'e of the

not disperse the trajector�· to a great extent

11<1\'i!!<�tion s.\·stem, <U1U back
up procedures had to l1e developed to assure

guidance and
safe

reentr.'· and

event of

a

accurate

guidance-s��stem

Iandin!!

in

be<:ause o f the small maneuver capability. In
addition. the computer navigation equations

the

and integration techniques had been judici

failure. TheRe

ous)�, selected to he compatible with digital

displa�rs had to pro\'ide enough information

computer operation.

to the new to permit an intelligent evalu
ation of the primar.v guidance s�·Rtem. If the
enlluation ind icated a failure of the primar.v
s�'stem, then backup procedures had to
ln'ailable to meet the following criteri a :
assure

snfe

captm·e.

(h)

avoid

be
(o)

violatiug

heHting and or load-factor limits, and

(c)

function with a degree of accuracy such that
the recover�· of the spacecraft could be ac
complished in a reasonable amount of time.

( :.3 )

could

ConRistenti�·

accurate

be accomplished" during

navigation
reentr�·

l.le

cau�e of a navigation-s.vstem design which

(4) Reentr�· of the Gemini spacecraft was
successfull�·

controlled

both

manually

and

automatically. The ability of the pilot to ade
quate!�· control the Rpacecraft under high
load-factor· conditions after long periods of
weightlessness

was demonstrated.

The de

sirabilit�' of manual versus automatic control
wn� dependent upon the severity of the con
trol-accuracy requirements, the frequency of
the-control commands. and the complexity of

the control limits imposed for crew safet�·.

Reentn· from Earth orbit required some de

performed adequate!�· i n the presence of ex

gree of control accuracy but did not require

pected

an

inertial-measurement-R�'stem

uncer

tainties. Even when a large inertial-platform

immediate

mands.

res�onse

to

displayed

com

14.
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LAUNCH AND TARGET VEHICLE SUPPORT BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

J. GARDNER. Pro[!rnm Director,
Air Force Space Systems Command

ALFRED

Gemini

Tnrgct

1 n lrod uction

Cooperation between the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration (NASA)
and the Department of Defense (DOD) , and
more specifically the Department of the Air
Force (USAF), is based on long historical
precedent and achievement. Many years of
exchange of concepts, equipment, and experi
mental activities between the Natiom11 Ad
visory Committee for Aeronautic� and the
Air Force and its organizational predeces
sors laid firm ground for later years. The
National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958.
providing the responsibility for the direction
of the aeronautical and space activities of
the United States. further stipulated ont! of
the duties of the President, ". . . provide for
effective cooperation between the National
Aeronautics and Space AdminiRtration and
the Department of Defense. . . . " From the
earliest days, fhe new NASA and the USAF
cooperated in numerou� formal and informal
ways. Air Force support of Project Mercury
established many of the mechanism!'!, tech
niques, and fundament<ll requirements for
Department of DefenRe support of the Gemini
Program. The lesson!'! learned by both agen
cies in exchang-e of funrls, �election nf per
sonnel, procurement of vehicle�. pilot safet�·.
assurance of mission :<uccess, and launch
�upport provided a tested foundation fm·
effective Air Force support of Gemini.
In late 1961, when the deci�ion was madt>
to proceed with what ultimately became the
Gemini Program, an ad hoc group comprised
of NASA and Air Force representative:- was
167
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Divisiqn,

appointed to recommend a detailed manage
ment and operational plan "clearly indicat
ing- the divi�ion of efforts between NASA
and the DOD (Air Force) . . . .'' The NASA
DOD Operational and Management Plan for
the Gemini Program ( December 1961 ) , with
sub�equent revi�ions. became the basis for
the Air Force support of the program. The
Space Systems Dh·ision of the Air Force
Sy�temR Command was designated to estab-·
li�h the nece�sar�· relationshil)S with the
appropriate NASA organizations to provide
for development. procurement. and launch
of the required launch and target vehicles.
Program offices were established in Los
Angele!'l at the Space S�·stem� Division of the
Air Force S.vstemR Commund to manage the
Gemini Launch Vehicle. a modified Titan IT
Intercontinental Balli�tic MiR�il e ; and the
Gemini Agena Targ-et Vehicle. a modified
Agena upper-,.tag-e boo�te1·. The launch ve
hicle for the target vehicle. a modified Atlas
standard launch ,·ehicle (SLV-3). was pro
viCled h�· an existing program office of thi:
vehicle.
The management of the integration of the
three vehicle� into the overall Gemini Pro
gram was a function of the Gemini Program
Office. NASA Manned Spacecraft Center.
Within the Gemini Prog1·am Office, the priJl
cipal point of <:ontact with the Air Foret>
Space System� Division pro!,!:ram office� was
the Office of Vehicles and MiRsions. A co
oroinating committee :-;ystem was established
to maintain liaison, organization, and rlirec
tion between \·ariouR G<n·ernment organi
zations anrl contractors.

·
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Highlights of Air Force Technical Support

every known vehicle characteristic, and every
operational

plan

was

primarily

viewed

One of the most diflicult aspects of system

against the framework of a formal pilot

program management is the need to freeze

safety program plan prior to any other con

designs in order to produce hardware on

sideration of the change. This primary con

schedule versus the ever-present need to in

troduce changes. Reliability, time, and econ

omy depend upon strict control of configura
tion

and

maximum

standardization

of

production items. However, program evolu
tion

im·ariaul�·

leads

to

changing or

ex

panded mission rcquil·cments. l n anything
but a pure production contract, unexpected
and difficult desig-n problems and technical
difficulties

are

encounte1·eci.

In

addition,

attractive ann del'liJ·able impn1vement areas
a1·e developed a� the hasc of prog-ram knowl

edgt> broadens ancl prog-resses. All of these
sourcer-: of chan-"e are cxceP-din�rl.v difficult or
impossible to predict or schedule, and often
require significant expenditures of resource.<>.
Program histories. however, support the

premise that one of the keys to program suc

sideration

resulted

in

other

studies

and

chanves.
(;emini Launch Vehicle
Within the Air Force Space Systems Divi
sion, the Gemini Launch Vehicle Program
Office was assigned the responsibility for de
veloping ancl procuring the Titan I I as a

launch vehic.:le and for the technical super
vision (under

a

NASA Launch Director ) of

the launches of these vehicles. In this func
tion, the Air Force Space Systems Division
acted as a NASA contractor, and established
the necessary ag-reementf' and contracts to
provide all of the necessary services, equip
ment. and vehicles.
The objective!' of the Air Force program

cess is the manner of administrative and

office, based upon the requirements outlined

orsranization must incorporate a flexibilitv to

panded and established as the basis for all

technical

respom;e

to

such

changes.

The

n'

chansre emphasis anci absorb tasks. Tech ical

talents must be available. Financial support
must be timelr and of sufficient magnitude.
Skillful

schedule

planninJr must introduce

the changes to provide mnximum realization
of improvement..:; with minimum impacts on
reliabilit�·. manufacture, test, and training.
Finall?. the motivation of all concerned must
be adequate!�· planned in order to define and
maintain desired goals and purposes. During
the development of thP. Gemini hardware' all
of the typical change influence!' were en
countered and de.alt with within the frame
work of the basic Gemini objectives. Some
influences

never

progressed

beyond

the

analysis and stud�· stage, while others were
translated into actual hardware configura
tion changes, and still others were expanded

by the NASA statement of work, were ex
resulting agreements and contracts. The fun
damental objective was to exercise maximum

mana-"ement and technical control to strictly

minimize changes to the basic Titan II ve
hicle. Changes were to be limited to those i n
the interest o f pilot safety, to those necessary
to accommodate the Gemini spacecraft as a
pa�rload, and to those necessary to increase
the probability of mission success. Implicit in
the basic objective were economy, high reli
ability, maintenance of schedule, and maxi
mum cooperation with the NASA

Gemini

Program Office.
During the early months of the program.
extensive and intensive studies, analyses. and
tests were conducted to firmlr identify all
required changes to the basic Titan II ,· to
identify all tests, procedures, and experi
mental programs; and to provide the basis

into major programs ha\'ing critical effect."

for a set of detailed, comprehensive specifica

on the overall program.

tions for the vehicle.

Throughout the development of the Gemini
Launch

Vehicle,

every

potential

change,

In February 1962, a Technical Operating
Plan was coordinated between the Space Sys-
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terns Dh·ision and the Aero:;pace Corp. The

pleted, culminating in a combined systems

plan outlined areas of effort and responsi

test of the vehicle. After the spacecraft was

bilities of the Aerospace Corp. support of the

mated with the launch vehicle, a series of

Space Systems Division by providing general

joint tests was completed,

systems engineering and technical direction

g-uidance and flight controls, simulated par

including joint

tial countdown and launch ascent, tanking

of the Gemini Launch Vehicle Program.
As part of the estab1i::;hed mission, func
tion, and organization, the 6555th Aerospace
Test Wing is an extension of the Space Sys

exercise. and, for missions involving the tar
g-et vehicle, simultaneous launch demonstra
tion.

tems Division at Cape Kennedy and the East
ern Test Range. The Wing repre:sented the
Air Force in the launch-site acceptance, test
ing, data evaluation, an.d launch of various
vehicles. In addition, the Wing provided man
agement control of the various vehicle con
tractors, and integrated contractor and Gov
ernment efforts, and assured Range support

(;._.mini Launeh-\'t'hiclt' Payload

Devel()fl/YII!II f of pnyloacl

Margins

capability

a:nd

t rajvctoi"!J }n·ediction techniiJtWx.-At the be

ginning of the Gemini Program. all trajec
tory and payload

performance predictions

were based upon nominal values for all pa

and data during the checkout and launch se

rHmeters. Therefore. all launch vehicles had

quences. In support of the Gemini Launch

the same payload capability except for varia

Vehicle. various reliability, crew-safety, op

tions due to mission differences. As vehicle

erational, and other committees and working

P<�rameters became available they were in

groups were organized or supported.

One

cot•porated. and frequently created substan

the

tial changes in predicted payload capability.

of

the

outstanding

achievements

of

Gemini Program was the scheduling and ac

Each parameter update was �ncorporated as

complb;hment of the Gemini Laurich Vehicle

soon as available in order to maintain the

turnaround requit·ed for the Gemini VII and

mo�t up-to-date prediction possible. This was

VI-A missions leading- to the historical first

dP.sired to keep NASA continually informed

rendezvous of two manned space vehicles
( December 1965 ) . Reference 1

of the payload capability margin for each of

contains a

the vehicles, so that mission changes could

ini Launch Vehicle and of the flight results

HdvantaJ.re of excess capability. It was also

of the first seven Gemini missions.

desired to show the necessity of making per

brief review of the development of the Gem

be made to improve capability or to take

fot·mance improvement changes to the Gem
Typical (;l•mini Launch-Yt>hide Test Chronolo�r

After final assembly of the Gemirii Launch
Vehicle at the Baltimore plant of the Martin

�11l riettH Corp., the propulsion and hydraulic

systt!m:-: were checked for leaks, and the elec
trical :·wstem was checked for continuity. The
\"Phicle was then' tested in the Baltimore Vet·
tical Test Facility ; this included a series of
crnmtdowns and simulated launches. All r>per
ations were either performed or accurately
simulated and recorded.
The two stages of the vehicle were trans

ini Launch Vehicle. A number of performance

improvements were con;;idered for the

Gem

ini Launch Vehicle during the early and mid
phases of the program.

Figure 14-1 illustrates the changes in pre
dicted Gemini Launch Vehicle minimum pay
load capabilities compared with time. and the
chan.f,!es in spacecraft weij.!hts, without ex
periments. compared with time. Since experi

ment wei.f.!ht averaged about lGO pounds, the

actual margins between predicted capabilities

and spacecraft weights were less than those
shpwn. Near the end of the Gemini Program,

ported lw ail' to Cape Kennedy, erected, and

it was common fot· the predicted payload

assembled on Launch Complex 1�. A detailed

capability margin to be negati\·e. The worst

chtockout and verification test series was com-

case was -282 pounds fot· Gemini IX-A.
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Average mm1mum
Gemin1 Launch Vehicle
payload capab11it ••

\

Average IGemm1JLai through .nil
1.964

FIGURE 14-L-HistoJ·y

IQ6S

of spacecraft weight and

predicted Gemini Launch Vehicle minimum pay
load capability.

A� with any launch vehicle, the Gemini
La11nch \'ehicle was constrained to remain
within specified limit� throughout the flight
envelope. In particular, the vehicle was con
strained by aerodynamic heating, aerody
namic loads, axial acceleration, guidance
radar look angles, guidance-radar elevation
angle, d�·namic pressure and angle of attack
at �taging, Stage I hydraulic-actuator hinge
moment, and spacecraft abort criteria.
Studies early in the Gemini Program quanti
.tatively established limits in the constraint
areas. Maximum or limiting values of some
parameters were selected for nominal trajec
tories such that, if the nominal trajectory
remained within these bounds, dispersed tra
jectories would remain within the true
launch-vehicle and guidance-system capa
bilities.
Although the nominal payload capability
for each Gemini Launch Vehicle was of con
siderable importance, the predicted minimum
payload capabi}jty was of even greater im
portance. The minimum payload capability
was the weight of the spacecraft that could be
put into the desired orbit even under the
most disadvantageous launch-vehicle per
formance. Most disadvantageous wa� defined
for the Gemini Launch Vehicle as the minus
3-sigma payload capability, or that payload

capability which would be equaled or ex
ceeded 99.87 percent of the time. This per
centage was shifted to 99.4 percent in the
latter part of the Gemini Program.
Gemini Launch Vehicle dispersion analyses
were initially performed by determining the
payload capability effects of dispersions i n a
large number of key vehicle parameters. The
p<�ramcter di�persions that were used were
the 3-sigma dispersion� ba�ed upon test data
and theoretical analyses. Throughout the
Gemini Program, attention was directed to
refining estimates of 3-sigrna parameter dis
persions. Particular attention was given to
the- parameters with the most significant
effects upon trajectory and payload capa
bility performance. From the beginning of
the Gemini Program, it was obvious that a
very good estimate of the overall 3-sigma dis
persion could be determined by considering
the variations of a limited number of key
parameters. These parameter� were those
which most affected the shape of the vehicle
trajectory in the pitch plane. The following
parameters were selected early and used
throughout the program for -simplicity and
continuity :
Stage I
Thrust

Stage II

.................................

Thrust

Specific impulse ...............

Specific impulse

Outage .................................

Outage

I

Dry weight .......................

Dry weight

Usable propellant weight

Usable propellant weight

.,
. . ..1

Pitch programer error ..

Pitch gyro drift ...............

Winds ................................ .
Atmospheric density

..

.

.

Engine-thrust misalinement in pitch.

Pe1'[ormance

improvement

program.

-

Since the inception of the Gemini Program,
a vigorous performance improvement pro
gram wa1; pursued to meet the ever-increas
ing requirements of payload capability.
Initially, the total weight of the spacecraft,
including experiments, was estimated at
about 7000 pounds for the long-duration mis-
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sions and 7250 pounds for the rendezvous
mh:sions. It quickly became apparent that
these weights would be exceeded. The early
spacecraft-weight growth rate was approxi
mately 35 to 40 pounds per month, and not
until deletion of the paraglider configuration
was some relief obtained. Increase in the size
of the spacecraft propellant tanks provided
another impetus in the search for higher
launch-vehicle payload capability. Ultimately,
the spacecraft weights increased to the point
where predicted launch-vehicle performance
margins relative to the minimum (99.4 per
cent probability) payload capability were
consistently negative. Comparison between
actual spacecraft weights and achieved pay
load capabilities is shown in figure 14-2.
In addition to spacecraft-weight increases,
changes in mission requirements had a sig
nificant effect on launch-vehicle payload capa
bility. On early ftights a 5-hour launch-win
dow requirement was imposed, necessitating
large ullage volumes in the propellant tanks
to allow for propellant temperature increases.
This meant fewer propellants loaded and a
reduced .payload capability. Optimizing the
mixture ratio for the worst case in the win-
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dow under dispersed propellant temperature
conditions also resulted in performance de
crt:ases. For certain missions the require
ments for high initial apogees and for launch
azimuths considerably less or greater than
90 · degraded the payload capability. Finally,
the requirement to have the launch vehicle
�teer out as much as 0.55 : of wedge angle to
increase the availability of spacecraft pro
pellant reduced the probability of achieving
the desired insertion conditions. Propellant
temperature-conditioning equipment was in
cluded in the areospace ground equipment so
t.hat Iaunch-vehfcle propellants could be
chilled to 20° F for oxidizer and 26° F for
fuel before loading:. This chilling would allow
greater propellant masses to be loaded in the
fixed tank volumes, thus increasing payload
capability. Attention was also given to the
performance gain available by reducing the
minimum ullages in the propellant tanks
from the values used on the Titan I I weapon
system. Structural studies and engine start
tests at reduced ullages were incorporated in
the Gemini Propulsion System Test Program.
Early in 1963, the Martin Co. proposed a
study of the feasibility of removing the low-

A

sc

0
�

I

Final predicted payload capabiHty range, minimum to maximum.

-A Actual normalized postllight payload capabil!ty.

Final normalized predicted minimum payload capab)lity,

-sc Actual spacecraft launch weight.

FIGURE 14-2.-Comparison of normalized predicted and achieved payload capabilities.
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level J1l"Opcllant shutdown sensors from the

impulse biases were incorporated into the

�hutdown

Gemini IV launch-vehicle preflight predic

circuit!'

011

l>otb

launch-vehicle

stages. Removing these sensors would elimi

tions. the added efficiency of Stage I resulted

I trajectory. This

nate the lar�e possilJility of premature shut

in overlofting- of the Stage

downs due to fault�· level �ensor operation

wa� disadvantageou� for two reasons : first,

nncl would al�c· increase payload capability

hig-h-dispersed trajectories could result in

l>�· reducing the amount of trapped propel

pitch look ang-les which exceeded the exist

lants. Data fn>m exhaustion shutdowns on
the test �land ;md on t he Titan II flight." incli

caused excessive f!ravity losses and Stage II

insr allowable limits; and second, overlofting

c:ated that such shutdowns <lid not noticeably
jeopardize mission success . The shutdown

pitch maneuvering. Because of these consid

function of tht• sensors wa� eliminated, al

for Gemini IV, eliminated the over-lofting

erations, a

new pitch program.

developed

thouvh ther were retained for instntmenta

and resulted in an improvement in the pay

tion purpo:o;es und for closecl-looJ1 operation

load capability.

if later found desirable.

Mission-dc:)lc'lldellt J>e?'fonnnnce chauges.

Chan�inJ.r th(? Titan II enJ.ri. ne target mix
ture ratios on acceptance tests from 1.93 for
StaJ.r<' 1 <1nd 1.80 for Stage II t o approxi
mate!�·

1.95

1.84 would have allowed

and

complete filling of both

oxidizer and

Correct predictions of tra.iector�· and pay
load capabilitr also had to be based on dif
ferences and changes in the Gemini missions.
For example, if the apogee were changed for

fuel

a specific Gemini mh;sion, it was necessary

tanks to ullage limit� when the engines were

to adjust the predicted launch-vehicle pay

operat ed in the ant ici pa te ci flight environ
ment. However. as the mixture ratio in

load capability accorclingl�·· Similarly, if the

launch azimuth and/or yaw steering were

crea�ed. the speci fie impulse decrea�ed for

chang-ed, the payload capability effects were

both stng-cs. Some of the other areas investi

computed and incorporated in the predicted

g-ated were : ( 1 ) ·engine effects, such as heat

launch-vehicle capability. For each of the

transfer and combustion stability ; (2) pos
sible mission changes; and
other

potential

items,

such as

performance
further

( 3 ) impact of
improvement

reduced minimum

ullages and constant temperature propellants.
A� a result of these studies, the Stage II
engine mixture ratio change was eliminated
because there was no payload advantage. The
Stage

I engine target mixture ratio was

changed to 1.945, effective for the Gemini

IV launch vehicle.

Titan II and launch-vehicle engine per

formance data were monitored throughout
the Gemini Program. By May 1965, sufficient
data had been accumulated to indicate that
significant changes in the form of biases were
likely to occur between acceptance test and
flight. This analysis included the results of

rendezvous missions, it was also necessary
to determine payload

capabilities for the

alternate missions which would be attempted
if the primary mission could not be com
pleted.
Flight-te:�t

pel'{o nna?lce.-Obtaining

curate preflig-ht

predictions

and

ac

postflight

analyses of vehicle propulsion performance
was

of great importance throughout

the

Gemini Program. The launch-vehicle payload
capability and traj-ectory performance were
highly dependent on the propulsion param
eters of mixture ratio (the major contributor
to propellant outage ) , specific impulse. and
thrust for both stages of the vehicle. Propel
lant outages for Stage 1 and Stage II were
the two largest factors in payload capabilit�·

dispersion allowances. Postflight analysis of

1 0 Stage I flights and 1 6 Stage II flights. For
Gemini IV through X, the biases indicated

each Gemini Launch Vehicle trajectory was

by the analysis were included in preflight

conducted to define the reasons for de\'iations

trajectory

predictions.

from nominal and to determine changes to

When the Stage I thrust bias and specific

be made in predictions for subsequent ve-

and

performance
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hicles. Table 14-1 compares predicted with
achieved payload margins for all missions.
Gemini Launch Vehicle Stage J Tank Sta�ting Anomaly

High-speed long-range camera coverage of
the Gemini X launch vehicle showed a large
orange-red cloud appearing from Stage I
shortly after staging and indicating a pos
sible breakup of the stage. A detailed review
of the films revealed that the oxidizer tank
vented approximately 1.2 seconds after Stage
II ignition. A study of Stage II telemetry
data revealed no indication of this event.
Stage I telemetry was inoperative at this
time, having been disabled 0.7 second earlier.
A thorough study of the tank rupture iso
lated the following as the most probable
causes: ( 1 } Stage I turning after separation,
resulting in the Stage II engine sub
assembly exhaust impingement and burn
through of oxidizer tank barrel ; (2) break
ing of the ablative coating on the oxidizer
tank dome, due to dome flexing caused by
dome overheating and subsequent structural
failure, resulting from high local pressure�
at Stage I I engine start ; and ( 3 ) dome or
tank barrel penetration by transportation
section debris. A review of the staging film:-;
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revealed similar occ.urrences on seven Titan
II flights. The same anomaly occurred dur
ing the Gemini XII mission ; however, this
occurrence was followed by the apparent
rupture of the Stage I fuel tank and the
breakup of Stage I just forward of the Mar
tin/ Aerojet interface. The results of the
study and a review of all available Titan IT
and Gemini flight data showed no detrimental
effect on mission success or crew safety due
to this event.
(;emini Launch Vehicle Switchover/Switchback
Studies

With the incorporation of a redundant
flight control system, a detailed system eval
uation was conducted to reassess the vehicle
airframe, the switchover logic, and the sen
sor limits. The evaluation indicated. that the
initial selection of sensor limits, structural
safety factor, and switchover logic did not
result in optimum switchover capability. It
became apparent that a switchover during
Stage I flight from a loss of hydraulic pres
sure woltld result in the secondary flight con
trol system being used throughout Stage II
flight. This could have resulted i n discarding
a good, reliable, primary flight control system

TABLE 14-I.-P,·edicted and Achieved Gemiui Launch Vehicle Pa?fload Capability Mm·gins

-------:· ----- - --Payload capability margin

Mission

.

Minimum

I

' "

.

....
..I

IL...,... .
IlL ......

'

IV

v

"

VII.

Nominal

508

1017

336

1025

577

-

T.

Predicted, lh

1199

-62

593

-135

526

I

I

Achieved, lh

J

II
I

1171
1066
1396
767
374

-

-

-

Difference, lb

lI

-·-----

1 54
41

197
174
-152

77

69

70!>

786

891

778

VIII .... .

265

-113

-162

492

47i

-22

IX-A. . .

-282

372

638

266

. . . .. .. .. , . .
XII . . . . . . .

·-217
-175

416

571

155

-51

619

VI-A...

x....... ...

XI ... . ...
.

.

. ...

.

.

'"'"""'

'"

. '

497

528

31

86!l

250
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Sta,f!c II fli .l!ht. To ;tlle\'iate this �itu
l ht> capabi lit r of switch i n,: hac}.; to the
pl'im ar�· :-;�·stem was i ntorporatt>cl. It was
durin.f!

ation.

plann�d that switehback would onl�· he actu

a ll'cl in

I he ('\'l!ll t thl' switehm·pr \\';Is initial I'd

h�· lm�s of h.\'lh·a u l i t· 11rcs�urc and would he
act i\ a ted
'

het \\'Ct'n

enable.

sta ,f!i ll.f!

and

.l!llidant·p

The switt·ho,·er fli}!ht loa d s d uri n}! t he h i gh
maximum
found

to

IJc

dynamir

in

pressut't•

rl!.f!ion

were

cxt·ess of the structural desi}!n

wus op
u.r sele<·t i n.f! the sensor limits that

critet·ia. Consequent!.'·· the con cept
timized

t·re\\' safety. A corre�pondin.f!
hardwnre ehan,f!e was made to reduc:e the
an,f!u\a t· rate s\\'itch settin.f!s. The structural
lnad-can�· i n }! ('a pa hilit�· was ree'valuat.ed in
the lig-ht of pmba h ili t �· ronsiclerations, which
1·e�ulted in a recl uced factor of safety for
switchc•ver from 1.25 to 1.1 0. A deliberate
Hi.l!ht-test switchover was cJ iscussed : how
C'\'Cr, uetause of diflicult�· in initiatin}! the
�witcho\'er, and the shrn ificanc e of the lim
ited resu Its. it was cleciclecl not to pet·form
the te�t.
maximir.ed

C:1•mini Launch Y<·hich• Sta�:<·

II F:n�:in<· Stahility

lmpron•mt•nt l'ro�:ram

One of the major concerns in man rating
veh icl e was the possibil i ty of
combustion instabilit? during the Sta ge II
start tnmsient. The ground-test histo·ry of
the original Stas:r� I I en}!ine utilizing the pro
duction quadlet injector gave rise to certain
d�·namic combustion stabilit�· questions for
man-rating requirements. The qua<llet in
jector had a clemonstn1ted instability inci
dent rate of about 2 pe1·cent du r ing ground
tests. Even though this rate was extrt!mely
low, the effect of an instability dming
manned ftis:rht caused concern and resulted in
the AF 1\ASA d ecisio n to develop a more
cl,,·namically stable Stage II injector, one that
would be capable of accepting limited puls
ing without in�tability. The development of
the new injector required evaluation of sev
eral injector types. These injectors were
screened by thrust-chamber assembly test�
the Titan I J

p ri ma ril y of newly developed
pulsiliJ! techniques derived to estab
l ish instauilit.'· trig}!erinJr thresholds. The
sclt�ctccl Jlrotot,vpc injectors we1·e then tested
al the engine lc\'el for system compalabilit�·.
A final ca nd id ate i njector then u nderwent a
moclifiecl qualification te� t program which
was i nte}!rate<l into an engine imp rov ement
program verification test series. To provide
further assuJ·atwc of the adequacy of this in
jed or for ma nned flight. it was flis:rht tested
''·'· a Ti ta n I l l ( ' vehicle, und �ubsequently in
tm·pm·;llcd i nlo the Gemini VIJJ launch v e
h icl e.
cons i st i ng

homh

As with the Gemi ni Launch Vehicle, the
Air Force Space Systems Division was the
NASA contractor for the development and
proc u rem ent of the Gemini Atlas-Agena Tar
.f!P.I Vehicle s�·stem. However, an attempt
was made to mld the effort to an existing
AF NASA or}!anizational a rrangement al
ready established for the proc urement and
launch of the Atlas-A}!ena co mbinati on for
other programs. Accordingly, NASA con
tinued t(l use the Marshall Space Flight Cen
ter in the " . . . role of procurement contractor
and techn ical ad\'i�or to the Project Office in
the development, procurement and launch of
Atlas 'A�enl'l Target Veh icle� for the Project
Gemini Rendezvous Mi!o;sions. . . ." The Air
Force addecl the development, procurement,
and s� st ems integration of the target-vehicle
s�·stem to an existing program office charged
with procurement ancl payloarl integration of
Agena vehicle� for oth er NASA programs.
In March 1962. the target-vehicle program
was i n i ti ated b�· N ASA-Defen�e Purchase
Request H-�0247 with th e details of the ob
jectives and statement of work to be evolved
in working sessions.
In January 1963, the Manned Spacecraft
('enter assumed direct control of the Space
S�·stems Division effort with the withdrawal
of M arshall Space Flight Center from the
program. At the same time, organizational
realinements began at the Space Systems
r
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Typl..-al Tarj.!t'l· \'ehicle Chrnnoln�:y

Division to provide a pr·ogram office solei�·
concerned with the target-vehicle e ffort. This
objective wa� not finally achie\·ed on a basis
comparable to the Gemini Launch Vehicle
office until Jul�· 1965. However. certain a�
pect� of the initial oyganizationnl HITange
ment.

for both procurement and technical

develc

!llent, once establ i�hecl, could never

be con . oletely changed.
The .,lJjectives of the Air Force program
:
oftice wttre evoh ecl a:-; a r•�sult of j oint work
ing-

:-�e��ion:-;

hm;ed

upo·n

Gemini

mission

ground rule:-�, objectives. a nd requirement�.
The fundamental ob.iective wa:-� to modif�·
the basic Agena \'ehicle to provide the re
quired

accuracies,

command

and

control.

pilot �afet�r. reliability. and clo�:king capa
bility consistent "'ith the! mission to be ac
complished.
To simplify the ••verall Agena vehicle pro
curement and launch serviices. the unmodified

basic Ag-em1 S-Ol f. vehicles and the neces

sary lau.nch-site level of effort were procured
through the exi�ting Space Systems Division

Agena Program Office. The modification of
the basic

;Agena

ag-ed b�· a

to a targe!t vehicle was man

separate

program office group at

the Air Force Space Systems Divi�ion.
In March 1962. a contract wa!; is�uerl to

p

the Lockheed Mis�iles & S ace C'o. to provicle

a vehicle to be usee! as an in-orbit target for
rendezvous with

11

manne·cl spacect•aft.

The

orbiting vehicle coulcl be controlled by cum
mHnd� from the )!round o1r f om the manned

r

spacecraft. The vehicle also had to be capable

of maneuvering- as part of the

:-;pacecra ft

after clocking.
I n late 1964. a Technical Operating P l an
for the Target Ve h icle Prog-ram harl been

estnblished, and the re..;;p•l>n!'<ibilit�· for p ro
dding technical su r ei l ance of the Lockh eed

v l

contract was assigned to the Aerospace \orp.
In keeping with .the norm;� I rel ationship� <UHl
operations of the Space Sy:;;tems Divi�ion anrl
the 6555th Aerospace Test Wing- at Cape

Kennedy, the target-vehicl'e launc h responsi

bilities were assigned to the SLV-� Director
ate of the Wing.
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The target ,-ehicle was initiall�· manufac
turecl. a�sembled. and testecl on the standard
Ag-ena

production

line.

and

certain

items

unique to the tat·get vehicle necessarily had
to be incorporat�d as part of the initial as
;;embly pt·ior tn final modification and �ystems
test. These unique items included the Model

8247 enJ.!'ine manufactured by Be ll Aircraft
Corp.,

a

uxi li a rr fon\'ard equip
o l helium g-as capacit�·.

1 7-inch a

ment rack. ad d iti n a
a nd similar item:-�.

Aftet· deliver�· uf the basic vehicle to the

Air Force, certain installations required ad
d it ional modifications h�· Lockheed becaui'e

of the peculiar requirements of th� targ-et
vehicle. The chanJ!es were main!�· confinecl
to

elet'tricnl

and

electronic

packnge�

ancl

harne:-<�es. After final <tsgembly. the target
vehicle wa:-; moved to the final s�·stem� test

aree� a nd completely te!';tecl u:-:in� a .-imulator

for the TarJ.!'et Do�:king Aclapte.r. when neces

sar�·. ancl for :<hrou<l electrical connecti1111�.
After ail'lift to Cape Kenned�· the \'ehicle

was inspected, checked. ancl ali netl .

High

ptessure checks. which for f;afety rea�ons
cou)(l not be a<:complished at the factory.
\\'ere completed. The Seconclar�' Propulsion
System morlule� and heat ,;hieltl:; were in
stalled and alined. A complete series of inter
fa<:e tests \\'a�

accomplished,

l

loatlinJ.!' of HtH: i l m·�

folJO\\'t!d

fluids and )!a:-;es.

r

b�·
(All

pyr(ltet:lmil's. propt!llant::: , and batteries were
i nst all e1\ at the launch �tand.) The vehicle
was

then

erectecl

with

the

Atlas Targ-et

Launch Veh i cle. Thl· major remaining- te�t!'

were the .Joint Flight ActeptmH:e Compo!'ite
Test and the Simul taneous Launtoh De mon
strati()n. The vehicle was then rend�· for F' -1

day,

p reco u nt

0

and final count te:-;ts.

For the adual launch of the C:t•mi n i AJ.!'t'lta

Tai'J.!'et Vehide. the role of eac h contractor
inc:htlil•d the fol lowin

�:

( 1 ) Lockheed Missih's & Spatoe C'o. ftlr
nished

tht• Gl• m i n i

AJ.!'l'IIH

T;trJ!ct

and :ts�ocialed refercnt·e tra.i

t>tb l ry

Vehirie.

0

ra nj.!'E'·

safet_,. pal'kage. and lli!.!'ht-lt>nniHHI ion sr!'-
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tern report. and was the inlegorating- rontrae
tor for the

:u;ccn t

Test requirements were establ ished to verify
adequacy of the design changes and to dem

guidance effort.

( 2 ) General Dynamics Convair furnishen
the Atla� Lau11 t:h Vehicle ( SL\'-� ) and the

onstrate flightworthiness of the modified en
gine configuration. Results of the symposium

assot'iated llil!ht-termination s�·stem report.

on hypergolic ignition indicated that one sig

ancl flight-test 1·esults. and concluded a com

nificant test requirement had not been in

integ-rating- contractor.

development and the associated PERT pro

prehensive preflig-ht nata exclwngc with the
( � ) TRW S�·stems fumishcd aseent g-uid

cluded in the original XLR 81-BA-13 engine
g-ram. The requirement was engine testing

ance equations and associated documentation

at an altitude which proper]�· simulated the

for the Gemini Allas-Ag-ena Target Vehicle.

.hard-vacuum space environment. An engine

and pro\'idect Burroughs

modification

"' iring rlat�\.
(4)

Corp

.

with tnl�'

General Electric Co. furni shed guin

planned,

and

which

a

test

required

program
reliable

were

ignition

demonstration during hard-vacuum simula

ance canisters for the Gemini Atlas-Agoena

tion tests above 250 000 feet before the Gem-

Tan!et Vehicle, and operated the General

1111

Electric Monel IJI System at Cape Kenned�·

Aerospace Corp .. NASA, and industry team

during launches ancl all associatecl testing.

effort spearheaded by a high-level

( 5 ) Bu rroughs

Corp.

furnished

wired

Vlll

launch

date.

An

Air

Force,
Super

Tig-er Team, as well as maximum priorities,

:�scent guic'lance trays for the Gemini Atlas

were necessary to accomplish and manage

Ageml Target Vehicle, :�ncl operate(! the com

the engine modification and test program on

puters in Guiclecl Missile Compute1· Facilit�·

an accelerated, maximum-success schedule.

no. l at Cape Kennerly ciUI·ing launches and

all associated testing.

The activity was designated

Project Sure

Fire and was initiated in November 1965.
Testing was initiated immediate!�· on the

(;t>mini Tar�<'l

Vt'hi<"11• l'roj('d

Sun• Fir('

tu1·bine pump assembly. These tests provided

On October 25, 1 9G5, Gemini Ag-ena Targ-et

the preliminary
ance

values,

eng-ine-transient perform
'the initial detailed

defined

Vehicle 5002 w<ts launcheil from the Eastern

desig-n-change requirements. verified satis

Test Rang-e ns part of the l"Cherlulerl Gemini

fc-�ctory operating characteristics of the pro

VI mission. After separation from the launch

posed

vehicle. the engine malfunctioned deP.truc

initiating engine-level testing, and verified

modified

configurations

prior

to

tivel,\' during the starting l"equence, and the

expected operating characteristics with vari

target-vehicle

ous imposed malfunction conditions. A total

pressurization

s�·stem

de

stroyed the vehicle.

of 75 turbine pump assembl�· tests was ac

Corrective action requirements were gen
erated based upon the results of the post
flight nnal�·sis, the propulsion system and ve
hicle

aft

rack

design

review,

and

the

complished

between

November

1965

and

March 1966.
A total of 37 gas-generator /start-s�·stem
tests was conducted from November 1965

symposium on ignition of h�·pergolic propel

through

lants. The engine design change recommenda

which were conducted c-�t sea level and at a

March

1966.

During these tests,

tions were to convert the Gemini-peculiar

240 000-foot simulated altitude, reliable �as

engine (XLR 81-BA-13) to a thrust-cham

generator ignition was achieved throughout

ber oxidizer-lead start "equence similar to

the range of predicted flight operating con

the basic Agena engine (YLR 81-BA-1 1 ) :

clitions. as well a:-; for conditions normally

to incorporate shock mounting for certain

considered conducive to producing adverse

engine electrical control components; and to

ignition characteristics. In addition, reliable

disable the electronic�gate shutdown capa

ignitions were demonstrated after a gas-gen

bility

eJ·ator/start-system had simulated a 28-da,\'

during

ascent

maneuver

operation.
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pad hold period and a subsequent 5-day alti
tude coast storage period.
A pre�sure ::!Witch relay box was designed
for the initially proposed configuration, and
the development and ftightworthiness dem
onstration tests were conducted on this com
ponent in December 1965 and January 1966.
Vibn ion, shock, humidity, acceleration,
altitum;•. and electrical tests were conducted.
A rela.'· failure occurred during development
vibration testt> ; and after a subsequent re
liability anal�·sis, the relay was removed and
the rela.v box was converted to 11 junction
box.
The proposed engine modification involved
the addition of two pressure switches in the
engine control circuit to provide the required
thrust chamber oxidizer-lead ::;tart sequence.
Turbine pump as11embly test result:-; indi
cated a high-frequc.mcy aduation-deactuation
cycling characted:-- t ic of the backup oxidizer
feed pre11sure switch during a normal engine
lltart sequence. Prt'ssure-switch durability
and vacuum tests w..:re conducted. with no
0hserved degradation of the microswitch con
tacts. successfully demonstrating ::!Witch
operational capability at the Gemini mission
altitude for a minimum 5-<lay period.
Vibration, shock, and hot-fire tests were
conducted as part of the engine sea.Jevel
ftightworthiness demonstration program.
SatiRfactory structural design of the new ancl
modified component installations was veri
flee!. The 42 hot-fh·e test:-; demonstrated sati:-;
fa'Ctory operation and sequencing of the
modified engine confi�uration, and verified
�uccessful implementation and checkout of
the modified engine teRt and servicing pro
cedureR.
A total of 4?, engine ftightworthine:-;s tests
ett simulated altitude!'\ ran).!ing from 257 000
to 453 000 feet, and two checkout firings at
85 000 feet, were conducted. The ignition-con
ti<lence, simulated-mi:-;sion, low-temperature.
hnd malfunction tests at an average simu
lated altitude of �56 000 feet successfully
(lemonstrate<l the hil!h-altitude tlightworthi
ttess of the modified XLR 81-BA-1:� engine.
Sufficient confidence in the reliabilit�, of the
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engine ignition had been gained from the 27
Phase I and Phase I I altitude tests completed
by Marc1'1 4, l96G, to assure flightworthiness
of the Gemini VIII target vehicle and to
allow commitme�t of the modified engine de
sign to flight. Significantly, the postulated
target-vehicle flight failure mode was con
firmed durin).! the altitude malfunction tests ;
and showed that a fuel lead on the XLR
81 --BA-1?, engine would produce hard �tarts
when te:-;ted at the proper altitude and that
a t·easonal>ly high probability of hardware
damage existed. Reevaluation of the Gemini
VI data indicated that the engine damage
incurred during the flight was similar to that
oblierved cluring the last fuel-lead test. In
addition to the successful tlightworthiness
demonstration of the modified engine, the
altitude tesb; provided data on altitude ig
niti!on characteristics over a temperature
rantg-e from 100 F to below zero.
An unexpected destructive hard start oc
curred during a checkout firing early i n the
altitude te�t pr-ogram. Post-te�t data analysi�
an<l: testing showed that excessive w�ter ctnd
alcohol contamination (approximately 85
percent) was introduced into the engjne fuel
sys1tem during the pretire propellant loading
ope·ration. The fuel :-;ystem became contami
nat,ed with water during test-cell downtime
for instrumentation and hardware repair.
An abbreviated iRopropyl-alcohol flush pro
cedrure was conducted to remove water from
· the engine : however, the water and alcohol
were not completely removed from the fa
cility fuel system, resulting' in entry of the
contaminated fuel load into the engine. Full
scale and subscale thruRt-chamber ignition
te.�ts were instituted to evaluate the effects
of fuel contamination. Results showed that
significant increases in ignition delay and
peak pressures occur as the quantities of
alco•hol and water in the fuel are increased.
Further analysis and tests dearly supported
the conclusion that the checkout test failu1·e
was caused by contaminated fuel.
Further ignition tests investigated thru:-;t
chamber ignition characteristics with fuel,
oxidizer, anrl simultaneous propellant lead�
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over

n

ntnge of operatin.!! tempt!ratures and

mono ) 1ropella nt

possesses

t' haracteri sti cs.

altitudef' ( ambient pressures). Consiclerahle

Tht• resultant mixtun• lwcomes the sou rce of

datH were rclatctlJle tv t h e XLR 81-BA-1 :>,

the additional

e ng-ine thrui't <:hamber, and usable as an aiel
in explainin)! the d i fferences i n i)!nition chnr

energ,\'

which

produces

the

IHml sta rt when i)!nition oe�::urs. In the XLR

Rl-HA-1 :: thrust chamber. additional clam

aderisti<:s in the main t h ru st chamber ·with

aj.!e was incuned lJccause th e res iden t<' t ime

fuel and ox i d izer leads. When sul>,iected to

\\'liS

the sanw test

e ond i tions.

the XLit �1-BA-J:�

sue h that a rea tta hl c mixture accumu

lated downstream of t.hc throat during the

eng-ine t hrust tha m ber produt·e d sig-nititantly

lonJ.! ignition delay. causinJ.! the nozzle ov er

d i fferent hrnition charatteristit-s for a fuel 

]ll"esslll'<' when iJ,!nition <JC('ttrrecl.

leacl start seqllt'lH't' compared to an oxidizer

A lthouJ.!h thL• gas generator opet·ates rc

lead. Tht'rcfore. a <·om parati \·{� evaluation of

liabl.\·

the

attributable to :

clifferenn�s

in

ig-nition

charncteril'tits

a

with

fuel

this

lead .

reliabilit�·

is

( l ) the t·elalivel �· ver�' large

was made, based on test data for the full

\'olumc of tht! j.!a� J.!CIWralor 1turhine mani

scale ( enJ,! inc) thrust chamber, the subscale

fold assem!JI.Y. which readil.'· accommodate!'

thruster. and the eng-ine ga� gen erator a�

th1· <'IWI'J.!.\' stored

at

ignition :

and

(2)

a

semuly. The h:tl"Ciware desi)!n factors which

preiJ,!nition

can affect iJ,!nition were re\'iewed ; and t he

that a prciJ.!niter prohal,J�· exists, similar to

dependent l'onditions existinJ.! in �he cha mber
at i)!nition

(such as mi xture ratio, deni'ity,

ig-nition <lela�·. and ig-nition chemistr�·) were

recorded or deri ved as t he test variables of

a ltitude,

temperature.

and

p ropel la nt

lead

we1·e chan)!ed. The p1·o pe r pressure and tem

peratu re mu�t be J,!enerated in the· fuel-oxi
di7.er mixture clurinJ.! the induction period

.iu�t pri ot· to i gn i ti on , and a sufficient amount

of oxidizer must be present during induction

to p revent long- ig-nit:ion clela�·s o1· q uench i n )!

of the rea cti on .
Based on analysis of th e tlesiJ,!n factors and
con ditions i n the full -scal e and subscale thrust
chambers at ignit i on . it appeared that the

chemistr�· of the ig-n ition was i n voh·ed i n
prod uc i ng- the hard start experienced i n the

main

thrust

chamhe1·

with

the

fuel-lead

start sequence. When oxidizer \\'as not pres
ent in sufficient quantities during the i n d uc

ti o n period . a suitable oxidation reaction clicl
not occur to <H'ercome th� effects that the

hard vacuum produce� du ri ng t he p 1·opella nt
pre-flow and/ot· mixjng period. Thus, proper

pressun•

which

rise.

indicate�

th<' m ai n th rust cha m ber ox i di zer-lea d start

s('quence.

The following siJ.!nificant conclusion� were

dcri,·ecl from Project Sure Fire :

( 1 ) FliJ.!htworthines!' of the modifieo
81-BA-l :� eng-i ne confij.!uration was

XLR

succcssfull.'· demonstrated.

(2)

An

oxidize1·-lead

optimum' for th e
thrust chamber,

start

and

sequence

is

81-BA-13 engi n e

XLR

proYide� l ow and ae

ceptabl e iJ,!nition shock level!' over the range
of required operating- co ndi ti on s.

(:{) Si J.!ni ficant d ifferences exist between

oxidizer-lead

acteristics

in

and

the

fu el - le ad

i gni tio n

81-BA-13

XLR

char

thrui't

ch amber.

( 4)

The conclusion indicated b�· the flight

failun! anal�·sis of the

Gemini

VI

target

,·eh i c le , that an en g-i ne hard start occurred.

was pro\'en correct ; and the postu lati on that
the enJ,!ine harcl start

\\'as

clue to a fuel-l ead

sta1·t seq u ence wa>. a l �o correct.

( 5) Fuel -lea d hard i'tarts yield high prob

pre�sures and tem peratu rei' were n ot devel

abi lit�· of damage to the thrust chamber

oped and a lonv ig-n i tion delay rei'u lte d . clur

assembl �·. Ree\'aluation of

ing which seconcla r�· reactions proha bl�· oc

curred. producing h i g-h energ�· i nterm ed i ate
compounds.

formed,
meth�·l

A highlr reactahle mixture i�

i n clu d insr

h �·d razi ne

the

unsymmetrical

(UD:\1H)

fuel

di

wh i ch

i n d icates

that

an

oxi d izer

Gem in i VI data
line break oc

cl!l·red in the same area as that observed

d uri n g the last fuel-lead te�t at A rnol d Engi 
neering Development

CP.nter. No reactions

or ach·erse pressu1·ei' were detected in any of
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. the thrust chamber mani.fold caYities during

tests must be conducted as final proof that

the fuel-lead starts at Arnold Engineering

complete simulation of all factors affecting

Development

the ignition process for a specific configura

Center.

The

hard-start

re

actions occurred in the combustion chamber
and divergent nozzle.

( 6) The fuel-lead hard-start mechanism
appears to involve the chemistry of the re
action during the induction period. Lack of
an excess of oxidizer apparently prevents a
satisfactory oxidation re·action from occur
ring relative to that for an oxidizer-lead
start sequence. A very long ignition delay
occurs, allowing an accumulation of a re
actable oxidizer-fuel mixt:ure which probably
contains

high-energy

intermediate

com

pounds formed during this delay.

( 7 ) The XLR 81-BA-·13 engine gas gen
erator

assembly

providE!S

reliable

ignition

with a fuel-lead start s•equence within the
range of operating requirem�nts. Low peak
pressure and very slow prel'lsure rise rates
are always obtained. The�e characteri8tics
appear to be due to the large volume of the
gas generator assembly, 1to the low potential
energy in the chamber at ignition. and, per
haps most important. to a preignition pres
sure buildup probably attributable to a pre
igniter oxidizer flow.

(8) Testing at the proper simulated alti
tude to determ ine engine ignition reliability
is

a

necessary

and

extremely

importan·t

phase of space-flight engine development.

(9) Propellant triple-point (pha�e) data

provide a reliable guideline for defi nin g the
minimum altitude test requirements. Further
studies on the relation of phMe data, propel
lant injection. and expansion dynamics at
hard vacuum. and presence of excess fuel or
oxidizer, are recommended in order to ad
vance the Rtate of the art.

(10) Existing ground..test technology is

tion have been demonstrated.
Results of Project Sure Fire were positive
and on March 17, 1966, the engine was com
mitted to launch. The engine performed as
desired through all pha�e� of the mission, in
cluding demonstrations

of multiple starts

and maneuver capability.
Gemini Tar�ret Vt•hicle Stahility ()uring ()ocked
F.nl!ine Firing

The

target-vehicle

control

system

was

originally designed to provide stable flight
for an Agena vehicle with a conventional
payload. For Gemini, the control system was
required to provide stability during Primary
Propulsion
docked

System

firinsrs

configuration.

while

The original

in

the

sy�tem

was designed to filter all Agena bod�·-bending
modes greater than 8 c.,·cle� per second. The
system could be modified by n g-ain change to
handle frequencies as low as 5 c�·cles per second. However. the docked spacecraft .. tar�et
vehicle

hncl

n

fundamental

bod�·-bending

mode with a frequenc�· between 2 and

4

cycles per second. A lend-lag circuit was de
siJ{ned by Lockheed to cope with thiR mode,
and

stabi.lib·

studies

were

performed

to

question

In

check out the modified s.,·stem.
The

fundamental

mode

in

volved rigid-body motion of the spacecraft
tnrJ.Cet vehicle with u flexible spring, the
Target Docking Adapter. connecting them.
Preliminar.'· stiffne:-;R clata showed both in
plane and out-of-plane response when incor
porated in the model. and indicated the in
ability of the modified

R�·stem to provide

�>tability. A cl,\'namic re:-;pon::.e te:-;t was pt!l'

more than sufficient to pmperly simulate re

formed to provide better rtata for the anal�·

quired altitude conditions for medium-size

sis anrt resulted in considerably more out-of

rocket engines.

( 1 1 ) Sea-level and alt!itude subscale ig-ni
tion tests, and full-scale! sea-level ignition

plane couplin� in the fundamental mode than
had been expected. The frequenc�: of thi�
mode was between 2.5 and :to cycles per sec

tests can be a valunble adjunct to full-scale

oncl.

altitude testing. However-. ful l-:-;cale altitude

Structural clamping nlried betwt>en 2.0 ancl

depending

on

the

wei�ht

condition.

•
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f>.O )lCl't�l!l!L J n the course of l'\'aluating the

te:-;t data. en·ors in handling- the out-of-plane

<'ris accuracies

when

making

out-of-plane

orllit changes. This yaw-heading error was

re�ponse were discm·cred i n the modeL With

due

the

J.rravit�· offset, �=;low control-system response

model conected and with the use of lower

to

a

combination

of

yaw

center-of

lmund damping- value.", the lead-lag modifi

time. and vehicle dynamics. The yaw center

t'ation propo:-;e<l b." Lockheed was shown to

of-gravity

prO\'i<ll' aclcquatu stability. The modi ficat:inn

that of the standard Agena due to the added

offset

wa� approximately

twice

was flown on t h e Gemini VIII and !\ub�equent

weight resulting from the addition of two

Gemini Ag-cna Tm·�ct Vehicles.

•·unning light

As xoon

as the

modal

re:-;ponse of the

clocked spacecraft target vchicl<' had

Lt�en

batteries. The slow control

system response time was caused b�· the re
de�isrn of the flight-control electronics pack

estaulished h_,. xt ucii('s at the Massachusetts

age.

l n stitutl' of

provide stable control-system operation dur

TcchnoloJ!.\' and the results ac

cepteci b�· the contractors affected, the fli��ht
control electronics c-ompen:o;ation wa.-.

lisbecl.

shown

Pre\'ious
that

a

studier-;

est::�.u

h�· Lockheed had

modification to the Jead-lal!

shapinJ! network already in existence could
handle both the ascent dynamics and the
docked dynamics with a minor change in loop
gain between two flig-ht mode�=;. The simula

the vehicle was incJ·easeci to I nclu de
the flig-ht contl·ol system, and the potential of
tion of

the'revixed lead-lag was confirmed.
Lockheed

proceedecf

to

mechanize

and

The

simulatim1.

e,·aluated.

The

most

difficult

developm1mt

item in the change was the perfection of the
temperature-stabilized operational amplifier.
Actual breadboard parts were tied into the
sing-le-axi�=; simulator for temperature tests
as well as system performance evaluations.
This phase was also used to perfect test pro
cedures

and

tolerances

that would

insure

proper sy�tem performance.
C.emini Tar�et

The errors were much

-+:90" configuration and a plane change was

attempted. This wa�=; due to the offset being
in the yaw direction and the velocit�· compo

nent error combining directly with the orbi
tal

velocity. These errors greatly exceeded

3-sigma vaJue� derived in prior error anal
and

on-orbit

guidance

solutions to

the

computations.

center-of-gravity

problem were investigated. The�=;e consisted

of removing hatteries. realining the engine,

addinl!

ballast,

off-loading

the

Secondary

Propulsion S�·stem prope1lants. and prepar
ing correction tables for u�=;e in trimming out
potential

dispersions.

A

parametric

study

wa�=; performed which related pitch-and-yaw
attitude errors to center-of-gravity offsets
for the targ-et \'Chicle during Primary Pro
pulsion

System

operation. Attitude

were determined as

Vehicl<' Ct-ntt>r-of-Gra,·it�·

to

more pronounced when the vehicle was in a

a

computer

required

mately 120 miles durinsr Primar�· Propulsion
S.v�tem operation.

Val'iou�

digital

been

Orbital altitude errors ranged to approxi

�·�efl

�inJ.rle-axis

had

insr the docked mode.

optimize the lead-lag design with the use of
Hardware components and tolerances w•�re

redesign

errors

a function of firing time,

vehicle center-of-gravit�· offsets, and vehicle

Olfi'Pt ProblPm

weig-ht. Results were plotted as A family of
A major problem occurred on the Gemini

curves to provide programed attitude cor

in

rection data for desired orbit changes. Aver

orbit, Primary Propulsion System powered

Age attitude error and actuator po�=;ition for

flight.

various time.-. of Priman· Propulsion System

VIIT

target
A

vehicle

significant

during
vehicle

undocked,

yaw-heading

error existed ; the resulting velocity vedor

firings.

error affected the orbital guidance computa

actuator position response curves. were pre

tions and resulted in adverse orbital ephem-

sented.

along with

transient

attitude and
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Atlas SLV-3 Target Launch Vehicle
The basic planning of the Gemini Program
directed the use of the Air Force Atlas
SLV-3 as the launch vehicle for the Gemini
Agena Target Vehicle. The overall develop
ment of the Gemini Atlas-Agena Target
Vehicle system was assigned to the Air
Force Space Systems Division. The target
vehicle program office u�ed the existing inter
nal Space Systems Division management
!'ltructure for the procurement of the SLV-3
vehicles. The SL V-:1 contracts covered neces-.
sary services and equipment from General
Dynamics/Convair, Rocketdyne, Acoustica,
General Electric, Burroughs, and the Aero
space Corp. Seven Atlas S LV-3 vehicles
were procured and launched during the
Gemini Program.
After final assembly · at the factory, the
tanks were mated to the engine section ;
various subassembly kits were installed and
tested prior to a final composite test of the
complete vehicle. The vehicle was then
shipped to Cape Kennedy where th·e SLY-3
underwent inspection and final installations
in the hangar prior to erection. After the
vehicle was erected on Launch Complex 14,
the principal tests were the SLY-� Flight
Acceptance Composite Tests and the overall
Atlas-Agena Target Vehicle !'lystem test
(Joint Flight Acceptance Composite Test ) .
Finally, an SLV-3 tanking test was accom
plished to establish flight readiness of the
launch vehicle.
Augmented Target Docking Adapter
Program

In December 1965, the Manned Spacecraft
Center delineated the Air Force Space Sys
tems Division and contractor support re
quirements for the Augmented Target Dock
ing Adapter mission. The Air Force Space
System!; Division was to supply the follow
ing hardware : an SLV-3 vehicle, a Gemini
target-vehicle shroud. and a Gemini tar�et-
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vehicle booster adapter. Space Systems Divi
sion was also required to perform the soft
ware work necessary to place the Aug-.
mented Target Docking Adapter into orbit,
using only SLV-3 boost capability.
Pro�:ram Requirements

The Augmented Target Docking Adapter
w�s originally designed as a backup vehicle
for the Gemi n i VII ' VI-A rendezvous mis
sion and for the Gemini VIII mission. At
fi.rst. it was not known if the hard start ex
perienced by the Gemini VI target vehicle
could be corrected before the Gemini VIII
mission. The Manned Spacecraft Center re
quested a vehicle that would permit docking
even though it would have no maneuver
.capability. The Augmented Target Docking
Adapter consisted of a target-vehicle shroud.
a
Target Docking Adapter, an equipment
section, a Gemini spacecraft Reentry Con
trol System module, and a battery section.
The im;ertion conditions required a near
circular orbit of 161 nautical miles with dis
persions no greater than ±20 nautical miles
and an inclination angle of 28.87'"'. The steer
ing mode was to be the crossing of the
ascending mode. A 2500-pound payload was
used for planning.
Gemini Atla:s-Agena Target Vehicle
Launch History
Gemini VI Mis!lion

Since the Gemini VI mh;sion was to be the
firl'lt Gemini rendezvous mission, the primary
objective was the rendezvous and docking of
the Gemini spacecraft with the Gemini
Agena Target Vehicle. Another objective in
volved checkout of the target vehicle while
clocked, and included commands from the
spacecraf� to the target vehicle, determi
nation of target-vehicle safety status, and
test of target-vehicle attitude maneuvet
capability. A small Secondary Propulsion
System firing in the docked configuration
wa� also planned, although no docked Pri-

CEMINI

li ri llJ.!' was

mary I 'ropu ):;ion S.\·stcm
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pia nn cd .

p larw maneuver,

or iuclination-adjust

ma

Thi:; mission was also lht• first s i mu ltaneous

neuver. and again resulted in a large in-plane

l'Cilllltdo\\'n for lhl: launch of l\\'o \'(•hick:-;

\ e lol'it�· component. l l was late r determined

(the

l; em i ni

and, 1 0 1

Atla,;-AI-!ena

Tar)!et

\'chitll•

minute..; laler. tht• l.emini Launth

for t h t• Gemini

Atlas-A).!cna Target Vehicle

\'l mi:;si on \\'as launchecl at

1 1 1 :t.m .. cu:-:tcrn standard t inw. October 25.
l fl(ii). The ast'l'IH

J'Ol'lion of the fli;.!'ht was

until tinw for the targct -,·ehi cl e
P r i mar_,. Propubion �-'·:;tl'm to fin · fo1· tht>

11orm:tl

inst•rtiou

h:l l'<l :-:tnrt

malll'lln• r : th<• Clll!ill<• sufTerocl ll

:lllcl suiJsvquent <•x p losion. and the

\·ehiciC' failed to liCh it'\'l' orbit.

c;l'Oiini

and contJ·ol s_,·stem being- t oo slow to correct
for c<•nter-of-gr·m•ity errors. It was decided
that

adcl i tiona l

out-of-plane

maneuvers

would not he made.

An i n-plane ret1·ogracle maneuver resulted

in lowc•ring' tht· apogee to 200 nautical miles,
and the results were

m·arl.v perfPct The yaw
.

nfT:·Wt wa:- a;.!'ain noted. hut the firing waR
short ; Rlight �·aw-hcading errors have much
less effect on the resulting orbit when the

1\lis,;iun

\'JI)

b�· a large

and t,�- the d.\'namk response of the 1-!Ui da ncc

\'t•hiclt· and :;pacctraft ) .
The l.cm i n i

tlwt these errors \\'ere caused

<·<•nt er-of-gra\'it.\' offset from t he centerline.

maneuver is performecl in-plane. Based upon
thi� �ucces�. two more in-plane maneuvers.

A t lax-AJ!ena Target Vehicle

<lwel l initiate ancl dwell terminate, were per

for tht• l.emini V I I I mis,;ion \\'as la unched at

formed to deplete som� of the propellants

The Gemini

1 0 :0:1 :0:1 a.m .. <'astern standm·d time. March
1 G. 1 !lG(j. Tht• a>wt·nt ph;ase was vt•J·�· close to

and to ach i e\'c a circular orbit of 220 nauti

cal miles. The se maneuvers were ver�· suc

nominal \\'ith i n sert ion into an orbit H i 1 .4 u�·

cessfu l Hn<i accurate. althoul-!h the yaw off

1 6 1 .7 na u t i cal m i le:;. The inscr·tion pantm

set was noted <luring each firi ng The center

eters \\'ere as follows :

of-Jrra\·it�· off�et problem wa� the onlr major
.. .

. . ..... ::r.o::.o!'i
2R.Rii
I n�lination anl!lt·. clcl! .................... .
Semimajo1· axis. n. mi.
Eccentl'icity

.. .... .. ..

.

O.(J(JIIt.
!H1.4i

........................................

Pcriocl. min ........................................

Fo llowin g- undocking and
�pacecraft. eight oruitHI

rcentr�· of the

firingl' we1·e per

. Pro

form€<! uy the larl!et-vchitle Pri ma r_,

pulsion

S�·stem during-

Gemini

V I I I . The

duration ranged from t he (1.85-second mini

mu m-i mp ul!>.e firinJr to

a

19.6-:-�econcl plane

change. with the majori t _, between 1 and 3
.

seconds. Of the eil-!ht fi ri ng-1', fh-e uti I izt:!d the

�hort 22-Recond A-ullag-e seq u en ce. and the
other three w.;ed th e 7-Rf'concl C-ullage se

quence. BaRed UJ1011 tht' :�\·ailahle data, the

Primm·_,. Propul�ion Sy:-;tem performed nor

mall�· clul'ing all eight firings. During the

1 9 6-Reconcl out-of-plane maneu\'er. a major
.

.

!'>�·stem pmhlem during the mission.

OperHtion

of the

Secondary

Propulsion

s.v�tem was d esi red until the propellant was

depleted ; however, because of the excessive
control-gas usage during the Rpacecraft mal
function, onl�· 1 5 pounds of Attitude Control
System gas remained when the first Sec
onclar_,. Propulsion S�·stem firing was to be
initiatecl. The operation was planned for 20
seconds t<J provide the first actual in-orbit
openttion of the Seconclar�· Propulsion Sys
tem and to verify control-s:ras usage rates.

The first Seconclar�· Propulsion S�·Rtem Unit
II ope1·ation occurred over Grand Canar�·
Island in revolution 4 1 . The firing was per
formed usin�t flight contt·ol mode FC-7 to
reduce velocit�·-vector errors caused by cen
ter-of-J!ra,·ity offset. Q,·er the Eastern Test

The ,·e

Range during re\'olution 42, the second op

hicle attitude in ya\\' was consiclerabl�· off thl·
intended heading. resultin� in a large in

eration of the Secondary Propulsion System

syRtem anomaly became a ppa rent

.

was performed at the existing heading of

plane ,·eJocity component. This same headin�

-90 . This maneu,·er was also performed

offRet was also noted on the seco n d out-of-

with docked gain� to reduce thrust-vector
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t!tTor� caused by center-of-gravity offset. The

mane u ver appeared nominal. except that 5

pouncls oi control gas were expended. The

target-vehicle orbit after the final Secondary

Propulsion System firin g was 220 by 222
naut ical

angle

mile:'

with

a

28.867

inclination

.

During

Gemini

the

VIII mission. 5439

tommanct� to the tar�et vehicle were sent.
accepted, and executed. The Gemini Atlas

launched
from
Cape
Kennedy at
1 0 :00:02 a.m.. eastern standard time, June

was

1.

I 96G.

The Target

noel a I

cro ·:-.ing.

PL•rigc� altitucle,

for the

Gemini

IX

mission

was

launched Ma�· 17, 1966. A normal countdown
and lift-off occurred. A fte r 120.6 second� of
flight. the vehicle expe rie nced a loss-of-pitch

control in one booster engine. Tracking film
showed that after the loss-of-pitch stability,
the vehicle pitched downward in excess of

180 . and changed in azimuth toward the left
( north ward ) . Flight control data also indi
catec1 that the vehicle pitched downwarct :
extrapolated and inte�rated data revealecl
that the vehicle pi tch ed down 21 6'' from the

67

refere nce at 120.6 seconds. Radar data

from the Grand Bahama Islanrl station at

secon d:-: after
placed the veh ic le

4:16 seconds. approximately 13G

\'ernier

engine

cutoff.

about 103.4 nautical miles from the launth
site,

headed

97 000

in

<l

northerly

n.

mi. . .........................

mi.

.

............ ..

....... ..

............................ .................

Period. min

Jlil.t

l!il.O

:•11.511

(;,•mini X ' ; ... .in11

Atlas-Ag-ena T:n·get Vehicle

for the Gemini X m iss ion was launched at

The Gemini Atlns-Agena Target Launch
Vehicle

d irection

at

feet in altitude. and de�cending. These

:1:49 :41i p.m., east e r n standard time, July 18.
19(i(i. The inserti1m pa rameters werf� as fol
low!' :

St!mimnjot axis, n. mi.
lm·tinntiun nn,:de. olt•J!

f:L·ccntridty

107 miles from the launch site in a north 

................ ......

. .

.

.

::c;o::

,..............

.

:!�.�!l

11.1100�
!IIIAii

.................

. ............

.

The a�cent phase was no min al with inser

tion i nto an o rhi t of

Hi::A h�· 159.0 nautical

miles. The larl!e�t d i�pe r:-;ion note<! in the
ascent l!llidance equations was

1.5

sij.!ma.

Th<• tarl!et v eh itlc was comma nded into dork

i ng nmtij.!uration from the j.!round. Prior to
docking. the C:emini spacecraft had a hig-her

t1S:tl!e nf JH'opellants. Thi s

t han-prccl ided

altered the llil!ht plan and re,.;uJterl in more

docked t i me. more n•Iianee on the t:H'j.!et Ye
hitle,

and

more

vt�hkle cap: t bilit�·.

u sin g·

maneuvers

t<w�et

( ;,•mi ni X I �� issinn

!Jact coordinates which plac ed vehicle impad
easterly direction. The exact t·eason for the

. .

. ... ..............

.........

. . ... .. ..... .......... ..

Pt·t·iocl. min

data correlated well with a set of radar im

XI Atla,.;-Al!ena Targ-et \'e

The Gemini

h kll• wa� Iaunehccl at � :05:01 a.m . t!astern

Sept embe r

.

Jogs of the en�ine p itch control is unknown.

standanl

occurred in the circuit for the sct·,·oamplificr

a n orhit

output-command signal. This s hort-to-�rou nd

insert ion paranwters Wt!l'e as follow,- :

uut

the data ind i cate that a short-to-g-round

may have been causerl by cryogen ic leak:tJ.!C
in the t hrust sectio n.

lime,

�t·mimujor :�.xis,
I ndinntion

IX-A Target Launch Vehicle

1%6. Thl•

n.

mi .

. . ..
. .

................ .

.

:lll�ll·. tlt·ll ..........................

Pl•t·iocl. tnin

with the Ausrmented Target Docking Aclaptcr

1�.

:tSN!nt pha�e was nominal with insertion i11tn
uf 1 !i5.7 b�· lflli.:: nau tica l miles. Tht>

En·cnt ririty

The Gemini

ele

I nclinntion, cle<.r . . ... ... ... ...... ... ... ... . .. ... ... . .. :!1'.87

The Gemini

)li�sion

n.

Apo�t'(' :drltude.

1 second of the :'chedulerl l i ft-off time.

IX

orbital

i nsertion

The

ments were as follows :

Agena Target Vehicle was launched 'vvithin

(;t'mini

Launch Vehicle was

steered int<' a p redete rm ined coast ellipse and

The launc h

........................................ -

.

. ......................................

.... .

:aifl:!.!;

:!l'.l'i-1
ll.lllll ::
!JIUili

was or igi nal ly "l'heduled fm•

St•plemher 9. 1 !)(i() : h o\\' e\'C l". it wa,- clela�·e<l
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1 day clue to an oxidizer leak in the Gemini
Launch Vehicle. The second scheduled launch
on September 10, 19GG, was scrubbed at
T-140 minutes due to a suspected autopilot
malfunction in the Tar�et Launch Vehicle.
During- the ascent Primary Propulsion Sys
tem firing, it wus determined that the maJ,!ni
tude of the center-of-gravity offset problem
encountered during Gemini V I I I had been
successfully eliminated. The target-vehicle
command system rcsponded properly to all
ground and spacecraft commands· during the
mission.

The Gemini Atlas-Agena Target Vehicle
for the Gemini X l l mission was launched at
2 : 07 :59 p.m., eastern standard time. No
vember 1 1 , 1966. The ascent phase was nomi
nal with insertion into an orbit of 163.6 by
159.0 nautical mi les. This was the m ost ac
CUI'ate insertion for the target vehicle i n the
Gemini ProgrAm. The insertion parameter�;
were :

Scmimajor axis, n. mi. ........................ ::r,o:to
Inclination angle, dcg
Eccentricity
Pe.-iod. min

.

.

. ..

.............. .... .

28.8r.

.......................................... 0.0000
............................................

!10.56

The launch was originally scheduled for
November 9, 1966; however, the launch was
delayed 2 days due to a malfunction i n the
secondary autopilot of the Gemini Launch
Vehicle. During the target-vehicle ascent ma
neuver, an apparent anomaly occurred 140
seconds after Primary Propulsion System
initiation. At this time a 30-psi drop occurred
in thrust-chamber pressure for approxi
mately 1 second, then returned to normal for
the remaining 42 seconds of the firing. This
did not affect the Gemini Atlas-Agena Ve
hicle insertion conditions. The docked posi
srracle Primary Propulsion System maneuver
originally planned was canceled due to un
certainties about the significance of the
c �amber-pressure�drop anomaly.
Reference
1.

ANOK.: G�mini Midpl'o�ram Conference, Includ

ing Experiment Results. NAS A SP-121. 1966.
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Force Base, Florida

pants)

Introduction

and, on most mi:- ,,Jns, the Gemini

Agena Target Vehicle.
The Secretary of Defense designated the

t i le global tracking

and reentry network estaolished for Project

Commander of the National Range Division,

Mercury und modified for the Gemini Pro

Air Force Systems Command, Lt. General

gram was a joint NASA/DOD venture. The

Leighton I. Davis, as the Department of De

network was developed by integrating exist

fense Manager for Manned Space Flight Sup

ing DOD range resources with stations estab

port Operations. This designation, organiza

lished and operated by NASA at strategic

tionally

sites

under

the

Joint

Chiefs of Staff,

emphasized DOD support of the Gemini Pro

around

the· world.

In

addition,

the

Australian Weapons Research Establishment

gram. General Davis was given the responsi

operated two stations for NASA. Figure 15-1

bility and authority to insure ·complete and

shows the location of the tracking sites in

responsive

the standard configuration for the Gemini

support

to

NASA's

needs.

Through the National Range Division, he di

rendezvous missions. The locations of the

rected the long!fange planning for the desil{n

tracking ships varied somewhat as specified

and acquisition of supporting resources such

by individual mission needs.

as range ships and

aircraft,

high-quality
nou Sup11ort

communications, and range instrumentation.
The DOD Manager established a small sup
porting joint staff which was the sinl{le point
of contact

for the

final coordination and

marshaling of all supporting resourc�s prior
to each mission. These officers served as the
operational

control

staff

during

mission

periods when the DOD Manager assumed op
erational control of all committed DOD re
sources. The areas of support responsibility
included launch,

network,

recovery,

com

DOD support to the Manned Space Flil!ht
Netw01·k was provided by several agencies.

Ea.'iterll Tf•sf flmtqe.-The Eastern Test

Range (U.S. Air Force) facilities were used
in the launch and the orbital phases of the
missions. Standard launch-site and instru
mentation support were provided · as neces
sary for the launching and performance eval
uation of the Gemini Launch Vehicle. The
1)ervices

munications, ground medical, meteorological,

included

propellants,

pad

xafety,

range safety, metric and optical tracking,

public affairs, and miscellaneous logistics.

telemetry, and communications, as well as
command and control support.

Launch and Network Support

Certain selected facilities at Cape Kennedy
and at Eastern Test Range downrange sta

Manned Space Flight Network

tions ulso comprised a -part of the network
The responsibility of the Manned Space

for tracking the target vehicle and the space

Flight Network during the Gemini Program

craft <.luring orbit and reentry. The facilities

was to control, to communicate with, and to

included : C-band radars for tracking the

observe by electronic methods the perform

spacecraft and target vehicle and S-band

ance of the spacecraft (systems and occu-

radars for tracking the target vehicl e ; tele185
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I. Cape Kennedy

IDOOJ

3. (,rand Turk I slana
4. Anllgua
s. Bermuda
6. Canary Island

1000)
1000)
INASA)
INASAl

2. Grand Bahama Island 10001

7. Kano. Nigeria

(NASAl
10001
Tananarive. Malagasy INASA)
Carnarvon. Australia IWREl
Canton I stand
INASAl
Kauai, Hawaii
INASAl

8. Ascension Island
9.

10.
II.

12.

13. Pt. Arguello. Calif.
14. Guaymas. Mexico
IS. White Sands. N. M.
16. Corpus Christi. Tex.
17. Eglin AFB. Fla.

IDOOJ
INA SAI
10001
INASAl
IOODJ

000 sh1p� R:�se Knot V1ctor Coastal Sentry Quebec, Range Tracker to be positioned as necessary.
Radar and telemetry aircraft to be pOSitioned as needed.

FIGURE 1�1.-Gemini network stations.

metry recording and display equipment ;
command and control equipment; ground
communications, both voice and teletype; and
spacecraft voice communications. The sta
tions designated for orbital support were
Cape Kennedy and Grand Bahama, Grand
Turk, Antigua, and Ascension Islands.
In addition to the land-based stations, two
Eastern Test Range ships, the Coasta,f Sent1·y
Quebec and the Rose Knot Victo1·, were an
integral part of the network. These ships
provided telemetry, command and control,
and communications coverage. The Eastern
Test Range also positioned JC-130 aircraft
in the primary Atlantic Ocean recovery area
to record terminal spacecraft telemetry, and

to relay flight-crew voice communications
from the landing area to the Mission Control
Center-Houston. The resources of the East
ern Test Range were augmented, on a mis
sion-by-mission basis, by such facilities as
the C-band radar at Pretoria, South Africa,
and instrumented ships.
Pacific Mis:;ile Rcrnge.-The Pacific MissiJe
Range (U.S. Navy) facilities provided track
ing ship support and voice-relay telemetry
aircraft for the Eastern Pacific landing area.
Early in the Gemini Program, the Pacific
Missile Range operated the Hawaii, Canton
Island, and California tracking sites. Later
the National Range Division and the West
ern Test Range were established, and the

MISSION SUPPORT
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national range resources were realined. As

dures with the Manned Space Flight Coordi

a result, the operations of the Hawaii and the

nator and

Canton

Is1and

sites

were

transferred

to

NASA ; and the operation of the California
site, to the Western Test Range.
Weste1·u Test Range.-The Western Test
Range (U.S. Air Force) facilitie� operated.
the California tracking· site. Although not
considered a Gemini

network station, the

U.S. Navy l:ihip RMt{Je Trrtcker participated
in the Gemini III tht·ough Gemini X misRions

with radar, telemetry, and communicationl'.
White Sa,ncls Missile Rauge.-The White
Sands Missile Range ( U.S. Army) facilities
provided C-band radar support throughout
the Gemini Program.
Air Proving

Ground

Center.-The

Air

Proving Ground Center (U.S. Air Force) fa
cilities

with

NASA

to assure

propet·

integration of the DOD stations with the
Manned Space Flight Network.
Twenty-four hours prior to launch, the
DOD Manager assumed operational control
of all DOD forces supporting the mission,
The Assistant for Network was part of the
operational staff and provided the DOD Man
ager with

network-readiness

reports,

and

assured that the DOD stations operated in
accordance with the plans and procedure:'
specified for that mission.
The entire integrated network during the
mission wal'l controlled by the network con*
trollers on the staff of the NASA Flight Di
rector

at

the

Mission

Control

Center

Houston. They conducted the network count

provided
C-hand . radar support
throughout. the Gemini Program.
i
Nm·th An e1·ica11 Ai1· Deferu�e Commami.

tests, and

The North American Air Defense Command

the flight,. as necesRary, to asRure that the

support to manned space flight began with
Project Mercury. Th& ability to skin track
and catalog orbiting objects, and to compute
impact data and separation distances, was
beneficial to the Gemini Program. The North
American

Air DefenRe Command assisted

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in com
puting launch-vehicle impact points;

pro

vided ephemeris informati-on on the Gemini
Agena Target Vehicles left in orbit; and pro
vided the capability to skin track the space
craft.

the

coordinating

last-minute instructiQns.

required network support for the mis:;;ion
was provided to the flight controller!'\. The
network controller!'\ were assisted by a joint
Goddard Space Flight Center/DOD Network
Support Team. This team of specialists in
each major category of network instrumen....
tation served as technical advisors to the
network controllers.
During Project Mercury, and for the first
portion of the Gemini Program, the network
control function was performed !;O)ely by
DOD. After relocation of the Mi�sion Contt·ol
function

from

Cape

Kennedy

to

Houston, the network-control staff was aug

(premisl'lion)

phase, management of the DOD portion of
the Gemini network waH the responsibility
of the individual

issued

They all'o directed network activities during

Center

Or�anizatioo

During

down, conducted premission simulations and

range or organizational

commander. In planning DOD network sup

mented b.v NASA per:-;onnel from the Manned
Spacecraft Center and from the Gofhlard
Space

Fli::.ht Center. The network-control

function was then brought under the direct
control of the Manned Spacecraft Center.

port, the DOD Manager and his staff coordi
nated

with

the

Manned

Space

Flight

Coordinator who was responsible for plan
ning, arranging, and coordinating the re

Gf•mi11i I.-For Gemini I. an !Jnrnanned or

:-;ources of his individual range. The Assistant

bital mission, the network was in a proper

for Network to the DOD M�nager coordi

contlguration for the Gemini Program. The

nated network plan� un<l operating proce-

;-;hi p�. Rux<' K11tlf Vicfnr and Coa:-�fnl Sf>ntnt
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Quel>ec, were not required to support this

mission.

Gemin·i /1.-Gemini II was unmanned and
ballistic, requiring only Eastern Test Range
tracking facilities. The Rose Knot Victor was
located up range under the ground track ; the
Coastal Sentry Quebec was located near the
landing point. The Antigua radar tracked
the spacecraft through the communications
blackout period.
Gemini 111.-Gemini III was manned and
orbital and was the first exercise of the entire
network. The U.S. Navy ship Ranye Tracker
was added to the network. The communica
tiom> from the Coa!'ltal Seutry Quebec were
augmented by the U.S. Navy ship Kingsport
and the SYNCOM II satellite. This was the
first time NASA and DOD recovery commu
nication� augmented one another. All radars
that had been committed to the spacecraft
reentr�· phase obtained track.
Gemini /V.-Gemini IV was a 4-day,
manned, orbital mission and used the same
network configuration as Gemini III. An
Eastern Test Range subcable break was suc
cessfully bypassed l>y using alternate routes.
Telemetry monitoring of launch-vehicle re
entry and breakup was available through
1·adar tracking from Patrick Air Force Base
and Kennedy Space Center.
Gemini l'.-Gemini V was an 8-day,
manned, orbital mission and full network
support was provided. The North American
Air Defense Command successfully tracked
and provided impact prediction on the second
stage of the launch vehicle.
Gemini V1-A and Gemini V/I.-Gemini
VI-A and Gemini VII used combined flight
plans. Gemini VII was a 14-day manned mis
sion ; Gemini VI-A was a 2-day, manned,
rendezvous mission. Full network support
was provided. The ship Wheeling was sub
stituted for the ship Range Tracke1·. No sig
nificant network failures occurred during the
14-day mission. The performance of the
remote-site data processor was superior to
that obtained during previous missions.
Gemini VIII.-Gemini VIII was planned as
a 3-day rendezvous mission ; however, the

mission was terminated during the seventh
orbit because of a spacecraft control-system
malfunction after docking. The U.S. Navy
ship KinrJ:·;port was added for this mission.
Excellent network support was available
throughout the spacecraft emergency and the
reentry.
Gemini IX-A th1·ough Gemini Xll.-Gem
ini IX-A was a 3-day rendezvous mission
with the Augmented Target Docking
Adapter. Both Gemini X and XI were 3-day
rendezvous missions with the Gemini Agena
Target Vehicle. Gemini XII was a 4-day ren
dezvous mission with the Gemini Agena Tar
get Vehicle.
The Gemini IX-A through Gemini XII
missions required identical network support.
Network tracking was excellent ; failures
were at a minimum and had no effect on the
missions. On Gemini IX-A and X, the Com
puter Acquisition System allowed the Eastern
Test Range radars to acquire and to track the
spacecraft on reentry. On Gemini XI, a com
puter was made available at the Western Test
Range, and a vector· was sent from the Real
Time Computer System at the Eastern Test
Range to the California site for acquisition.
Tracking data were returned to the Real Time
Computer System for computing acquisition
information for the Eastern Test Range
radars.
Summary of Network Support

Significant progress was realized during
the Gemini Program not only in improving
basic tracking and data transmission. but
also in streamlining operation and test pro
cedures to assure more efficient use of the
available equipment. Network problems, such
as communications failures, inadequate radar
tracking, and difficult troubleshooting that
occurred during Project Mercury, were re
duced so that a fully operative network be
came a routine occurrence at launch time and
throughout the mission.
Modifications and improvements to the
C-hand radars providec more accurate track
ing, easier acquisition, and more rapid proc-
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on

subsequent

missions.
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essing of the radar data. Using pulse code

run

modulation, the Telemetry System allowed a

were made and by the time of the Gemini

Refinements

much greater volume of spacecraft data to

IX-A mission, data from the White Sands

be transmitted and displayed at one time. The

radar, processed by the Real Time Computer

Digital Command System allowed more com

System,

plex and a greater number of commands to

radars to acquire and track the spacecraft

allowed

the

Eastern Test Range

be sent to the spacecraft; by computer proc

during reentry, proving the advantage of the

es�ing, a fail-safe system was provided to

system. Additional computers will be made

assure that the proper command was, in fact,

available at the DOD ranges to add to the

transmitted. The more extensive use of com

system so that the final configuration can be

puters, both on site and at the Mission Con

realized.

trol

Centers, provided for near

real-time

The Impact Predictor System was an out

transmission, reduction, and display of the

growth and refinement of a capability that

volumes of data made available by the net
work. The Gemini Program provided the first

the Real Time Computer System became oper

real operational testing of many of these new

ational. This system used radar data from

had existed at the Eastern Test Range since

systems and the improvements of older sys

other DOD ranges and the downrange East

tems.

ern Test Range sites. The data were processed

The

Digital Command

System

and

Telemetry System, for instance, are gradu

by the Real Time Computer System and pro

ally replacing' older systems on the national

vided a near real-time plot of the spacecraft

ranges.

ground track during reentry. The spacecraft

The Computer Acquisition System was one

drag factor and the maneuvering information

result of the Gemini network support de

were not entered in the computer program,

veloped on the DOD ranges. The reentry pro

but the quantity of available downrange data

file and the pri�ary landing area of the

offset this deficiency in the terminal pha�e

Gemini spacecraft were such that, to provide

of reentry.

adequate radar tracking during reentry .for
landing-point computation, the radars bad

Recovery Support

to acquire during the blackout period. With
out highly accurate acquisition information,
this was almost an impossible task ; however,

The primary

mission of DOD recovery

the means were devised to solve the problem.

force::� during the Gemini Program was to
'
locate and to retrieve the flight crew and

Prior to blackout, radar-track data were pro

spacecraft, and to deliver them to NASA pro

vided to a central computer that had been
programed for reentry. These data could be

gram managers. This re::�ponsibility began
with the launch of the ::;pacecraft and ended

be fed to the radar which would acquire the

to NASA.

translated into an accurate driving signal to

spacecraft during blackout. The accuracy of

with the delivery of the recovered spacecraft
Planning for the spacecraft-location func

the data enabled the radar to follow the actual

tion

spacecraft track and to find the weak beacon

available from several sources. One source in

signal through the ion shield. By use of com

computing a probable landing point was the

puters associated with each radar, data could

information obtained from the ground track

a:-�sumed

that

information

would be

be fed in both directions, and the radars could

ing stations. In addition, the spacecraft was

operate independently. A lack of equipment

equipped with a hi�-rh-frequency radio beacon
which enabled the worldwide DOD high

at the DOD ranges precluded early imple
mentation of the system. Using the Real Time

frequency direction-finding network to pro

Computer System at Cape Kennedy, a suc

vide fixing information. The spacecraft was

ce!lsful test of the theory was accomp1ished

also equipped with an ultrahigh-frequency

on the Gemini V mission ; further tests were

rarl io beacon which could be received by air-
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borne forces. The airborne forces used elec
trouic homing for all Gemini missions. An
additional eiE'ctronic source of information
not orhdnallr anticipated was shipboard
radar. Radar information from ships sta
tioned in the Primary Landing Area was
particularly \'aluable ; and a contact in excess
of :wo milt:s was reported by the primary
recovery ship during recovery of the Gemini
\"11 spacecraft.
Location planning also pro\"ided for visual
:-:earch if electronic means failed. The lc'pace
craft was provided with a sea dye marker to
aid in davtime \'isual location and with a
.
hig-h-intensit�· blinking light for nighttime
seet rch. During the later missions, the loca
tion task was ..;implitied when the spacecraft,
descending on the main parachute, was visu
ally sig-hted.
RPtrieval of the flight crew was accom
plished by helicopter on all but two missions.
The Gemini VI-A and Gemini IX-A flight
crews elected to remain in the spacecraft for
pickup hy the recovery ship. Spacecraft re
trie\"al was accomplished by the primary re
covery ship on all missions except Gemini
Yilt. which landed in the West Pacific Sec
ondary Landing Area. In this case, the swim
mer:-: were deployed from an aircraft on the
scene at spacecraft landing. The team at
tached the flotation collar to the spacecraft,
·and
the recovery was made by the destroyer
supporting the area.
During Gemini II and Gemini III, control
of DOD recovery forces by the DOD Manager
was accomplished from the Mission Control
Center-Cape Kennedy. For all subsequent
missions. the DOD Manager and his staff
operated from the Recovery Control Center,
Houston.
An early problem in the command and con
trol area was the lack of real-time voice infor
mation from the recovery scene. For Gemini
IV, procedures were developed whereby the
flight-crew air-to-ground voice circuit could
be used for on-scene recovery operations and
could be relayed to the Recovery Control Cen
ter : this procedure was followed .for all sub
sequent missions.

The use of functionally descriptive call
:-;igns for the recovery forces was instituted
during Gemini VI-A and VII. This procedure
aided the clarity of recovery .force com
munications and was used in all subsequent
missions.
Recovery Areas

Since recovery planning was concerned
with all conceivable landing situations, the
most effective approach was to orient the
planning about certain geographical areas.
These were the Launch Site, Launch Abort,
Contingency, Secondary, and Primary Areas.
A II except the Contingency Area were con
sidered planned landing areas.

Launch Site Area. The Launch Site Area
(fig. 15-2) was that area where a landing
would occur following an abort in the late
stages of the countdown or during early
flight. For planning purposes, the area was
centered on Launch Complex 19 at Cape Ken
nedy and extended 3 miles toward the Banana
River and 41 miles seaward, with the major
axis along the launch azimuth. The actual
positioning of launch-site forces was oriented
about a much smaller area, with the size and
location determined by the launch azimuth
and local winds.
-

The· typical launch-site recovery force in
cluded four CH-SC amphibious helicopters,
Reduced area based on
winds at time of lift-off

0

launch-site recovery
planning area
FIGURE 16-2.-Typieal launch-site recovery area.
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four

lighter

amphibious

rE!supply

cargo

(LARC) vehicles, two M-1 13 personnel car
riers, two landing vehicle tracked recovery
(LVTR ) , two rescue boats, and one salvage
vessel for in-port standby. The launch-site
recovery forces were not required to effect
an actual recovery during Gemini.
Launch Abort A rea.

The Launch Abort

-

Area was along the launch ground track be
tween Cape Kennedy and the west coast of
Africa. An abort might have occurred in this
area during the launch phase of flight prior
to Earth-orbital insertion. The recovery force
posture in the Launch Abort Area underwent
considerable change during the Gemini Pro
gram as confidence in the launch vehicle and
spacecraft systems increased. For example,
the on-station launch-abort recovery force
for Gemini III consisted. of eight destroyers,

positioned adjacent to these zones. Target
points were selected in each zone for each
time the ground track passed through the
zone. These target points were then covered
by the supporting ship. The aircraft were on
30-minute strip alert and ready for an imme
diate takeoff.
The Atlantic zones were covered by the
::;hips and aircraft which had also provided
Launch

Abort

Area

coverage

during the

launch phase of the mission. The East At
lantic Secondary Landing Area was normally
supported by a destroyer and a fleet oiler.
For Gemini XII, the ship access-time require
ment for this area was increased, and suffi
cient coverage was provided by a fleet oiler
eq1.1ipped with communications and recovery
equipment as well as medical personnel.
The value of Secondary Landing Areas

one fleet oiler, one fleet tug, and nine fixed

and assigned forces was significantly demon

wing aircraft. The on-station launch-abort

strated on the Gemini V and VIII missions.

force for Gemini XII was reduced to three

During the early part of Gemini V mission,

destroyers, one aircraft carrier, one

fleet

the spacecraft

oiier,

The

source

and

four

fixed-wing aircraft.

launch-abort recovery forces were ·not re
quired to make an actual recovery during
Gemini.
-

The Contin

For several

revolutions

after the problem developed, the spacecraft
did not pass through the Primary Landing
Area.

Contingency Recovery Area.

developed electrical power

difficulties.

However,

the

spacecraft

did

pass

through the Mid-Pacific Secondary Landing

gency Recovery Area comprised the area

Area where air and

along the spacecraft ground tracks outside

ready to provide support if necessary. The

surface

forces

were

the planned landing areas. Forces supporting

problem wa� eventually corrected, and the

this area consisted of Air Force Aerospace

mission was completed as planned.

Rescue and Recovery Service aircraft de

The value of the Secondary Landing Areas

ployed to various worldwide staging bases.
These forces were capable of reaching any

was even more evident during the Gemini
VTII flight. Following a successful rendez

point

along

the

spacecraft

ground

track

within 18 hours. There were no actual con
tingency-area recoveries during Gemini.
Secondary Landing Areas.

The Second

-

vous-and-docking maneuver, the docked ve

hicles developed severe gyrations. The crew
was forced to take emergency action which
resulted in a low-fuel state in the Reentry

ary Landing Areas which were established

Control

for the long-duration missions consisted of

planned mission rules, the decision was made

System.

In

accordance

with

pre

four circular zones. Each zone had a radiu�

in this case to land the spacecraft in the West

of 240 nautical miles. The zones were located

Pacific Secondary Landing Area. The sup

in the West Atlantic, East Atlantic, West

port ship and seven aircraft were alerted.

Pacific, and Mid-Pacific. Each zone was sup

and the first aircraft on the scene si�hted the

ported by a destroyer or a fleet oiler and, in

spacecraft

some cases, by. a destroyer and an oiler in

chute. The aircraft deployed the swimmers to

company. In addition, Air Force Aerospace

Rescue and Recovery Service aircraft were

descending on

the main

para

atta·ch the flotation collar to the spacecraft
and to report the condition of the flight crew.
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The destroyer arrived on the scene and re
trieved the spacecraft and flight crew. Re
covery was completed 3 hours 1 0 minutes
after landing.

P1·iman1 Landin{/ A?'ea.-The Primary
Landing Area was located in the West
Atlantic, and the primary recovery ship was
assigned to this area. An Amphibious As
sault Ship was the primary recovery ship
for Gemini X and Gemini XI. A support air
craft carrier was used for this function in all
other missions.

o

The addition of the Amphibious Assault
Ship has provided DOD planners more
flexibilit�· in scheduling support for manned
space-flight missions. This type of ship
operates more economically and does not re
quire a rescue destroyer in company. The
aircraft carrier ha.c; proved to be an effective
primary recovery ship, since it .�erves as a
launch and recover�· platform for helicopters
and pro,·ides excellent facilities for postmis
sion evaluation of the flight crew. Helicopters
are used in the Primary Recovery Area for
the 'electronic location of the spacecraft' and
for the transport of the swim teams to and
from the spacecraft. During most of the mis
siom;. separate helicopters were used for each
of these functions. In Gemini XII, the func
tions were combined by placing the swim
teams aboard the search helicopters. This
satisfactory arrangement proved economical
and operational.
Fixed-wing aircraft were utilized for air
borne control of aircraft in the recovery area
and for providing a commentary of recovery
operations between the recovery forces and
shore installations. This information was re
layed to the Mission Control Center-Hous
ton in real time through relay aircraft. The
relay aircraft provided network support
prior to landing and provided recovery sup
port after landing until the flight crew were
retrieved.
Beginning with Gemini VI-A and Vll,
live television broadcasts and recovery oper
ations in the Primary Landing Area were

provided. Recovery of the flight crew and
spacecraft was televised for all subsequent
missions except Gemini VIII. The Gemini
VI-A and VII missions established the DOD
capability to provide recovery support for a
dual mission.
Plannt>d Versus Actual Statistics

Table 15-I pre..-.ents a compilation of the
total DOD resource!' dedicated to each
Gemini mission. The general trend toward
reduction of forces as the program pro
gressed is shown.
The second column of table 15-11 indicates
the distance between the planned .target
point and the actual landing point of the
spacecraft for each Gemini mission. This
table also shows the time interval between
the spacecraft landing and the arrival of the
flight crew aboard ship. Column 4 shows the
access time established by NASA for the
applicable recovery area; the access time is
the principal criterion established for recov
ery-force operations. This is the elapsed time
from spacecraft landing until first-level
medical care can be provided the flight crew.
Thus, a comparison of the times in columns
3 and 4 provides an indication of recovery
force performance.
Communications

Communications support by DOD forces
evolved from a simple network for support.
ing a ballistic missile launch to complex
communications networks of ships, aircraft,
ground stations, and worldwide recovery
bases and forces for supporting orbital space
flights.
In 1960, the Air Force Eastern Test
Range was committed to support the first
flight of the manned spacecraft program,
Mercury-Redstone 1 mission. Cape Kennedy
(Cape Canaveral ) and Grand Bahama
Island, Eastern Test Range stations, were
the primary ground stations providing track
ing and telemetry support. Other stations
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. were being established to form a worldwide
tracking network. The network included air
borne platforms for automatic voice relay
from a manned spacecraft to the Mission
Control Center by means of high-frequencyI

single-sideband radio and selected ground
stations. The DOD communications responsi
bilities increased as m�ssions progressed
from suborbital to orbital. The responsibil
ities involved the Eastern Test Range, the

TABLE 15-I.-DOD Support of Gemini Missions

I (unmanned)
II (unmanned)
.

....
. .

.

IIL.

...

IV. .. .

..... ..

V. .

. ... . . . .. .. .

.

Duration,
hr:min

Launch
date

ssion

Mi

. ..

rs

P e onnel

Aircraft

l

I

o ry I•

Rec ve
ship

Apr. 8, 1964

•5:00

6 176

None

Jan 19, 1965

0:18

6 562

67

16

Mar. 23, 1965

4:53

10 185

82

27

June 3, 1965

97:56

1 0 349

134

26

Aug. 21, 1965

190:55

10 265

114

19

!: .uss w��p•· . .

None

. . . .. .. .

Oct. 25, 1965

<O:OO

10 125

125

VII... . .................. .
VI-A...... .... ..... ..

Dec. 4, 1965

330:35

10 125

125

Dec. 15, 1965

25:51

10125

125

VIIL..... ... . ... ...

Mar. 16, 1966

10:41

9 665

96

IX-Ae...................
..
X..... . , . .. . . ... .

June 3, 1966

72:21

11 301

92

15

July 18, 1966

70:47

9 072

78

13

71:17

8 963

73

13

94:35

9 775

65

12

VI. .

. . ·········

.

XI. ...... ... . . . . . . . . . .. Sept. 12, 1966
XIL . . . . .... . .. Nov. 11, 1966
•

Tracking time, no recovery intended.

•

Aircraft carrier.

•

•

Mission

terminated

in

.

.

16

18

Ocean

j Atlantic

USS Lake Ch�mplain �>
USS h!lrepid"
USS Wasp"
USSLakeChamplain''

.

1

Atlantic
Atlantic

1 Atlantic

· ·
..

..

USS Wasp''
USS Masan ·1 •
USS Was h .
p
USS Gttadalcanal'
USS Guam1 .... .
USS Wasp'•

!

.j
I
l
·j

• _

Atlantic
Atlantic
Pacific
Atlantic

Atlantic
A tlantic

1 Atlantic

i i

•

Gem n IX aborted May 17 due to failure of t$r

1

Amphibious Assault Ship

get vehicle.

Mission aborted.

Destroyer.

Ship making
spacecraft recovery

(helicopter carrier).

Secondary

Landing Area. USS Boozer was planned recovery

carrier.

TABLE 15-II.-Gemini Recover?J Operations

.

Landin� distance
from target point,
n. mi.

Mi!lsion

I . ..
II .

"

III ..
IV
v

Vt-A .....

VII. ..

VIII ......... .

.

.,

.

I

44
....

.

,

.J

!)1
7

Maximum ship
access time, hr

I

70

4

57
89
66

'

�
4
4

6.4

33

4

1.1

190

6

IX-A,. . ... . .... . .. .

0.38

52

4

X .. .

3.4

28

4

2.65

24

4

2.6

30.

4

XI .... .. .

XIL ..

I

Remarks
N o recovery intended

Unmanned .
Unmanned.

.

14
60

to ftight crew
aboard recovery
ship, min

--

I
I

Time from landing

J
r

Crew emamed
craft

l

m

space

Landing in West Pacific
Zone

1 Crew remained in space-

�
II

craft
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Eglin

Gulf Test Range, the White Sands

and a vast network of dedicated, common

Missile Range, and the Pacific Missile Range,

user circuits connecting the worldwide de

a5 well as associated ships and aircraft inte

ployed forces on a near real-time basis was

grated

into

designated

one

network

network

Force Western

Range,

a

DOD

available for Gemini XII. This system was

Air

capable of supporting as many as 131 air

The

in

craft, 28 surface vessels, 30 land-based sites,

1965. includes Vandenberg Air Force Base,

and 5 major recovery control centers. Each

Calif. ;

recovery force was given a complete test

Hawaii ;

Te.c;t

under

controller.

organized

Eniwetok; and

ships and

aircraft supporting the Pacific area.

prior to each mission to assure readiness to

During the Mercury and Gemini manned
space flights, many new theories, different
support and response, and mechanics of ac

support nominal a� well as nonnominal mis
sions.
Under the direction of the DOD Man

complishing the missions were developed by

ager's

DOD. The transmission of high-speed radar

DOD communications assets were activated

Assistant for Communications, the

data for manned mi!'lsions ; the use of air

and tested approximately 7 days prior to

borne platforms for tracking, telemetry, and

flig-ht. The assets were tested for station-to

automatic voice relay ; and the procedures

!'ltation alinement procedures, alternate and

for integrating the DOD Service and Na

diverse routing, and equipment and

tional Ranges with the NASA stations were

power readiness.

man

For orbital support, the

improved.

NASA and DOD tracking/telemetry stations

While much consideration was accorded a
buildup of networks to support the orbital

integrated the communication functions sys

portion of a flight. action was also taken to
provide
forc�s

the
with

worldwide

deployed

communications

recovery

systems that

were a·dequate, responsive, and reliable. The

tems for network simulations about 15 days
prior to flight.

In addition to insuring that necessary cir
cuitry was available and ready to support
the mission. key individuals were deployed

complete resources of DOD were made avail

by the Assistant for Communications to key

able through the facilities of the Defense

communications locations. These individuals

Communications Agency, Unified and Speci
fied

Commands,

as

well

as

through

the

were to provide quick response to unforeseen
situations. to assist field commanders with

resources of the separate commands. Progres

any communications problem that could not

sion was evident in the method of proYiding

be resolved locally, and to insure that DOD

teletype commu!'lications (written copy) serv

forces conformed to documented and last

ice. Early in Project Mercury, the facilities of
the Army, Navy, and Air Force were used to

minute communication needs as a single and

integrated system. Possible improvements to

provide teletype information to the forces

communications equipment, terminal

and bases under the command of each of the

tions,

services. To gain operational control, to im

prove response time, and to insure real-time

reaction, the Army (Fort Detrick. Md.) was

and

tions links were also made available from the
Defense Communications Agency, commer

loca

constantly

studied to assure that the best possible sup
sions.
Meteorology

relay-switching center, interconnecting the
deployed recovery forces. Voice communica

were

port was available to manned spacecraft mis

given the responsibility for the automatic
recovery staff of the DOD Manager with the

procedures

The short duration of the Project Mercury
missions allowed confirmation of acceptable
weather conditions in the recovery areas. In
the planning stage of the Gemini Program,

cia) carriers, ranges, and military commands.

howe,·er, it became apparent that weather

Recovery communications support increased ;

conditions

in

the

planned

recovery areas
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would have to be monitored continuously i n
order to determine the suitability o f recov
ery areas. As a result, the National Range
Division staff meteorologist was designated
the Assistant for Meteorology to the DOD
Manager.
Special weather observations were made
from DOD ships i n the recovery areas and
from weather reconnaissance aircraft. Both
Air Force and Navy aircraft were used f.or
Gemini weather reconnaissance and were
specially equipped for hurricane and typhoon
reconnaissa!lce. Each of the four recovery
zones for the Gemini missions was supported
by one reconnaissance ftight each day as
needed.
Special weather support, using balloon and
meteorological rocket-equipped instrumenta
tion, was provided at selected locations with
high-level atmospheric data for postflight
analysis.
flillastronautics

The Bioastronautics Operational Support
Unit at Cape Kennedy was completed in time
to support the ·launch of Gemini III on March
23, 1965.
Bioastronautics at the Air Force Eastern
Test Range is one of the many complex as
signment!'\ of a DOD . organization. The
Director of Bioastronautics is responsible for
providing assistance to NASA as required
in prelaunch evaluation of the flight crew,
biomedical monitoring during orbital flight,
medical support for recovery operations, and
postflight evaluation.
Medical support for the early Jupiter
flights that carried animal life was provided
by a joint-services team of three officers
designated as the Aero-Medical Consultant
Staff. In November 1959, NASA reque�ted
DOD to provide the medical support team
for Project Mercury. The DOD representa
tive for Project Mercury support appointed
his Staff Surgeon to the newly established
position of Assistant for Bioastronautics to
manage these support activities. The func-·
tion of this new· office was to organize a
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worldwide DOD medical support capability
and to deploy people and materiel as re
quested by NASA. This first Assistant for
Bioastronautics was responsible to the
6550th U.S. Air Force Hospital at Patrick
Air Force Base and to the Air Force Missile
Test Center commander. I n January 1962,
the Assistant for Bioastronautics was desig
nated an additional duty position for the re
designated Deputy for Bioastronautics, Air
Force Eastern Test Range. In March 1963,
the Office of the Deputy for Bioastronautics
was selected by the Surgeon General of the
U.S. Air Force to provide primary training
that would satisfy the requirements for the
third year of residency training i n aerospace
medicine.
Public Affairs

The Director of Information of the Air
Force Eastern Test Range was designated
as the Assistant for Public Affairs to the
DOD Manager under the DOD/NASA agree
ment. The areas of responsibility of the
Assistant for Public Affairs began at Cape
Kennedy and extended to Hawaii and to
Europe.
The operation of the press sites, including
fiscal management and technical organiza
tion, was also the responsibility of the As
sistant for Public Affairs. The news pools at
Cape Kennedy during a launch and those at
sea were operated under established rules.
DOD information desks were established
i n the two major NASA news centers ap
proximately 5 days before the mission and
were manned until the day after spacecraft
recovery. Beginning 2 hours before mission
lift-off and continuinj:t through recovery,
DOD public affairs consoles in the recovery
control centers were operated 24 hours a
day. Manpower assistance was provided by
other military commands and departments
under the supervision of the Assistant for
Public Affairs. Of the 10 100 newsmen ac
credited during the Gemini Program, nearly
7000 operated i n the Capt Kennedy area. and
the remainder, in Houston.

16.

PRE-GEMINI MEDICAL PRE:OICTIONS VERSUS GEMINI
FLIGHT RESULTS

By CHARLES A. BERRY, M.D., Director of Medical Research and Operations, NASA Manned Spacecraft
Center; and ALLEN D. CATTERSON, M.D., Office of Medical Research Operations. NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center

so1me effect on almost every body system. It

Summary

is
The Mercury and

Gemini

space

flights

understandable that detrimental

effects

w��re the ones listed, as these could have been

provided approximately 2000 man-hoqrs of

limiting factors in manned space flight. In

weightless exposure for evaluating predicted

some respects, the medical community be

effects of space flights versus actual findings.

comes its own worst enemy in the attempt to

In general, the environmental hazards and the

pr•otect man against the hazards of new and

effects on man appear to be of less magnitude

unknown

physiologic changes noted were orthostatism

syatem

for some 50 hours postflight as measured

mendous capability of the body to maintain a

with a tilt table, reduced red-cell mass ( 5 to
20 percent) , and reduced X-ray density (cal

Following the first manned

cium) in the os calcis and the small finger.

some of these anxieties were reduced, al

No abnormal psychological reactions have

though most observers believed the evidence

than

originally anticipated. The principal

been observed,

and

no vestibular disturb

ances have occurred that were related to

environments.

Frequently,

the

physician dwells upon the possible individual
decrements,

and

forgets

the

tre

state of homeostasis in many environments.
space

flights.

was insufficient to reject any of the dire pre
dic:tions.

flight. Drugs have been prescribed for inflight
use. The role of the physician in !'lupporling
normal space flight is complex, requiring the
practice of clinical medicine, research, and
diplomacy. Although much remain!'! to be
learned, it appears that if man is properly
supported, his limitations will not be a bar
rier to the exploration of the universe.

r�rredicted and Observed Environment and
Human Responses
'rhe successful and safely conducted Mer
cur·y and Gemini Programs have provided
the! first significant knowledge concerning
ma.n's capability to cope with the environ
ment of space. In these programs, 19 men

Introduction

have flown 26 man-ftights for a total weight
Jest� experience of approximately 2000 man

Prior to the first expoS;ure of man to orbi

hours. Three individuals have flown as the

tal space flight, the biomedical community

single crewman in Mercury and as one of

expressed considerable concern over man's

the two crewmen in the Gemini spacecraft ;

capabllity not only to perform in such an

four individuals have flown twice

environment but even to survive in it. Since

Gemini spacecraft. The ftight programs are

weightlessness was the one unknown factor

summarized in tables 16-I and 16-II. This

in the

which could not be exactly duplicated in a

flight experience only scratches the surface

laboratory on the ground, numerouR investi

of detailed space exploration, but should pro

gators

vide a sound basis for -:omparing the predic-

and

various

committee!'!

predicted
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